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Preface

Renewable energy systems are becoming more attractive for generating electric
power due to their sustainability, environmental friendliness, can be used as a replace-
ment for the dependency on fossil fuels, and they can be localized near the loads to add
support to the electric power system.Wind energy is one of the fastest growing renew-
able energy systems and with the increasing improvements to the control system of
wind energy systems, it can increase its penetration to the electric power system
mix. The generated energy and the stability of the wind energy systems depend
mainly on the wind speed variation and the improvement in the control system of
this energy source will help to increase their use for generating electric energy. This
book is introduced to present the control and operations of the integration of wind
energy systems with electric power systems. The book introduced the size of the
excitation capacitor required when using a three-phase induction generator with an
accurate model for the losses in the rotor and stator of the self-excited induction
generator. Also, the use of a Double-fed Induction Generator (DFIG) as a gener-
ator in wind energy applications is getting more attention in many chapters of this
book. The control of generated power in the DFIG and maximum power tracking
is introduced and discussed in many chapters of this book. The power quality and
harmonics injected into the power system are introduced and discussed. Many tech-
niques to overcome (treat) the effects of harmonics on the power system due to the
integration of renewable energy systems to the electric utility are introduced and
discussed. The communication techniques used in the control and operation of the
wind energy system and the SCADA systems are introduced to show how they can
control the wind energy systems. Many chapters have been introduced in the book
to show the effect on the power system when the wind energy system is used as a
distributed generation source. Also, smart optimization techniques have been used
in one chapter for performance and control improvement and the maximum power
point tracking of the wind energy system. Moreover, planning, design, and cost anal-
ysis of the wind energy system and economic analysis of the wind energy system
are introduced in many chapters and how they can be used in a hybrid system with
other renewable energy sources is introduced and discussed. The selection of wind
turbine suitable for sites and the criteria used to choose the best sites are introduced
in detail.
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vi Preface

This book is introducing a good overview on how to use the wind energy system
working standalone and integrated with the electric utility. These subjects introduced
in this book will help students, researchers, designers, and decision-makers for a
better understanding of the operation and control of wind energy systems and how
it can be interconnected with an electric utility and the financial details of installing
wind energy systems. Moreover, this book will be very interesting for the readers
who are looking for using wind energy systems to feed loads in isolated areas as well
as on the utility scale. It will also help them to know the wind energy systems’ char-
acteristics, modeling, operation, challenges, maximum power tracking, and practical
implementation.
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Almajmaah, Saudi Arabia
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Modeling and Effect of Core Loss in AC
Three-Phase Self-excited Generators
Used in Wind Energy Applications

Saleh Al-Senaidi, Abdulrahman Alolah, and Majeed Alkanhal

Abstract Green renewable energy sources have been introduced as alternatives to
avoid the environmental impact of the hazardous waste of conventional power gener-
ation. One of these remarkable exploited green sources is wind energy. Self-Excited
AC Generators, namely, three-phase Self-Excited Induction (SEIG) and Reluctance
(SERG), generators are used to convert wind power to electric power. Extensive
research studies have been carried out on the analyses of dynamic, transient, as well
as steady-state performance of these generators. In most of these studies, core losses
were neglected. However, different methods have been attempted to consider the
core loss by adding resistance to the model of the generators. The values of this
resistance are taken as either; (i) fixed, (ii) linearly proportional to the magnetizing
reactances (Xm or Xd), or (iii) variable as a polynomial function of Xm (or Xd). This
chapter presents a comparative study to assess the above-mentioned three methods
under different operating conditions of (SEIG) and (SERG) generators. The effect
of neglecting the core loss on the analysis are studied. The method no. (iii) above
is used as a reference to evaluate the errors in the other methods. The generator
performance resulted from the three methods is shown and compared. Experimental
verifications are included to illustrate the most accurate method to account for core
loss in generator analysis.
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List of Symbols

a P.u. speed.
C, Xc Value of excitation capacitance (μF) and its p.u. reactance at base

frequency, respectively.
Cmin Minimum excitation capacitance (μF).
Vo P.u. terminal voltage.
Eq, Ed P.u. quadrature and direct magnetizing voltages, respectively.
F, u P.u. frequency and speed, respectively.
Iq, Id P.u. quadrature and direct magnetizing currents, respectively.
Is, Ic, IL, Ie P.u. stator, excitation capacitance, load, and core loss currents,

respectively.
Rs, Rr , Re, RL P.u. stator, rotor, core loss, and load resistances, respectively.
ER, Eg P.u. air gap voltages of SERG and SEIG, respectively.
Xd P.u. direct axis saturated magnetizing reactance.
Xo, Xm P.u. unsaturated and saturated magnetizing reactances at base

frequency, respectively.
Xq P.u. quadrature axis magnetizing reactance at base frequency.
XL, Xr , Xs P.u. load, and rotor and stator leakage reactances at base frequency,

respectively

1 Introduction

The induction and synchronous reluctance machines are considered self-excited
when the appropriate value of capacitors are attached to their terminals while the
rotors are driven at suitable speeds. The analyses of the dynamic, transient, and
steady state of self-excited AC generators have been covered deeply in the literature
albeit the core losses have been largely ignored in the studies. In this chapter, the core
losses aremodeled in amore accurate function, which is associatedwith the degree of
saturation. This association is obtained experimentally and integrated as a nonlinear
model of the SERG and SEIG. The performance of the system is obtained by using
an optimization technique to solve the nonlinear models. The result is a novel group
of curves that accurately describe the performance of the generator when core losses
are taken into consideration. Experimental and computed curves match so much that
show the accuracy of the presented models.

In SEIG, some publications completely left out the core loss effects [1–10] while
others simply used the motor model of the core loss or assumed a constant resistance
in shunt with the magnetizing reactance as a replacement for the core loss [11–17].
These approaches are adequate for motor operation because motors operate near the
unsaturated region. On the other hand, SEIG operates in the saturated region [1–5]
which is largely affected by variations in load, shaft speed, the value of excitation
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capacitor, and load’s power factor. The changes in the level of saturation change the
core loss and hence the operating parameters of the generator.

The main advantages of SERG over SEIG are constant frequency operation as
well as lower copper and core losses [18–25]. An equivalent circuit similar to a
SEIG is presented in [24] to simplify the analysis of a SERG; however, the effect
of an essential parameter of the reluctance machine, which is the saliency ratio, was
ignored in the analysis [26].Amodelwas developed for SERG in [23, 25] by applying
Park’s d-q transformation with consideration of the effect of magnetic saturation and
saliency on the performance analysis. Further development of this analysis with
variable speed is made in [27, 28] to predict capacitance requirements and operating
limits. However, the above studies do not include core losses of the generator in
the analyses. An interesting method for analyzing the SERG has been presented in
[29] by considering both core losses and saliency. This method is not appropriate
for situations where capacitors are connected to the terminals of the generator for
self-excitation as the excitation is generated by connecting a rectifier bridge and a
DC supply. The analysis in [30] was performed by modifying that in [24], and the
core loss and saliency were considered. However, in this analysis, the core loss was
assumed to be constant and represented by a constant resistance irrespective of the
saturation effects; furthermore, the analysis was valid only for a fixed speed.

On the other hand, good analysis in [31] was developed for the SERG and was
verified experimentally by considering the core loss as a variable resistance. The
value of the resistance is considered to be directly proportional to the magnetizing
reactance, i.e., Re = k Xd , where k is a proportionality constant.

As a matter of fact, any variation or change in the operation conditions, such
as the load power factor, load impedance (RL and/or XL), speed, and/or excitation
capacitance, will definitely vary the level of saturation of the SERG. The saturation-
level variation will change the saturated magnetizing reactance, Xd , core loss, and
the air gap voltage, and hence the performance of the SERG. For this reason, the
core loss needs to be linked to the level of saturation in the SERG by modeling it as
a variable parameter.

The aim of this chapter is to propose an accurate model of the core loss that takes
into consideration any change in the level of saturation due to changes in speed (u),
excitation capacitance (C), load (ZL), and its power factor (pf ) as mention earlier. To
achieve this, the core loss resistance is modeled as a variable that is influenced by the
level of saturation in the generator. The benefit of this model is that it can be included
in the future design of SEIG andSERG to take into consideration the high and varying
saturation levels in the generators. In the following sections, the core loss is linked
to the level of saturation by modeling it mathematically as a variable function of
saturation level that increases the accuracy of the analysis of SEIG and SERG. The
accuracy of the proposed core loss model is confirmed by a set of experimental tests
that agree with the simulated results.
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2 Three-Phase Self-excited Induction Generator

The SEIG is mostly used in isolated power supply and the mode of excitation is
achieved by connecting some predetermined optimal value of capacitor bank across
the stator terminals. The capacitor banks supply the required reactive power by the
induction generator and accordingly corrects the power factor of the machine. Using
only the permanent magnetism of the machine, the capacitor bank resonates with the
inductance of the machine to build up the voltage of the IG terminals from near to
zero to the desired level. Figure 1 illustrates the scheme of the SEIG.

2.1 Analysis

The equivalent circuit in a per phase of a three-phase SEIG with R-L load is shown
in Fig. 2. Saturation effects are taken into consideration by modeling the core loss
resistance Rc, and the magnetizing reactance Xm as variable parameters. The basic
parameters of the generator are obtained from the usual DC, locked rotor, and no-
load running at synchronous speed tests. From the DC and the locked rotor tests, the
values ofRs,Rr ,Xs, andXr are determined. Themagnetization curve of the generator
was obtained using a no-load running test while the rotor was driven at synchronous
speed. This curve reveals the variation of Rc and Xm against the air-gap voltage (or
magnetizing current) as shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows thatXm andRc are varying
in relation to the level of saturation in accordance with the air-gap voltage. Figure 4a

Fig. 1 Three-phase self-excited induction generator
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Fig. 2 SEIG per-phase equivalent circuit under the proposed core loss model
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Fig. 3 Variation in Rc/F and Xm against Eg/F in the generator under study

shows a redevelopment of the magnetizing curve shown in Fig. 3 that is essential to
obtain the SEIG performance. Xm and Rc are varying because they are considered
as variable parameters since they are linked to the saturation level in the generator
which varies according to the operating conditions. This fact, to the best knowledge
of the authors, is ignored in all the literature of SEIGs [1–9].

2.1.1 Core Loss Modeling

The research gap in the literature as mentioned above is filled by modeling the rate
change of the core loss, Rc, with the magnetizing reactance, Xm, as illustrated in
Fig. 4b. Experimental results of Fig. 4b shows that the core loss, Rc, varies largely
with Xm and can be described mathematically with a fourth-degree polynomial fitted
curve. From this model, any change in u, ZL, and C that leads to the change in the
level of saturation can be captured in the change of Xm and consequently in the value
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Fig. 4 Variation in Eg/F and
Rc/(F Xm) against Xm:
a Eg/F, b Rc/(F Xm)
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of Rc. The curve of the air-gap voltage (Eg) against Xm in Fig. 4a is expressed for
computational purposes by a set of piecewise linear functions [1, 32] or by making
use of curve fitting with an appropriate degree of a polynomial function as developed
by the authors earlier [3].

With the same concept, the variation of the core loss against Xm is also fitted in the
same manner as another polynomial function, as shown in Fig. 4b. The fitted curves
are expressed as

Eg/F =
n∑

i=0

ki X
i
m (1)

Rc/(F · Xm) =
r∑

i=0

mi X
i
m (2)
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where mi and ki are the coefficients of the polynomials.
The polynomial coefficients are determined experimentally and are given in the

Appendix. This method does not alter the characterization given in [1], because the
variation in Rc is linked to the variation in Xm (Rc is a function of Xm (i.e., Rc = f
(Xm)).

2.1.2 Loop-Impedance Solution

In the circuit of Fig. 2, the total impedance, Zt , across Rc and Xm branch is expressed
as

Zt = ((Zs + (ZL//ZC))//Zr ) + Zm (3)

where Zs = Rs/F + j Xs, ZL = RL/F + j XL , Zr = Rr/(F − u) + j Xr , Zm =
(Rc/F)//( j Xm), and Zc = − j Xc/F2.

When the system in Fig. 2 operates at the steady-state condition, the voltage across
Zt is equal to zero [5], i.e.,

Is Zt = 0 (4)

In steady state, there is a passing current in the stator windings (i.e., Is �= 0), which
implies that Zt = 0. From this, the two equations can be expressed as

Re(Zt ) = 0 (5)

Im(Zt ) = 0 (6)

Equations (5) and (6) can be solved for two unknowns such as (Xm and F), (Xc

and F), (u and F), or (ZL and F).
Solving the nonlinear equations of (5) and (6) can be done using many schemes

that are reported in the literature. A scheme that was presented in [11] used the
Newton–Raphson method to solve for the unknowns. Another scheme was given in
[1, 2] by rearranging the two equations as two polynomials of high degree in the
desired unknown along with the frequency, F. Nevertheless, these schemes cannot
fit the proposed model given in this section because the core loss is assumed to be
varying. Instead, solving Eqs. (5) and (6) under a variable core loss can be obtained by
applying optimization-based schemes, such as the one presented in [3] as described
below.
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2.1.3 Method of Solution

An optimization-based program was built to solve Eqs. (5) and (6) for the desired
unknowns. The desired unknowns can be F and Xm, Xc, ZL, or u that are obtained
by minimizing the value of Zt (i.e., |Zt | = 0). The system performance of Fig. 2 can
be obtained once the unknowns are found with the help of the magnetization curve.

The flowchart of the optimization-based program that solves for Xm and F against
the speed is shown in Fig. 5. For obtaining other unknowns such as (F and u), (F and

Fig. 5 Optimization
program flowchart to obtain
the performance of the SEIG
against the speed (ε = 1 ×
10−5)
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ZL), and (F and Xc), similar programs were developed. This scheme is built with the
MATLAB functions “constr” and “fmincon”, which are classical enhanced numer-
ical gradient-type optimizers. This gradient-based optimization scheme is applied to
solve the developed model due to its efficiency and reliability in handling nonlinear
problems. The process is iterative with the basic steps shown in the flowchart of
Fig. 5. The optimization is initialized at a randomly chosen feasible starting point
in order to enhance the chance of the algorithm to converge to global minima. The
optimization algorithmmakes use of both themodel evaluation aswell as the directed
gradient to converge toward the optimal point [33, 34]. The error tolerance, ε, was
set to be 1 × 10−5.

2.2 Results and Discussion

The value of F, Rc, Xm, as well as other parameters of the system shown in the circuit
of Fig. 2 vary with any variation in the controlled parameters (u, ZL, and C). Under
different load conditions, Fig. 6 presents the variations in Xm, Rc, Vo, and Is, against
C. The curve value of Xm drops to a minimum as C is being increased and then starts
growing up as shown in Fig. 6a. On the other hand, the curve value of Rc decreases
and increases irrespective of the value of Xm. Figure 6b shows that the stator current,
Is, increases as the excitation capacitance increases then it decreases against any
increase in C. A similar observation is noticed for the terminal voltage, Vo in the
same figure. It is worth mentioning that the machine operates as a generator when
Xm is less than Xo (i.e., Xm ≤ Xo) [1–4].

The variations in frequency, F, and minimum excitation capacitor (Cmin) against
the power factor (pf ) at two different loads are shown in Fig. 7. This casewas obtained
by keeping the speed constant at 1.0 p.u. and Xm was assumed to have a value equal
to Xo. The value of Cmin is higher at the lower value of ZL and vice versa. Opposite
observation is noticed for F. In addition, as the power factor increases from zero to
one, the frequency decreases in a small amount while the value of Cmin increases in
a small amount then decreases at a noticeable rate. When the capacitor and speed
are fixed at 40 μF and 1.0 p.u., respectively, the variation in Xm and F versus power
factor is shown in Fig. 8. It is noticeable that the larger the value of ZL, the lower the
value of Xm. Again, the frequency decreases in a small amount as the power factor
increases from zero to one. The decrement is more for the minimum load impedance,
ZL. For the same value of the capacitor and speed of Fig. 8, the variation in the stator
current and terminal voltage against the power factor is shown in Fig. 9. At a higher
value of load impedance, the terminal voltage is approximately constant at a lower
value of Xm as shown in Fig. 8.

The variation in Rc and Xm against u is shown in Fig. 10a for two different loads
while C is kept fixed at 30 μF. For the same case, Fig. 10b shows the variation in the
stator current and the terminal voltage versus speed. This figure shows clearly that
Rc changes as the speed varies to agree to the measured results shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6 Variation against C
for two different loads (u =
1.0 p.u.): a Core loss
resistance Rc and
magnetizing reactance Xm,
b stator current Is and
terminal voltage Vo
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2.3 Experimental Verification

2.3.1 Setup

Under different conditions, experimental tests were carried out on the machine
studied above to verify the proposed model. Figure 11 shows the experimental
setup to obtain the performance of the machine under study. A DC motor that is
controlled by a variable DC power supply drives the SEIG rotor. The excitation of the
generator is achieved by using a star connected capacitor bank. The measurements
of the mechanical and electrical quantities such as power, power factor, current,
voltage, speed, and frequency were made by a computerized measurement unit
(model CEM-U/Elettronica Veneta).
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2.3.2 Performance Measurements

The variation in the stator current, Is, and terminal voltage, Vo, versus C at a fixed
speed (u = 1.0 p.u.) is shown in Fig. 12. The variation in Is and Vo versus speed
at a fixed capacitor (C = 30 μF) is shown in Fig. 13. Under different excitation
capacitor values, Fig. 14 shows the system performance similar to that of Fig. 13. As
expected, these figures show that an increase in speed or C will result in an increase
in Is and Vo. In addition, the frequency increases as u increases. These figures show
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Fig. 10 Variation against
speed for two different load
conditions (C = 30 μF):
a Core loss resistance Rc and
magnetizing reactance Xm,
b stator current Is and
terminal voltage Vo
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Fig. 11 Experimental setup for SEIG core loss study
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Fig. 12 Variation in stator current Is and terminal voltage Vo against excitation capacitance C
under no load (u = 1 p.u.)

good agreement between the simulated values and the measured results to validate
the presented model.

2.3.3 Core Loss Influence

The effect of ignoring accurate modeling of core loss on the SEIG performance is
discussed in this section.

The formulas that are used to evaluate the error in the values of efficiency (η)
and terminal voltage (Vo) between the fixed value of Rc and the presented core loss
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Fig. 14 Variation in stator current Is and terminal voltage Vo against speed under no load

modeling are expressed by

Error(η) = η|Rc isconstant − η|Rc= f (Xm )

η|Rc= f (Xm )

× 100 (7)

Error(Vo) = Vo|Rc isconstant − Vo|Rc= f (Xm )

Vo|Rc= f (Xm )

× 100 (8)

Under different operating conditions, Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 show the error
evaluation for the system under study. The variation in the terminal voltage against
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Fig. 15 Variation in
terminal voltage Vo versus
excitation capacitance C for
two models of Rc
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Fig. 18 Variation in the
error of efficiency η and
terminal voltage Vo against
speed u
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Fig. 19 Variation in the
error of terminal voltage Vo
against load impedance |ZL |
for two models of Rc at
different power factors
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the excitation capacitor for two models of Rc is shown in Fig. 15. Figure 16 shows
the error variation against excitation capacitance under fixed speed and load. The
variation in the terminal voltage against the speed for the two models under fixed
excitation capacitance and load is shown in Fig. 17 while the error variance of the
same case is shown in Fig. 18. The conclusion from Figs. 16 and 18 is that at a low
value of u and C, the error in the terminal voltage value is quite high and this error
quickly decreases to an absolute low value as u, or C increase.

Figure 19 shows the variation in terminal voltage against load impedance for fixed
and variable Rc under fixed excitation capacitance, power factor, and speed. Once
again, at a low value of ZL, the error in the terminal voltage value is quite high and this
error rapidly decreases to an absolute low value as ZL increases. On the other hand,
the variation in the efficiency error grows up with the increase of load impedance.

3 Three-Phase Self-excited Reluctance Generator

This section presents more accurate modeling of core loss in SERG analysis taking
into consideration the variation of saturation level when excitation capacitors, speed,
or load change. To achieve this, the equivalent resistance of the core loss in the
equivalent circuit of the generator is redeveloped, as presented below. Furthermore,
a comparative study to assess thementionedmethods under different operation condi-
tions and loads is presented. The effect of neglecting the core loss on the analysis of
the SERG is discussed as well. The method presented in [35] is used as a reference
to evaluate the errors in other methods.

3.1 Steady State Mathematical Model

Figure 21 shows the equivalent circuit of a three-phase self-excited reluctance gener-
ator under R–L load. For the performance at steady state, the following are assumed
in this section to perform the analysis of the SERG [31]:

Fig. 21 Per phase equivalent circuit of the SERG
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• Harmonic effects are neglected.
• The operation of the three-phase system is balanced.
• The core loss resistance Re and the magnetizing reactance Xd are the only

parameters that are affected by the saturation.
• The saturation in the quadrature axis is neglected.
• Only the reactances vary linearly with the frequency at variable speed operation.
• In the circuit of Fig. 21, all the parameters are assumed fixed and not affected

by the saturation level except the magnetizing reactance Xd and the core loss
resistance Re.

The total impedance, Zt, parallel to Re in the circuit shown in Fig. 21 is given by

Zt = Rt + j Xt = Zs + (ZL//Zc) (9)

where Zs = Rs + j a Xs, ZL = RL + j a XL, and Zc = − jXc/a.
Using d- and q-axis theory of salient pole synchronous machines, the currents and

voltages are given as

−
I R = −

I d + −
I q (10)

−
ER = −−

Eq − −
Ed (11)

where
−
Eq = j

−
I d (aXd), and

−
Ed = j

−
I q (aXq).

In reluctance machine, the current must lead the air-gap voltage in order for it to
operate as a generator. Hence, Eqs. (10) and (11) are represented as shown in Fig. 22
[30].

The current and voltage shown in Fig. 22 can be expressed as:

I 2R = I 2d + I 2q (12)

E2
R = E2

q + E2
d = I 2d (aXd)

2 + I 2q (aXq)
2 (13)

Fig. 22 Phasor diagram of
the SERG
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The reactive power is used as another link between the equivalent circuit of Fig. 21
and the phasor diagram of Fig. 22. The reactive power that is consumed by the total
reactance in the circuit shown in Fig. 21, Xt , is equivalent to the generated air gap
reactive power [31] and is expressed as

I 2s (Xt ) = I 2q (aXq) + I 2d (aXd) (14)

Using Eq. (12) for IR and applying the current divider rule to the circuit shown in
Fig. 21 [31], Ie and Is are derived as

I 2e = (I 2d + I 2q )((R2
t + X2

t )/H) (15)

I 2s = (I 2d + I 2q )(R2
e/H) (16)

where H = (Re + Rt )
2 + X2

t .
The air gap voltage ER equals the voltage across Re in the circuit shown in Fig. 21,

and it can be expressed as

ER = Re Ie (17)

Solving Eqs. (13), (14), (15), (16), and (17), and after some manipulation [31],
the relationship between Id and Iq is given by

I 2d
(
a2X2

d H − R2
e

(
R2
t + X2

t

)) = I 2q
(
R2
e (R

2
t + X2

t ) − a2X2
q H

)
(18)

I 2d (aXd H − R2
e Xt ) = I 2q (R2

e Xt − aXq H) (19)

By eliminating Id and Iq from Eqs. (18) and (19), the following equation is
obtained [31]:

X2
d

(
aR2

e Xt − a2XqH
) + Xd

(
a2X2

q H − R2
e

(
R2
t + X2

t

))

+ R2
e Xq((R

2
t + X2

t ) − aXq Xt ) = 0 (20)

In cases where the core loss is neglected, Eq. (20) could be used by obtaining the
limit as Re goes to infinity, which yields the following equation:

X2
d(aXt − a2Xq) + Xd(a

2X2
q − (R2

t + X2
t )) + Xq((R

2
t + X2

t ) − aXq Xt ) = 0
(21)

It should be noted that the total impedance parameters Rt and Xt are functions of
the variables a, Rs, Xs, Xc, and ZL.
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When considering core loss, Eq. (20) is used to obtain the performance of the
SERG by solving for Xd , Xc, or a; otherwise, Eq. (21) is used in cases where the core
loss is neglected.

3.1.1 Core Loss Modeling

Assuming the machine parameters Rs and Xs are fixed for a given generator, many
variables are unknown in Eq. (20) such as a, Xd , Re, Xc, and ZL. Two of these
unknowns, Re and Xd , can be linked together by a function that experimentally can
be determined and these two unknowns are considered as one unknown.

Practically, any change in speed, load, and/or excitation capacitance will cause a
variation in the saturation level of the SERG and, consequently, cause a variation in
the performance of the SERG and the core loss. This implies that Re is not constant
especially when considering variable speed [31]. Different methods that consider the
core loss by adding resistance (Re) to the model of the generator have been devel-
oped. The value of Re was either fixed or proportional to the direct axis magnetizing
reactance in a linear relation (i.e. Re = k Xd) as proposed in [31]. More accurate
modeling is proposed in this section by representing Re as a polynomial function of
Xd as

Re =
n∑

i=0

mi X
i
d (22)

where n and mi are the polynomial degree and coefficients, respectively, of the fitted
curve obtained from the experimental results.

For a given machine, the parameters Xs and Rs are assumed to be fixed. Variables
such asXc,Re,Xd ,ZL, and a are unknown inEq. (20). In caseswhereRe is represented
as a linear or polynomial function of Xd , two of these unknowns (Xd and Re) are
considered as one unknown as they are linked together as mentioned above. The
function coefficients k and mi can be obtained from the linear and polynomial fitted
curves of the experimental results of the core loss.

3.1.2 Method of Solution

Equation (20) can be solved for one unknown providing the other unknowns are
given except in the case of Xd . When Xd is unknown, Re is also unknown and is
linked to Xd as given in the Appendix.

Themethod of solution used in this section involves the development of a program
using Matlab that solves Eq. (20) directly. This program solves for Xd , Xc, a, or ZL

for minimum value of Eq. (20) (i.e. Eq. (20) = 0). Once the value of the unknown
is obtained, the circuit of Fig. 21 is to be solved with the help of the magnetization
curve to yield the performance of the generator.
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With the use of the magnetization fitted curve, the performance of the SERG can
be found just after solving Eq. (20) for the desired unknown. The basic circuit laws
can be applied to the circuit shown in Fig. 21 to obtain electrical parameters such as
voltages, currents, and powers.

3.1.3 Generator Performance

Once the unknown is obtained using Eqs. (20) or (21), The SERG performance can
be evaluated as follows [31, 35]:

• For the given Xd , the value of Id is calculated by using the polynomial function
of the machine d-axis magnetizing fitted curve. i.e.

Id =
n∑

i=0

ki X
i
d (23)

where n and ki are the polynomial degree and coefficients.

• Once Id is obtained, either Eq. (18) or (19) can be used to calculate the value of
Iq.

• Eqs. (12), (13), and (16) are used to evaluate IR, ER, and Is, respectively.
• The terminal voltage V o can be found as follows:

Vo = | ER − Is e
jθt Zs | (24)

where θt = tan−1
(

Xt
Rt

)

• Load current, IL = Vo/

√
R2
L + (aXL)

2

• Capacitor current, Ic = aVo/Xc
• Copper loss, Pcu = I 2s Rs
• Core loss, PFe = E2

R/Re
• Output power, Po = I 2L RL
• Input power, Pin = Pcu + PFe + Po
• Efficiency, η = Po/Pin .
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3.2 Results and Discussions

Machine data and the experimental results are given in [31] have been used in this
section to verify the validity of the proposed model. The magnetization curve of the
machine is shown in Fig. 23, to be used with the circuit of Fig. 21 to yield the SERG
performance.

The variation of Re against Xd according to the level of saturation is shown in
Fig. 24. In addition, it can be seen from Figs. 23 and 24 that the saturation level in
the generator is variable, and accordingly the values of Xd . and Re.

Furthermore, Figs. 23 and 24 show the fitted polynomial functions of the core
loss and magnetization curves. Third-degree polynomials were found to be good
and suitable approximations for both Re and Id against Xd , and its coefficients are
specified in the Appendix.

Fig. 23 Magnetization
curve of the SERG under
study
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Fig. 24 Variation in Re
versus Xd of the SERG
under study
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Fig. 25 Variation in Cmin
versus the speed under open
circuit
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The machine performance as a generator is computed theoretically by using the
values obtained experimentally for Xo, and the curves of the magnetization and core
loss. To make the machine works as a self-excited generator, a minimum capacitance
(Cmin) is required for excitation. Under open circuit, Fig. 25 shows the variations of
Cmin against the speed, a, and obviously it shows that Cmin decreases as the speed of
the generator increases. Additionally, the machine performance is tested under fixed
speed for terminal voltage, Vo, variation against the excitation capacitance, C, as
shown in Fig. 26. Furthermore and under fixed excitation capacitance, C, and speed,
a variable resistive load is connected to the machine. The theoretically computed
and measured variations of the terminal voltage, Vo, and the excitation capacitance
current, Ic, against the load current, IL, are shown in Fig. 27.

Figures 25, 26, and 27 show the variations of the computed and experimental
results. These figures show the accuracy and superiority of the presented model, as
can be seen from the perfect correlation between experimental and computed results.

Fig. 26 Variation in Vo
versus C under open circuit
and fixed speed (a = 1.0p.u.)
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Fig. 27 Variation in Vo and
Ic versus IL of resistive load
under fixed speed and
excitation capacitance, C
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3.3 Comparative Study of Core Loss Models in Three-Phase
SERGs

As stated above, different methods that take the core loss into consideration by
adding resistance (Re) to the model of the generator have been developed. The value
of Re was either (i) fixed, (ii) proportional to the direct axis magnetizing reactance
in a linear relation (i.e. Re = k Xd), or (iii) a polynomial function of Xd , given by
Eq. (22).

This section presents a comparative study to assess the above-mentioned methods
under different operation conditions and loads. The effect of neglecting the core loss
on the analysis of the SERG is discussed in this section. The method of representing
the core loss as a polynomial function (i.e. Eq. (22)) is used as a reference to evaluate
the errors in other methods [35].

Again, to obtain the performance of the SERG, Eqs. (20) or (21) need to be solved
for one unknown in cases where the core loss is considered or neglected, respectively.
In each consideration, all the other unknowns should be provided and given except
in the cases (ii) and (iii) above when solving for Xd . In these two cases, when Xd

is unknown, Re is also unknown, but it is considered a function of the magnetizing
reactance, Xd , as mentioned above.

AMatlab program was developed to solve Eq. (20) directly in the cases where the
core loss is considered. A similar program was developed to solve Eq. (21) when the
core loss is neglected. These two programs solve for a, ZL, Xc, or Xd for minimum
values of Eqs. (20) and (21), i.e., Eqs. (20) and (21) = 0.

Similar to Sect. 3.1.2, the performance of the SERG can be found just after solving
Eqs. (20) or (21) for the desired unknown with the use of the magnetization fitted
curve.

The performance of the SERG can be found just after solving Eqs. (20) or (21)
for the desired unknown as given in Sect. 3.1.3.
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Fig. 28 Re versus Xd of the
SERG under study
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3.3.1 Results and Discussions

To perform the comparison of core loss models in three-phase SERGs, the machine
data given in [31, 35] is used for this study. Figure 23 illustrates the d-axis magne-
tization curve of the machine that was used to obtain the performance of the
SERG.

Figure 28 illustrates all models of Re. In this study, the constant resistance was
considered to be21p.u.,which is equal to the resistancewhen thegenerator isworking
as a motor at rating voltage. When Re is considered to be linearly proportional to Xd ,
the value of the factor k is obtained by taking a linear fitting curve of the experimental
points of Re in Fig. 28, and it is found to be equal to 11.3 [31].

The theoretical computations of the performance of the machine as a generator
use the values that are obtained experimentally for the unsaturated magnetizing reac-
tances Xo and the curves of the core loss and magnetization. A minimum excita-
tion capacitance, Cmin, is needed to excite the machine so that it can operate as a
SERG. This minimum or critical value of the excitation capacitance varies with any
change in the operation conditions [31, 35]. Under open circuit and load conditions,
Fig. 29 depicts the error in the value of the minimum excitation capacitance, Cmin,
versus speed, a, while ignoring or considering the core loss with two models that are
compared to the reference model (i.e. modeling core loss as a polynomial function).
The formula used to evaluate the error in the value of Cmin is given by

Error(Cmin) = Cmin|Re=kXd ,Re=∞,or constant − Cmin|Re= f (Xm )

Cmin|Re= f (Xm )

× 100 (25)

It is obvious that the absolute error in the value of Cmin is higher when the core
loss is neglected. The error is reduced when Re is represented by a constant value.
Figure 29 shows that the error is a minimum when Re = k Xd . Furthermore, the
figure illustrates that the error in the value ofCmin increases as the machine is loaded.
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Fig. 29 Errors in Cmin
versus speed, a, for different
loads (Xd = Xo)
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Furthermore, Fig. 30 shows the machine performance and the influence of changing
the excitation capacitance, C, on the terminal voltage, Vo, under open circuit and
load conditions at a constant rotor speed. The figure also shows that the operation
range is narrowed when the machine is loaded. The formula used to evaluate the
error in the value of Vo is given by

Error(Vo) = Vo|Re=kXd ,Re=∞,or constant − Vo|Re= f (Xm )

Vo|Re= f (Xm )

× 100 (26)

Again, Fig. 31 shows that the error is higher when the core loss is neglected and
a minimum when Re = k Xd . Furthermore, it also can be noticed from this figure
that the error grows with the load at most of the operation points. Additionally, a
variable resistive load is attached to the terminal of the machine under a fixed speed

Fig. 30 Vo versus C with
different loads under
constant speed (a = 1.0 p.u.)
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Fig. 31 Errors in the
terminal voltage values (Vo)
versus C with different loads
under constant speed (a =
1.0 p.u.)
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and excitation capacitance,C. Figure 32 shows the theoretically calculated variations
in the excitation capacitance current, Ic, and the voltage, Vo, versus the load current,
IL. Under the same variable resistance, RL, Fig. 33 shows the values of the load
current, IL, and the terminal voltage, Vo, versus the load resistance, RL. The errors
in the terminal voltage value versus the load resistance, RL, is evaluated as given by
Eq. (26) and shown in Fig. 34. Once again, the absolute error is a minimum when Re

= k Xd and a maximum when the core loss is neglected. Figure 35 shows Re versus
C for different loads under a fixed speed. The graph of Re versus RL under constant
speed and excitation capacitance is displayed in Fig. 36. Clearly, Figs. 35 and 36
show that the core loss varies with any change in the circuit parameters or operating
conditions.

These figures show that the error of neglecting the core loss is relatively high
which confirms the importance of including the core loss in the analysis of SERG.

Fig. 32 Vo and Ic versus IL
of resistive load at fixed
excitation capacitance and
speed (a = 1.0 p.u., C = 18
μF)
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Fig. 33 Vo and IL versus RL
at fixed excitation
capacitance and speed (a =
1.0 p.u., C = 18 μF)
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Fig. 34 Errors in the
terminal voltage values (Vo)
versus RL at constant speed
and excitation capacitance
(a = 1.0 p.u., C = 18 μF)
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Fig. 35 Re versus C for
various loads at constant
speed (a = 1.0 p.u.)
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Fig. 36 Re versus RL at a
fixed excitation capacitance
and speed (a = 1.0 p.u., C =
18 μF)
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4 Conclusion

The performance of the Self-Excited InductionGenerator (SEIG) has received exces-
sive attention in the literature due to its advantages such as its brushless squirrel cage
rotor construction, condensed size, absence of DC excitation, less maintenance cost,
and superior transient performance. This makes the SEIG the simplest and cheapest
energy conversion device suitable for Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) in
both grid and off-grid operations.

Self-excited Reluctance Generator (SERG), is another versatile AC generator that
has also found applications in WECS. The SERG is a synchronous machine with a
rotor designedwith nowindings and hence requires nofield excitation [36].Hence the
SERG is also a self-excited generator with the advantages of being robust, having
a simple rotor construction. Additionally, the SERGs are with low maintenance,
cost, and losses [23]. The SERGs can also be operated in grid or isolated systems.
In isolated systems, the excitation is achieved through the use of an appropriate
capacitor bank connected across the stator terminals. In grid operation, excitation is
attained from the grid [36].

This chapter introduces a novel method of modeling the core losses more accu-
rately in SEIG analysis. The core loss is represented in the equivalent circuit by a
variable resistance that is related to the level of saturations in the generator. Theoret-
ical results were verified by comparing the outcomes with the experimental measure-
ments. Also, detailed accurate modeling of core loss in SERG is developed in this
chapter. To attain this goal, the equivalent resistance of the core loss in the circuit
model is considered variable and also as a function of the saturation level in the
magnetic circuit of the generator. Furthermore, this chapter presented a comparative
study to assess the methods used to model the core loss in the SERG under different
operation conditions and loads. The effect of neglecting the core loss on the analysis
of the SERG was also discussed. From the study made, it is found out that the accu-
rate model developed by this work showed that ignoring core loss leads to an error
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in the range of 2–12% in determining the terminal voltage and 10 -30% error in the
value of efficiency. The usefulness of this accurate model is in its ability to present
the terminal voltages of three-phase SEIG and SERG and their efficiencies very
close to the actual practical values. Additionally, a comparative study of different
approaches to modeling the core loss of SERG revealed that modeling Re as a poly-
nomial function of Xd as done by this work has overcome the errors of the previous
work. The model made by this work showed that neglecting the core loss as done
by some researchers leads to maximum error (in some applications) in determining
the terminal voltage of the generator particularly at low voltage. Similarly, it showed
minimum error for those who represent the core loss to be linearly proportional to
the direct axis magnetizing reactance, Xd (i.e. Re = k Xd). This study has added a
degree of representing the SEIG and SERG more accurately by modeling the core
loss resistance as a variable function related to the level of saturation. It should be
mentioned that ignoring core loss should be carefully studied in some applications.
In general, the error grows with the load at most of the operation points. In addition,
changes in the machine parameters or operation conditions affect the saturation level
and, accordingly, vary the core loss and the generator performance.

Appendix

Data of the Machines

The data of themachines used for the study of accuratemodeling are given in Table 1.

Fitted Curves

The magnetizing curves given by Eqs. (1) and (23) can be fitted by two polynomials
of third-degree. The coefficients of the polynomials are given in Table 2.

The core losses given by Eqs. (2) and (22) can be fitted by two polynomials of
third-degree. The coefficients of the polynomials are given in Table 3.
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Table 1 Specifications and p.u. parameters of the machines under study and base values

Quantity/parameter SEIG SERG

Type Induction Reluctance

Power (kW) 1.0 1.0

Phase voltagea (V) 220 220

phase currenta (A) 2.9 2.5

Frequencya (Hz) 60 60

Synchronous speeda (rpm) 1800 1800

Base Impedance (�) 75.86 88

Rs 0.086 0.12

Rr 0.044 –

Xs 0.19 0.17

Xr 0.19 –

Xq – 0.915

Xo 1.89 2.27

a Base values

Table 2 Coefficients of the polynomial functions of the air-gap voltage and magnetizing current
fitted curves

Generator k0 k1 k2 k3

Induction 1.1 −0.636 0.727 −0.321

Reluctance 1.2 −0.3983 0.1435 −0.0706

Table 3 Coefficients of the polynomial functions of core loss fitted curves

Generator m0 m1 m2 m3

Induction 270.67 −472.71 303.76 −67.045

Reluctance 0 18.092 −11.35 4.03
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Different Approaches for Efficiency
Optimization of DFIG Wind Power
Generation Systems

Ahmed G. Abo-Khalil, Ali M. Eltamaly, and Khairy Sayed

Abstract The overall efficiency of the DFIG is superior when it is working close
to the rated operating point and rated flux level. However, in light loads, optimal
efficiency requires operation at a reduced flux level. In this chapter, several algo-
rithms for increasing the steady-state efficiency that integrated with the wind power
generation system are proposed. The proposed algorithms are based on the flux-
Elevel reduction by calculating the optimum d-axis current and also by estimating
the optimum reference rotor d-axis current by using Particle Swarm Optimization-
Support Vector Regression (PSO-SVR) algorithm. The PSO is implemented to auto-
matically perform the parameter selection in SVRmodeling while the SVR is used to
predict the optimum rotor d-axis current corresponding to the minimum total power
loss. The input of the SVR is selected to bewind speeds, d-axis current, and generator
power loss. The output of the SVR is the reference d-axis current. An experimental
setup has been implemented in the laboratory to validate the theoretical development.
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1 Introduction

The increased energy consumption resulting from high industrial and population
growth coupled with the issue of fossil fuel depletion has urgently demanded
measures for future energy sources. Many compounds, including carbon dioxide,
generated from power generation from fossil fuels pose a threat to the environment,
and nuclear developments are not as reliable as they were in the aftermath of earth-
quakes in Japan. Paying attention to these problems, many research institutes are
working to prepare measures at the global level, and the best solution is to intro-
duce a development facility using renewable energy resources such as solar power,
wind power, and wave power to replace the dependency on fossil energy sources.
Despite comparatively high initial investments, the facilities using alternative energy
are boldly under the government’s initiative in many countries including developed
countries in terms of fossil energy depletion and environmental pollution [1–3].

Among all renewables, wind energy is more economic and for this reason, it
has been developed at a commercial level. However, the fixed- speed turbines are
ineffective because it means that it is only possible to obtain the best power at a
certain speed [4]. To solve this problem, the best solution is a variable speed wind
energy development system that changes the speed of a turbine according to the
external wind.

Currently, the variable speed turbines are the most used because they optimize
the capture of wind and consequently the generation of energy in a wide range of
variation of the wind speed. In case of very high wind speed, it is necessary to
waste the excess of this one to avoid damages that compromise the physical integrity
of the electromechanical conversion system. All turbines are, therefore, designed
with some kind of control over the power to be converted. There are two types of
control, they are stall control and pitch control, which control the movement around
the longitudinal axis of the turbine blades. Among the existing concerns with the
integrity of the electrical power system is frequency control. It is known that the
frequency of the system is intrinsically linked to the flow of active power, and it
is important to keep power generation in constant control. The system must have a
power reserve so that it can provide frequency control.

In cases where the adopted configuration consists of using a doubly fed induction
generator (DFIG), there is the advantage of being able to increase the injected power
by controlling the electromagnetic torque that is generated. The stator winding of
the DFIG is connected directly to the power system, while the rotor is connected to
the system through a back-to-back converter. This method can supply the power to
the system at a constant voltage and frequency even if the speed of the rotor changes
with the wind speed [5, 6].

Recently, the use ofDFIGhas beenwell established, due to its capability to operate
at a variable speed ranging from sub-synchronous speed to super-synchronous speed
[7–9]. In the DFIGwind turbine system, as shown in Fig. 1, a back-to-back converter
with about 30% of the total capacity exists between the grid and the rotor winding.
The converter operates at the slip frequency of ±30% slip and the converter controls
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Fig. 1 The basic configuration of the DFIG wind turbine [19]

only the slip power. The converter excites the rotor side to control the wind turbine’s
output to generate and to control the reactive power and active power of the DFIG. In
particular, DFIG’s wind turbines are geared up to achieve maximum output [10–12].

Recently, improving the generator efficiency and minimizing the total losses
getting more attention. The generator losses can be categorized as electrical copper
losses, iron losses, mechanical and stray losses. The first two losses comprise about
80% of the total losses [13]. Generally, the generator flux is set to the rated value
to have the best transient response and maximum torque capability. However, this
condition increases the generator’s total losses at lowwind speed.When the generator
runs at low speeds, the iron loss increases leading to a decrease in the total unbalance
between copper and the iron loss. To control and minimize the total losses at low
speeds, the generator flux should be optimized. The wind generator runs most of the
time at low speed since the wind speed is lowered the rated value. In this case, the
DFIG flux can be reduced by reducing the rotor d-axis current to reduce both copper
and iron losses. Several loss minimization control schemes for induction machines
using reduced flux levels have been reported in the literature. Many researchers have
explored this principle and various methods have been proposed to obtain optimal
control of the air-gap flux, especially for machines operating at light loads.

Several studies have presented different methods to improve the DFIG efficiency
which can be classified into three categories. The first one is based on theDFIGmodel
[14, 15], which determines the optimum rotor d-axis current by computing losses.
The voltage, current, and flux equations are used to calculate the generator power
and then obtaining the flux level which minimizes these losses. The advantages of
this method are fast and smooth convergence. On the other hand, these methods are
depending on the generator electrical parameters completely, so the operator needs
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accurate knowledge of the generator parameters to get the operating point correctly.
Moreover, the operating conditions such as temperature variation and saturation may
cause changes in the generator parameters, which may lead to an error in setting the
optimum flux [16, 17]. The second category is based on relating the generator output
power and d-axis by a given look-up table [18].At anywind speed, the look-up table is
used to determine the optimumd-axis current by interpolating the optimumefficiency
operating point. This method needs a long time to search for the optimum flux level,
which is not practical in continuously changing wind speed. The third category
is the on-line methods, which depend on measuring the instantaneous torque and
lowering the electrical output power settles in the maximum value for predetermined
torque [19–22]. The advantage of this method is that there is no need to know the
generator parameters since this method is based on searching the optimum flux level,
and the insensitivity of this method to the generator parameter variations. However,
this method is efficient when the generator runs at a constant speed which is not
practical in wind power generation. By applying this method in variable wind power
generation systems, it produces continuous flux and torque pulsations around the
optimum operating point.

This chapter focuses on presenting the different loss minimization techniques
on the DFIG system. The experimental setup is presented to validate the different
techniques.

2 Losses in Wind Power Generation Systems

Since theWind Energy Generation System (WEGS) consists of different mechanical
components such as drive train gearbox, generator, etc., numerous losses can be
found in the system. The total WEGS losses are divided into two main categories,
mechanical and electrical losses. A general power flowdiagram for aWEGS is shown
in Fig. 2.

The gearbox losses are comprised of the gear meshwhich depends on the instanta-
neous transmitted power and the no-load losseswhich consist of bearing, oil churning,
and windage losses. The approximate percentage of the gear losses at rated load for
typical large-scale wind turbines are listed in Table 1 [18].

Turbine 
mechanical 

power

Gearbox 
loss Bearing 

loss

Stray load 
loss Iron loss

Copper loss

Electric 
power

Fig. 2 Power flow in the wind power generation system
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Table 1 Losses in the gear at rated load

Friction, windage, and oil churning losses 1.0% include turbine bearing (%)

Gear mesh losses 1.7

Total losses at rated load 2.7

Table 2 Losses in the generators at rated load

fixed- speed WT Variable-speed WT

IG (%) Synch. generator (%) PMSG (%)

Core loss 1.5 1.5 1.5

Cu. Losses, and additional losses 1.5
stator and rotor

1.15
stator

3.5
stator

Friction, windage and cooling losses 0.5 0.5 1.0

Excitation losses – 0.75 –

Total 3.5 3.9 5.7

The generator losses can be divided into copper, hysteresis, eddy current core,
windage, friction, and additional losses. The generator losses are a function of gener-
ator current, frequency, flux, and running speed. In large-scale wind turbines, the
friction windage and cooling losses are high due to the bearing losses and the large
cooling fan. The losses at the rated load of the different generators can be seen in
Table 2 [18].

In order to propose a generator loss minimization algorithm in WECS, a relation
between the generator losses and wind speed is necessary to be able to perfectly
model these losses. It is known that the copper losses decrease in all the generators
as the wind speed decreases. The core losses and friction losses are not reduced in the
grid-connected induction generator because the flux linkage and the speed remain
approximately constant. In the variable-speed systems, the windage and friction
losses decrease when the generator speed decreases. The core losses of the directly
driven permanent magnet generator do not decrease before the speed is decreased,
since the flux linkage is constant. The core losses of the conventional synchronous
generator decrease when the wind speed is below 12 m/s, approximate rated wind
speed since the flux linkage is reduced by the excitation control. It is known that the
generator copper losses decrease much faster than the other types of losses in all the
generators. Therefore, the generator iron losses are more significant in the generator
total losses than the copper losses in all generators which are used in variable-speed
wind turbine systems.

In doubly fed induction generators, the voltage drop across the slip rings can
be neglected due to the adjustment of the stator-to-rotor turns so that maximum
rotor voltage is 75% of the rated grid voltage to have a safety margin. In Fig. 3, the
DFIG losses are shown and it is clear that the generator losses are larger for high
wind speeds for the variable speed induction generator (VSIG) system compared
to the DFIG system. The reason is that the gearbox ratio is different between the
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Fig. 3 Generator losses at different wind speed

two systems [23]. It can also be noted that the losses of the DFIG are higher than
those of the VSIG for low wind speeds. The reason for this is that the flux level of
the VSIG system has been optimized from an efficiency point of view while for the
DFIG system the flux level is almost fixed to the stator voltage [24, 25]. This means
that for the VSIG system a lower flux level is used for low wind speeds.

3 Losses in Doubly Fed Induction Generator

The generator losses consist of copper loss and iron loss, which are dependent on
the current and flux level. At light load conditions, the iron loss can be decreased
by reducing the flux level. The power converter losses depend on the current and
switching frequency, which is of the lower portion of the total loss and is difficult to
control.

3.1 Model-Based Loss Minimization Technique

The d-q equivalent circuits of DFIG considering the stator iron loss are shown in
Fig. 4.

The generator copper losses can be expressed as shown in the following equation:
[26]

Pcu_loss = 1.5(i2ds + i2qs)Rs + 1.5(i2dr + i2qr )Rr (1)

where
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Fig. 4 Equivalent circuits of DFIG

iqs Stator q-axis current [A];
ids Stator d-axis current [A];
Rs Stator resistance [�];
Rr Rotor resistance [�];
idr Rotor d-axis current;
iqr Rotor q-axis current.
Substituting idr and iqr in (1), copper loss can be expressed as shown in the

following equation:

Pcu_loss = 1.5 [(Rs + (Ls/Lm)2Rr )i
2
ds − 2λds Ls Rr ids/L

2
m

((Te/Kt )
2)Rs + (Te Ls/Kt Lm)2 Rr )λ

−2
ds

+(λds/Lm)2Rr ) ]
(2)

where
λds Stator d-axis flux [Wb];
Lm Magnetizing inductance [H];
Te Electromagnetic torque.
Kt Torque constant.
To minimize the total copper loss, the derivative of this loss with regard to ids

should be obtained as shown in the following equation:
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dPcu_loss/dids = 3Rsids + 3
Rr

L2
m

(−Lsλds + L2
s ids) (3)

To represent the DFIG iron loss, resistor Ri is used in the magnetic circuit as
shown in Fig. 3 [27]. The stator flux linkages in the d-q reference frame are as

λds = λdm + Llsids (4)

λqs = λqm + Llsiqs (5)

In rated torque, the flux is almost constant in d-q reference frame. However, the
flux varies slowly according to speed variation when the generator works in the field
weakening region [28]. Therefore, the flux variation can be neglected and the current
flowing in the core loss branch can be expressed as shown in the following equations:

Ri idi = −ωeλqm (6)

Ri iqi = ωeλdm (7)

where Ri iron loss resistance.
Using (6) and (7), the current flowing in the core loss branch can be expressed as

shown in the following equations:

idi = −ωe(λqs − Llsiqs)/Ri (8)

iqi = ωe(λds − Llsids)/Ri (9)

The generator iron losses can be expressed as shown in the following equation:

Piron_loss = 1.5(i2di + i2qi )Ri (10)

Substituting (8) and (9) into (10) the generator iron losses can be expressed as
shown in the following equation:

Piron_loss = 5 [(Llsiqs)
2 + λ2

ds − 2 Llsidsλds + (Llsids)
2] ω2

e/Ri (11)

By substituting iqs into (11)

Piron_loss = 1.5 [(Llsids)
2 + λ2

ds − 2 Llsidsλds + (LlsTe/Kt )
2λ−2

ds ] ω2
e/Ri (12)

With the same concept, the derivative of iron losses can be taken with regard to
the d-axis current as shown in the following equation:
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dPiron/dids = 3
ω2
e

Ri
(L2

ls ids − Llsλds) (13)

To minimize the total loss, the sum of the derivatives should be equal to zero as
shown in the following equation:

d(Pcu_loss + Piron_loss)/dids = 0 (14)

The derivative of the total losses can be expressed as shown in the following
equation:

3 [(Rs + (Ls/Lm)2Rr + ω2
e L

2
ls/Ri )ids − (ω2

e Lls/Ri + Ls Rr/L
2
m) λds ] = 0.

(15)

After separating ids from the other variables, the stator d-axis current reference
for minimum losses is given by

i∗ds = (Ls Rr Ri + L2
mω2

e Lls)λds

L2
m Rs Ri + L2

s Rr Ri + L2
mω2

e L
2
ls

(16)

The reactive power reference can be adjusted based on this value as shown in the
following equation:

Qs = 3

2
vqsi

∗
ds = 3

2
· vqs · (vqs/ωe − Lmidr )/Ls (17)

3.2 Loss Minimization Using PSO-SVR

In this method, instead of calculating the reference reactive power, a relation between
the reference d-axis current, wind speed, and the minimum power loss in the DFIG
are obtained using PSO-SVR. In this method, a prediction of unknown mapping
between the inputs and output is conducted by selecting a series of training data.
Wind speed, d-axis rotor current, and the total losses are employed as the input of the
SVR, and the generator d-axis current reference samples were used as a target to train
the SVR off-line. A fundamental interrelation between wind speed and generator d-
axis current reference was predicted from the off-line training process. The predicted
function and the instantaneous wind speed were then used on-line to determine the
unknown d-axis current reference. When this mapping map is well constructed, the
target output, which is the rotor d-axis current, can be obtained from the constructed
relationship between the inputs, which are the wind speed, d-axis current, and power
loss. For each sample, the measured wind speed, rotor d-axis current, and calculated
DFIGminimum losses are used to be an input of the SVR function, and the predicted
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Fig. 5 The structure of the
optimum rotor d-axis current
estimation

reference d-axis current for minimum losses is the output of the function as shown
in Fig. 5.

The details of the proposed loss minimization control are discussed in the next
section.

SVR is a regressionmethod that considers the ε-insensitive loss function to predict
random real values in the SVM (Support Vector Machine) used to predict the classi-
fication problem of training data. SVM is a recent learning method used for binary
classification, and it is a technique of classifying data of two groups by obtaining
a hyperplane that maximizes margin. Using a learning bias derived from statistical
learning theory, a linear virtual space on a high-dimensional feature space that is
trained by a learning algorithm will be used. This learning strategy is superior to
other methodologies in a wide range of fields.

The purpose of the SVR is to find the hyperplane that minimizes the distance in
all data. The regression function f (x) for predicting the optimal hyperplane targeted
by the SVR is made as shown in Eq. (18) [28–30] as follows:

f (x) = (wT .ϕ(x)) + b (18)

where wT is the weight vector and b is bias. ϕ(x) is a space in which the vector
x of the input space is nonlinearly mapped into a feature space of a high dimen-
sion. Including the ε-insensitive loss function and the slack variable ξ allows the
optimization problem to be written as shown in Eq. (19) as follows:

Min
1

2
‖w‖2 + γ

n∑

i=1

	( f (xi ) − yi ) (19)

which is subjected to the following condition:

|yi − w · 
(xi ) − b| ≤ ε + ξi

i = 1, 2, .............n ξi , ξ
∗
i ≥ 0

(20)

where γ is a pre-specified value that controls the cost incurred by training errors.
The slack variables, ξi and ξ ∗

i , are introduced to accommodate the error on the input
training set. Equation (19), 1

2

∥∥w2
∥∥ is a regularized term, ε is the permissible error, γ

is a pre-specified value that controls the cost incurred by training errors, and the slack
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variables, ξi and ξ ∗
i , are introduced to accommodate the error on the input training

set.
Using the Lagrangian multiplier in Eq. (16), the general form of the SVR-based

regression function is derived as follows [31]:

f (x) =
n∑

i=1

(αi − α∗
i ) × K (xi , x) + b (21)

where αi and α∗
i are Lagrange multipliers and K (xi , x j ) = 
(xi )T
(x j ) is the

kernel function.

K (xi , x) = exp{−|xi − x |2
σ 2

} (22)

In this study, radial base function (RBF) with [32] K is used as the kernel function,
where σ is the RBFwidth. The parameters to be determined by the user in the SVR are
the cost variable γ, the value of the ε-insensitive loss function, and the σ of the RBF.
The optimal values of the three parameters were calculated through optimization
using PSO.

PSO was first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995), and it is different from
using natural selection evolution such as genetic algorithms. It has a parallelism
feature and performs optimization using the concept of Swarm and Particle. Each
randomly formed particle in the initial swarm travels the dimensional space by the
number of parameters you choose to find the optimal value. After the initial Swarm
search, the next Swarm remembers the value of the objective function for the location
of each particle and shares the values with other particles to find the optimal solution.
These features change from global search to regional search as generations pass and
finally, converge to one point to find the optimal solution. In addition, the theory is
simpler compared to other algorithms, making it easy to implement and efficient in
operation.

In the PSO algorithm, the swarm has n agents specified particles, which is a set
of user-selected parameter values. The equation of the PSO algorithm is as follows
[33, 34]:

ν jk(t + 1) = ωdamp • ω(t) • ν(t)

+c1 • r1 • (Pbest , jk (t) − x jk(t))

+ c2 • r2 • (Pbest ,k (t) − x jk(t))

(23)

where ν jk is the moving speed of parameter k of the jth particle in the group, ωdamp

is the damping of the inertia control function,ω is inertia weight, c is acceleration
constant, r is a random value, Pbest is the optimal objective function value of the
current swarm (particle), Gbest is the optimal objective function value in all Swarm,
and x jk is the objective function value of the particle currently calculated. Particle
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velocity (ν jk) is the only operator of the PSO and is a multidimensional real vector
representing the velocity of each parameter [35].

Particles in Swarm are used in Eq. (23) and it is generated depending on the speed
of each parameter calculated in (23) and has dimensions as many as the number
of parameters. Inertial load ω adjusts global search and local search capabilities
when particles are formed. Initially, a large value is used to search globally, and
as the number of iterations of the algorithm increases, the value of the inertia load
decreases to allow a local search. The inertia control function ωdamp is a constant
for convergence from wide-area search to local search by decreasing the value of
inertia as the Swarm generation mentioned above. Acceleration constant c represents
the stochastic acceleration of particles toward Gbest and Pbest . Smaller values of
acceleration constants cause them to wander outside without going to the optimal
solution,while higher values of acceleration constants can cause them to jumpbeyond
the optimal solution or cause a sudden change of direction. The value can be between
0 and 1. In this study, the inertia load was set to 0.9, the acceleration constants c1
and c2 were set to 1.2, and the inertia control function was set to 0.9.

Pbest and Gbest are particles having the optimal values of the objective functions
specified by the user among the particles in Swarm, which are the particle best and
the global best, and Pbest is the particle having the most optimal value among all
the particles of Swarm. The final Gbest of the algorithm thus represents the optimal
solution of the given parameter. Since there is noGbest in the initial particle formation,
particles are randomly formed only under the influence of Pbest , but from the next
generation of Swarm, particles are generated based on the previous Gbest and Pbest

of Swarm.
The PSO algorithm adjusts its position according to the experience of neighboring

entities. The entire multidimensional space formed by the parameters selected by
the user can be explored. Particles formed in Swarm can be positioned by sharing
the value and velocity of the objective function with other particles. Unlike the
conventional methodology, the random probability optimization algorithm enables
searching in uncertain domains and the calculation of operators is fast, so that an
optimal solution can be easily produced. The relationship between global search and
local search can be flexibly adjusted using inertial loads. If you are not familiar with
model calibration, you can achieve significant accuracy if you only set the appropriate
parameters and ranges. However, due to the stochastic approach, it is necessary to
run the model more than a certain number of times in order to obtain good calibration
results. The user’s choice is based on the analysis results [36–38].

In this study, the PSO is implemented in a way to fast tune and optimize the SVR
parameters. The framework of a PSO-SVR method is depicted in Fig. 6, which is
described as shown in the following points:

(1) Collect training data (xi , yi ) and determine the parameters ε, C, and σ using
PSO.

(2) Determine the kernel function K (xi , yi ) from the collected data.
(3) Compute the Lagrange multipliers, b, and αi by minimizing the quadratic

function in
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Fig. 6 Flowchart for loss minimization of DFIG using PSO-SVR

W (αi , α
∗
i ) = 1

2

n∑

i, j=1

(αi − α∗
i )(α j − α∗

j )K (xi , x j )

−
n∑

i=1

yi (αi − α∗
i )+

1

2C

n∑

i=1

(α2
i − α∗2

i )

(24)

subject to

n∑

i=1

(αi − α∗
i ) = 0, αi , α∗

i ∈ [0,C]

b = mean

(
n∑

i=1

{
yi − (αi − α∗

i )K (xi , x j )
}
)

(25)

All parameters in (25) are already off-line computed.
(4) Calculate the output of the estimator for any input.

Figure 7 shows the PSO-SVR training result for different wind speeds. The red-
circled points are the training data which are included as support vector while the
black cross points represent the data that are not supported vectors. The solid lines
which go through the support vectors represent the learned model.

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the rotor-side converter which controls the
stator active and reactive power [36, 39]. The optimum output power P* of the DFIG
is used as the reference value for the power control loop. In this controller, the outer
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Fig. 7 RBF Kernel regression for d-axis current estimation

stator power control loop produces a reference value, i∗qr , for the inner current control
loop. The voltage command value generated in the process is implemented through
a PWM signal.

The stator reactive powerQs is controlled to the value to minimize the generator’s
total losses and to produce the d-axis rotor current reference.

Next, the grid-side converter is shown in Fig. 9. It plays a role in maintaining the
DC-Link voltage of the system converter uniformly to transfer the power generated
by the DFIG to the system without loss [27, 40–42].

4 Experimental Results

The wind power generator simulator, consisting of DFIG driven by a squirrel-cage
inductionmotor as a wind simulator, was built in hardware and subjected to hardware
experiments, as shown in Fig. 10.

To verify the validity of the suggested method, an experimental prototype was
built and tested to control a 3-KW induction generator in a wind power generation
system. The control algorithm was applied using a TMS320C33 DSP. Thy dynamic
and steady-state characteristics of the induction generator with rated and reduced
flux levels were tested. The parameters of the wind turbine and DFIG are listed in
Tables 3 and 4 in the Appendix.
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Fig. 8 On-line loss minimization control of rotor-side

Figure 11 gives the generator performance at 6 m/s wind speed. The DFIG is
started with the rated flux current, and then the loss minimization algorithm is acti-
vated by estimating the optimum d-axis current and adjusting the reference reactive
power to the value which reduces the total loss minimization to the minimum value.
The calculated reference reactive power is shown in Fig. 11a. The loss minimization
reactive power controller produces the optimum rotor d-axis current which decreased
from the rated value to the minimum loss value. In this figure, the d-axis current is
achieved its a steady-state reduced value of about 3.1A, as shown in Fig. 11b, very
fast to achieve the minimum power loss. The stator d-axis current increased as a
response of reactive current increasing as shown in Fig. 11c. The average power loss
decreased from 128 to 71W,whichmeans about 43% can be saved. At the same time,
the generator output power is increasing due to loss reduction as shown in Fig. 11d.

Figure 12 shows the generator performance at 7 m/s wind speed. The reduced d-
axis current, in this case, is a little higher than the 6/s wind speed. The average d-axis
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Fig. 9 DFIG grid-side control

Fig. 10 Schematic of the experimental setup for a DFIG connected to the grid

current reduced steady state is about 3.5A as shown in Fig. 12b. The reduction in the
d-axis current causes the increase in the reactive power and stator d-axis current of
Fig. 12a and c. The average power loss is decreased also slightly from 150 to 90 W,
which means about 40% can be saved in this condition.

As we can notice from Figs. 11 and 12, the power loss reduction is influenced
mainly by the wind speed (and generator speed). The loss minimization process is
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Fig. 11 Loss minimization at 6 m/s

more efficient at low wind speed and the percent of power saving in this rating can
be more than 43%. Though this result is well known from the basic principles, it is
confirmed that the proposed control algorithm is effective to reduce the induction
generator operating loss.

Figure 13 shows the DFIG power loss when using conventional control and using
loss minimization control. In very low wind speed, the power saving is higher when
the loss minimization controller is activated. As the wind speed increases, the power
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Fig. 12 Loss minimization at 7 m/s

saving decreases since the generator runs near the full load conditionwhere the d-axis
current is set to the rated value for high torque.
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Fig. 13 Generator loss
minimization at low speed
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Table 3 Parameters 3[kW]
double-fed induction machine

Parameters Value

Stator resistance 0.6 [�]

Rotor resistance 0.713 [�]

Iron loss resistance 155 [�]

Stator leakage inductance 0.003313 [H]

Rotor leakage inductance 0.066756 [H]

Mutual inductance 0.063443[H]

5 Conclusions

Wind power generation systems operate most of the time at a fraction of the rated
power due to the low wind speed. This operating condition causes a considerable
iron and copper loss, which reduces the total efficiency of the system. The DFIG is
usually controlled to extract the maximum power point by controlling the rotor q-
axis current while the reactive power is determined to control the generator excitation
and the desired grid power factor. The stator and rotor d-axis currents determine the
generator excitation level and the level of power loss.

In this chapter, a loss minimization control scheme for wind-driven DFIG was
proposed. The stator d-axis current is estimated to minimize the DFIG total losses by
controlling both stator’s reactive power and rotor d-axis current wither in the constant
or variable wind/generator speed. A relationship between the rotor d-axis current,
wind speed, and power loss was deduced to calculate the optimum flux level which
minimizes the generator total losses. The experiment for 3[kW] has shown that it is
possible to reduce the power loss by up to 43% at 6[m/s] wind speed. Finally, this
method can be used in large-scale wind power generation systems to minimize the
total losses at low wind speed.
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Table 4 Parameters of
turbine blade model

Parameters Value

Blade radius 0.95 [m]

Max. power conv. coeff 0.45

Optimal tip-speed ratio 7

Cut-in speed 4 [m/s]

6 Appendices

The specification of theDFIG used for test is three-phase, four poles, 230[V], 60[Hz],
3[kW], of which parameters are listed in Table 3. The parameters of the wind turbine
used are shown in Table 4.
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Voltage Source Converter Control Under
Unbalanced Grid Voltage

Ahmed G. Abo-Khalil and Ali M. Eltamaly

Abstract The conventional control of the voltage source converter (VSC) assumes
that the input voltage is balanced. However, unbalanced voltage is a phenomenon
that occurs frequently in actual industrial sites. If the grid voltage is unbalanced,
THD increases due to voltage negative component, and low harmonic components
appear in DC-link voltage, which adversely affects the performance of the converter.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to propose an efficient control method that
can solve the problem of the AC-DC converter due to the unbalance of grid voltage.
A Multivariable State-Feedback (MSF) current controller is proposed to improve
the performance of the VSC under grid voltage disturbances. The control process is
carried out by adjusting the extracted positive and negative components of the grid d
and q-axis currents. To minimize the DC-link voltage ripple, the reference negative
grid currents are obtained from the DC-link voltage controller. However, if the target
is to eliminate the imbalance of the grid current, the reference negative currents are
set to zero. The experimental results are discussed to validate the proposed controller.
The results show that the newMSFcontroller reduced theDC-link ripple andprovides
a fast dynamic response during unbalanced grid voltage.

Keywords Voltage source converter · Unbalanced grid voltage · MSF · PI
controller
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1 Introduction

The current electrical systems are dominated by large generating plants that are
located at a great distance from the consumption centers and near the primary energy
sources. This centralized model requires the construction of transmission lines to
transport electrical energy and is characterized by having an acceptable cost–benefit
ratio. However, the growing motivation to exploit resources locally, the tendency to
stop relying on a single source of generation, and the need to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases (e.g., CO2) into the atmosphere, creates the need to explore new
alternatives to the centralized model [1].

Distributed generation (DG) emerges as a new option to the centralized model.
This consists of the use of electric energy sources with powers and voltages below
10 MVA and 69 kV respectively, in order to generate energy locally and near the
consumption centers. Generation from batteries, micro-turbines, solar panels, wind
turbines, etc., are some of the clearest examples of this type of generation [2].

Loads using semiconductor power converters such as motor drive systems
computer systems, etc., operate as nonlinear loads and are the main cause of gener-
ating serious harmonics on the power side. Such harmonic current can distort the
power supply voltage and insulation breakdown or shortening of the lifespan of
various power facilities such as electric devices, cables, and high-phase capaci-
tors. Moreover, due to the nonlinear load, harmonic currents flow into the Point
of Common Coupling (PCC) which makes the voltage distorted at the PCC and
may cause the thermal overload of the power transformer. In addition, it causes
malfunction or EMI phenomenon of various electronic equipment such as measuring
equipment and causes electronic environmental problems such as interference in the
communication system. In addition, abnormal vibration torque is generated in the
motor, and losses such as iron loss and copper loss are increased [3, 4]. Recently,
several types of active power filters are proposed [5] tominimize the harmonic distor-
tion in the grid side and to compensate for the source voltage unbalance and sag.
However, it is not an economical and effective method since the active power filter
cannot be installed for every nonlinear load.

Advances in DG allow the use of new technologies that make the exploitation
of electricity networks more flexible and secure. The integration of DG in electrical
systems allows: Increase the degree of stability of the network, increase the levels
of penetration of renewable energies, increase the limits of stability of the electrical
system and improve the quality of energy [3].

Ideally, the voltages in the electrical systems are balanced, however, due to the
existence of nonlinear and unbalanced loads, differences in the voltage levels of each
of the phases of the network are presented.

Among the devices used to mitigate this type of disturbances is the voltage-
controlled converter or (Voltage Source Converters) VSC whose connection is in
parallel and its operation consists in general terms in the injection of compen-
sation currents to mitigate disturbances related mainly to the currents demanded
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by disturbing loads. Articles in the technical literature and reporting control struc-
tures for power converters normally use PI controllers [6, 7]. These PI controllers
require extensive knowledge of the system and must linearize and work at a point
of operation. In fact, the converters are non-linear systems and, due to the change in
the operating point, they may work improperly. The implementation of the control
for electronic-based converters normally requires cascade controls with an internal
current PI control loop and an external voltage PI control loop, this requires that the
PI controllers be very well-tuned and that a relatively large capacitor is necessary to
minimize the DC-link voltage ripple. To overcome this issue, nonlinear controllers
such as back-stepping control [8], passivity-based control [9–11], and slid-mode
control [12], direct power control [13] have been proposed by several researchers.
Also, the input–output linearization based on feedback linearization has been applied
for VSC control [14]. The main reason to use this control method is the ability
to transform the nonlinear system into an uncoupled linear system. Then, a linear
controller can be used to ensure stability throughout the entire operating range of the
converter. It is interesting to note that when the DC voltage is selected as an output
to be controlled in the exact linearization, the VSC is not completely linearizable
and then a nonlinear internal dynamics appears that is unstable [15]. To overcome
this inconvenience, internal current control loops are generally considered, where the
exact linearization can be applied considering the currents as output. Then, a slower
external DC voltage control loop is designed via a cascading PI control [16–18].

However, in actual three-phase power systems, the supply voltage is often distorted
or unbalanced due to nonlinear loads and imbalance of steady-state loads which are
connected to the point of common coupling (PCC). During unbalanced grid voltage
operation, a negative component for grid voltage and current exists and produces
oscillations of both active and reactive powers at the double- frequency of the grid.
In this case, a dual current controller is proposed to separate the grid current into
normal and reverse phases to eliminate the ripple of DC-link voltage [19, 20]. A
method of using a proportional resonant current controller has been proposed to
eliminate the effect of the unbalanced grid voltage in [21, 22]. However, using a
dual current controller adds more complications for the controller design and gain
calculations. Besides, this controller can compensate for the harmonic distortions in
the resonance frequency onlywithout compensating the other components. Amethod
of predicting the future current and power components is introduced based on the
predictive control method [23, 24].

2 The Requirement for Generation Interconnection
Distributed to the Grid

The connection of DG to the power grid must meet a series of technical requirements
to achieve efficient and safe operation in the presence of these. In particular, the volt-
ages and currents in the network must be maintained at all times in their admissible
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ranges and the quality of service and power of the clients connected to the network in
the area of influence of the generator must not be degraded. This translates on the one
hand into operating conditions and restrictions that are imposed on the distributed
generator to authorize it to inject power into the network, and on the other hand,
the connection of the generator to the network is to assess the feasibility of certain
proposed connectivity. Both concepts are denoted in the so-called “connection crite-
ria” for distributed generation. These DG connection criteria are established based
on the current electrical regulations applicable to the network planning and opera-
tion distribution system, and international standards of reference in the field. Among
the latter, the “1547 IEEE Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with
Electric Power Systems” standard stands out.

The IEEE 1547 standard provides a set of requirements for the interconnec-
tion of distributed resources with EPS (electrical energy systems) for performance,
operation, testing, safety, and maintenance of the interconnection.

Justification is made from the perspective of the distributor of some of the
distributed generation connection criteria established in the IEEE 1547 standard,
and their formulation and practical implementation are described and exemplified,
among the most important connection criteria are:

A. Voltage Regulation at the Connection Point
The distributed generator is required not to actively regulate the voltage at the
connection node. It is then considered that at the distribution level the generator
connection node is a PQ (load) node and not a PV (generation) node as usual
in generators connected to the transmission network. One of the justifications
for this criterion is to minimize the chances that the distributed generator will
be operating on an unintentional island. Another argument that supports the
criterion is that there is no interference with the mechanisms and equipment
of voltage regulation, for example, the case of current-controlled line voltage
regulators. It is admitted that the distribution unit may require the generator to
maintain the power factor measured at the point of coupling with the network
within a given range (0.95–1.05), to help maintain the voltage profiles of the
network within acceptable values by ± 5% without causing fluctuations.

B. Tensions in the Network under Normal Operating Regime
The criterion establishes that the presence of DG should not cause the voltage in
the network nodes to exceed the regulatory limits for any state of network load
and power injected by the generator. This criterion applies to the design of the
connection of the generator to the electricity grid and for the operation of the
network once the generator is connected, this makes the most restrictive case for
the design and operation of the scenario of minimum load in the network, with
the generator injecting all its authorized active power. Under these conditions,
it must be ensured that the voltages in the network do not exceed the maximum
permissible value, in the normal operating configuration. The range of admissible
voltages varies according to the voltage level. A typical value is 5% around the
nominal voltage value.
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3 VSC Model During Unbalanced Grid Voltage

The voltage-controlled converters or VSC are one of the most used topologies in
DG systems and high voltage transmission systems in direct current, with controlled
magnitude and phase. This is achieved through the correct switching of the IGBTs,
which are characterized by being efficient at the high switching frequency, reliable,
and easily acquired in the market. Many of the control strategies used for these
converters need to detect the fundamental component of the positive sequence of the
network to determine the reference signals necessary to carry out the control.

These positive sequence detection methods are necessary to achieve the correct
compensation between the GD-based generation systems and the power grid that are
connected.

The apparent power of the VSC, in Fig. 1, during the grid unbalanced voltage can
be written in terms of the positive and negative components of the grid voltage and
current as [25]

S = P + j Q = Eαβ · −
Iαβ=

[
e( jωt)

(
E p
d + j E p

q
) + e(− jωt)

(
En
d + j En

q

)]

[
e( jωt)

(
I pd + j I pq

) + e(− jωt)
(
I nd + j I nq

)] (1)

where “p” and “n” are the subscripts of the positive and negative components, respec-
tively. The apparent power in (1) is used to obtain the instantaneous active and reactive
power (p(t), Q(t)).

In these conditions, the grid is composed of six components which are the average
active and reactive power components (P0, Q0) and the four double-frequency
components (Pc2, Ps2, Qc2, Qs2) as [26]

p(t) = P0 + Pc2 cos(2ωt) + Ps2 sin(2ωt) (2)

q(t) = Q0 + Qc2 cos(2ωt) + Qs2 sin(2ωt) (3)

where

Fig. 1 The voltage source
converter circuit
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E p
dq and En

dq are the components of the grid d and q-axis voltages, respectively.
The unbalanced three-phase grid voltage in dq-axis components are expressed as

E p
dq = (
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d + j E p

q

) = 2

3

(
E p
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b + a2E p
c

)
(4)

En
dq = (
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3

(
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)
(5)

where a = e( j
2π
3 ), E p

a (t) is the positive component of Ea(t), while En
a (t) is a

negative sequential component of Ea(t).
The grid positive and negative currents I pdq , I

n
dq as well as the converter voltage,

V p
dq , V

n
dq can be defined in the same manner as E p

dq and En
dq . The conventional

electrical equations on the grid side of the VSC are stated as follows:

E p
dq = V p

dq + L
d

dt
I pdq + jωL I pdq + RI pdq (6)

En
dq = V n

dq + L
d

dt
I ndq + jωL I ndq + RI ndq (7)

Using (2)–(7), the reference values for the d and q-axis currents are expressed as:

⎡
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(8)

where
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D = (epd )2 + (epq )2 − (end)
2 − (enq)

2 �= 0

where V ∗
dc is reference DC-link voltage, I ∗

dc the reference DC-link current refer-
ence which can be obtained from the DC-link voltage controller output. When the
negative- currents components are adjusted as in (8), the DC-link voltage ripple can
be controlled without eliminating the grid-side current unbalance. When the load is
sensitive to voltage oscillation, the DC-link ripple illimitation is more important than
regulating the grid currents to be balanced. However, to eliminate the unbalance in
the grid currents the negative d and q-axis components in (8) should be adjusted to
be zero [31–33].

4 Multivariable State Feedback Control

The VSC model in the rotating dq reference frame is given by [27]

Vd = Ed − Rg Id − RLg
d Id
dt

+ ωeLg I q (9)

Vq = Eq − Rg Iq − RLg
d Iq
dt

+ ωeLg I d (10)

Pgrid = 2

3

(
Vd Id + Vq Iq

)
(11)

C
dV dc

dt
= Idc − IL = Pgrid

Vdc
− PLoad

Vdc
(12)

whereRg andLg are the per-phase grid-side resistance and inductance of the coupling
inductor, ωe is grid angular frequency, IL is the load current, and Co is the DC-link
capacitance. Pgrid and PLoad are the active power drawn from the grid and load.

The VSC state-space model for a time-invariant linear multivariable system can
be represented in a synchronous frame as [28–30]:

.
x = Ax + Bu + Ed (13)

y = Cx (14)

where, the state vector is x, the derivative of the space vector with respect to time
is ẋ , the input or control vector is u, the system matrix is A, the input matrix is B, the
disturbance matrix is E, the input disturbance vector is d, the output vector is y, and
the output matrix is C.
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x =
[
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]
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[
vdr
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]

, d =
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]
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and ω is grid angular frequency, the source currents are used as the state variables
x, while the converter input dq- axis voltages are the input vectors u, the dq-axis grid
voltage is the disturbance d, and grid current is the output y.

A. State Feedback Control

When t → ∞, the control target is [38, 39]

.
x → 0 and y → yr

where yr is a reference output.
The MSF controller has inaccurate steady-state performance due to model uncer-

tainty and the type of this controller which is considered as a type of proportional
control. Therefore, an integral function has to be added to minimize steady-state
error. This function is expressed as:

p =
t∫

0

(y − yr )dt (15)

Assuming that both d and reference y are constant, the derivative of (12) yield to:

.
p = y − yr = Cx − yr (16)

These equations can bewritten inmatrix formand the statemodel can be expressed
as

[ .
x
.
p

]

=
[
A 0

C 0

][
x

p

]

+
[
B

0

]

u +
[
E 0

0 − I

][
d

yr

]

(17)

In a steady-state, both d and yr are assumed to be constant which make ẋ and
error almost zero. Therefore, the state variables, proportional function, and the input
vectors in steady-state must follow the following relationship:
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[
E 0

0 − I

][
d

yr

]

= −
[
A 0

C 0

] [
xs
ps

]

−
[
B

0

]

us (18)

where the subscript “s” denotes a steady-state value,
Substituting (15) into (14) yields

[ .
x
.
p

]

=
[
A 0

C 0

] [
x − xs
p − ps

]

+
[
B

0

]

(u − us) (19)

To represent the deviations in xs , ps , and us solutions, a new variable is proposed
as:

z =
[
z1
z2

]

=
[
x − xs
p − ps

]

(
.
z =

[ .
x
.
p

]

) (20)

v = u − us (21)

Expressing (17) in the standard state space form as follows:

.
z = Â z + B̂ x (22)

where

Â =
[
A 0

C 0

]

, B̂ =
[
B

0

]

With applying linear state feedback control, the system in (19) is considered to
be controllable and it can be written as:

v = Kz

= K1z1 + K2z2
(23)

where,
K: feedback gain matrix;
K1 and K2: partitioned matrices.
By using Eqs. (16) and (17) the control function in (20) is expressed as

u = K1x + K2 p = K1x + K2

t∫

0

(y − yr )dt (24)
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B. Feedforward Control

It is expected to have zero static errors by applying the integral controller. This
could be true in small disturbances, however, in large transients and disturbances the
dynamic errors may be large. The dynamic performance can be improved during the
large disturbances by adding a feedforward controller. The disturbance and reference
inputs are both used to extract the feedforward control equations and the control
system is defined as follows:

[ .
x

ỹ

]

=
[
A B

C 0

] [
x

u

]

+
[
E 0

0 − I

][
d

yr

]

(25)

where ỹ = y − yr ,
The steady-state condition is reached when the left-hand side of (22) when the

steady-state inputs and variable state are as follows:

[
xs
us

]

= −Ĝ−1 Ĥ

[
d

y

]

(26)

where

Ĝ =
[
A B

C 0

]

, Ĥ =
[
E 0

0 − 1

]

The variables deviations from the steady-state give new variables which are
expressed as:

x̃ = x − xs (
.

x̃ = .
x), ũ = u − us (27)

By substituting (24) into (24) the steady-state deviations are given by,

.

x̃ = A x̃ + B ũ, ỹ = C x̃ (28)

By substituting (25) and (24) into (21), we get

u = K1x + [−K1 I ]
[
xs
us

]

(29)

Equation (22) is then used to define the feedforward by substituting into (26) as
follows:

u = K1x + K f f

[
d

yr

]

(30)
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Fig. 2 Block diagram for
MSF control

where kff is the feedforward gain and is defined as

K f f = [K1 − I ] Ĝ−1 Ĥ

= [ K f f 1 K f f 2 ]

The control equation is then determined by substituting the integral controller (12)
into (27) to be comprised from the state variables, reference inputs, and disturbance
as follows:

u = K1x + K2

t∫

0

(y − yr )dt + K f f

[
d

yr

]

(31)

Figure 2 shows the MSF control block diagram including the feedback and feed-
forward components. The detailed proposed control system is shown in Fig. 3 where
the DC voltage Vdc is controlled to minimize the DC-link ripples which affect the
connected load. A PI controller is used to control the DC voltage, while the current
controllers for the positive and negative are MSF controllers as shown in the figure.
The output reference DC-link current I ∗

dc is used to calculate the converter refer-
ence power P*. By using the measured and calculated voltages, currents, and power,
Eq. (8) is then used to extract the current controller reference dq-axis currents. The
state feedback matrix is then determined from the dq-axis currents and grid voltages
to get the voltage reference which is then used as input to the modulator.

5 Experimental Results

Experiments are conducted to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm. The
switching frequency of the IGBT PWM converter is 5 [kHz], and the sampling
periods of voltage control and current control are 100usec. The three-phase input
voltage is 100Vrms, the DC output voltage command is 150 [V], and the converter
load is 50 [�].
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Fig. 3 Overall control block diagram of PWM converter

Figure 4 shows thewaveformof thedistorted andunbalancedgrid voltage. Figure 5
shows the waveforms of a typical current controller under the conditions of Fig. 10.
The input current in Fig. 5a contains harmonics and Fig. 5b shows that the DC-link
voltage pulsates at twice the frequency of the power supply.

Next, Fig. 6 shows the waveform of adding both harmonic current controller and
reverse-phase current controller. Figure 6a does not include harmonic currents, and
Fig. 6b shows the waveforms when the DC-link voltage ripple adds almost all current
controllers.

If the ripple of DC voltage due to unbalance does not greatly affect the control
of the load or inverter connected to the DC terminal, it is recommended to set the
reverse-phase current command to 0 to eliminate the unbalance of input current.
Figure 7 shows the result of this control. Figure 7a shows that the input current is

Fig. 4 Unbalanced grid
voltage
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Fig. 5 Conventional current
control at nonideal source
voltage a three-phase input
current b DC-link voltage

Fig. 6 Elimination of
DC-link voltage ripples
a three-phase input current
b DC-link voltage

balanced, and Fig. 7b shows a slight increase in the ripple of the DC-link voltage in
this case.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a control strategy for a three-phase PWM converter in case of unbal-
anced grid voltage has been proposed. The controller of the converter generally
consists of a voltage controller in the outer loop and a current controller in the inner
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Fig. 7 Grid current
balancing control without
DC-link voltage
a three-phase input current
b DC-link voltage

loop. The current controller in this study consists of four independent control loops:
positive and negative- current controllers to maintain the input current balance and to
eliminate the ripple of the DC terminal voltage appearing. The proposed controller
exhibited excellent performance in minimizing the DC-link voltage ripple and in
eliminating the unbalance of grid-side current.
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Robust Control Based on H∞ and Linear
Quadratic Gaussian of Load Frequency
Control of Power Systems Integrated
with Wind Energy System

Ali M. Eltamaly, Ahmed A. Zaki Diab, and Ahmed G. Abo-Khalil

Abstract This chapter introduces a robust control scheme of load frequency control
(LFC) of a micro-grid system integrated with a wind energy system. The control
scheme is based on H∞ and linear quadratic Gaussian techniques. The main idea
of the control design is to be stable against the parameter’s uncertainties and the
load disturbance. A complete model of the power system with the DFIG has been
linearized. This model has been utilized to design both controllers of H∞ and linear
quadratic Gaussian. The H∞ is designed by optimal selecting of the weighting func-
tions to ensure the robustness and to enhance the overall performance. Also, the full
states considering the frequency deviation are assessed based on the standardKalman
filter method. Moreover, the states of the system are applied with the linear quadratic
Gaussian feedback optimal control performance under normal and abnormal oper-
ating conditions. Simulation tests are applied with the purpose of validation of the
overall controllers’ performance. The results proved the superiority of the planned
integration of the wind energy system with the micro-grid.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, wind energy systems have been used to feed loads in remote and
central areas. The wind energy applications are showing great interest due to their
clean and sustainable nature. The advanced control system remedies the effects of
the intermittent nature of the wind energy and it can be used widely even with
weak power systems. This chapter is introduced to present a novel control system
that enhances the stability of wind energy systems in case of normal and abnormal
operation in micro-grids. In recent years, many control approaches are introduced
to act with the impacts of load disturbance to regulate the frequency and voltages
to the normal operating ranges. The variation in the frequency of the power system
mainly depends on active power. Also, voltage control is affected by the variation of
the reactive power too [1–4]. Therefore, the control problem of the power system is
decoupled into two independent issues. The first one is the load frequency control
(LFC), which is affected substantially by the active power control. The other one is
to control the voltage based on regulating the reactive power. LFC is the main point
of research in this chapter.

Energy and environmental topics are directed to integrating more renewable ener-
gies into power systems. Wind energy systems are rapidly increasing and its world-
wide production is forecasted to produce to around 2000 GW in 2030 and 5000
GW in 2050 [5]. Hence, the integrations of the Wind Energy System (WES) with
the power systems are very interesting topics for researchers. Many wind turbines
(WTs) have been developed, among these WTs, the variable-speed wind turbines
(VSWTs) have been considered as the best option for wind energy systems [6–12].
The inertial performance of WTs has been reported in Refs. [6, 10]. A comparison
among the fixed-speed wind turbines (FSWTs) and doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG) based WTs has been presented in [6]. Moreover, the simulation results had
shown that FSWTs and DFIG-based WTs affect the frequency response of small
power systems or micro-grids [6]. In Ref. [10], the presented results showed that an
additional loop should be applied to enhance the machine inertial response of the
WTs.

In recent years, many control schemes are applied to enhance the overall perfor-
mance of such systems [12–14]. In Refs. [3, 15, 16], researchers applied the robust
adaptive methods to act with the uncertainties of the parameters. Other researchers
applied the Fuzzy logic controllers LFC in a two-area power system [17]. Others
applied the artificial intelligence (AI) and genetic algorithms (GA) based controllers
to LFC in [18, 19]. In Ref. [20], the H∞ controller is applied and verified to control
the photovoltaic pumping system. In Ref. [4], a robust control system concerning
the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) and coefficient diagram method has been
designed to LFC of a three-area power system. Also, adaptive model predictive
control (AMPC) has been applied for solving the control issue of the LFC in the
presence of a wind energy system [9]. For this reason, in this Chapter, the LFC for
a single-area power system integrated with WES is considered using the combina-
tion of H∞ and LQG controllers. The design methodology computes the optimal
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controller output considering constraints of the frequency deviation and load distur-
bance. The overall dynamic performance of H∞ + LQG is simulated considering
different operation conditions. A comparison among the systemwithH∞ alone, H∞
+ WT, and H∞ + LQG + WT control scheme has been performed and presented in
the results shown in this chapter. The simulation results proved the influence of the
planned scheme. These results showed the superiority of the control systemcompared
to many controllers of wind turbines [21–29].

The rest sections of this chapter have been ordered as follows: The mathematical
model of the system has been presented in Sect. 2. The design of H∞ has been
introduced in Sect. 3. LQG is introduced in Sect. 4. The implementation of the overall
control system has been presented in Sect. 5. Simulation results and discussions have
been introduced in Sect. 6. The conclusion is introduced in Sect. 7.

2 System Dynamics

A. Mathematical description of a single-area system

The structured frequency response of a single-area power system is presented in Ref.
[14]. The overall generator–load dynamic mathematical description is rewritten as
shown in the following equations:
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The diagram showing the logic used in this controller for the power system has
been shown in Fig. 1. Equations (1–3) can be rewritten as a state-space model as
shown in the following equations:
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Fig. 1 The uncontrolled single-area power system

where �Pg denotes the governor’s output variation. �Pm denotes the mechanical
power variation.�f denotes the frequency aberration.�PL represents the load change
while �Pc denotes supplementary control action; and p is a differential operator.
While

(
1
s

)
denotes integral Laplace. Furthermore, Tg and Tt represents the governor

and turbine time constants. y denotes output. While H denotes an equivalent inertia
coefficient. Also, D denotes equivalent damping constant. Moreover, R denotes the
speed droop characteristic.

B. Mathematical Model of Wind Turbine based DFIG

Figure 2 displays a model of DFIG WT using the frequency response [14]. The
presented model of the frequency response can be written as shown in the following

Fig. 2 Model of DFIG WT [14]
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Table 1 The parameters
shown in of Fig. 2

X2 X3 T1
1
Rs

Lm
Lss

L0
ωs Rs

equations:

s · iqr = −
(

1

T1

)
· iqr +

(
X2

T1

)
· Vqr (6)

s · ω = −
(

X3

2Ht

)
· iqr +

(
X2

2Ht

)
· Tm (7)

Pe = ω · X3 · iqr (8)

For linearization, Eq. (14) can be represented as shown in the following equation:

Pe = ωopt · X3 · iqr (9)

where ωopt denotes the operating point of the rotational speed. While Te denotes
electromagnetic torque, Tm denotes the mechanical torque, ω denotes the rotational
speed. Moreover, Pe denotes the active power of wind turbine, iqr denotes q-axis
rotor current, vqr denotes q-axis rotor voltage. Ht denotes equivalent inertia of WT.
Table 1 displays the applied parameters with respect to Fig. 2.

where
Lss = Ls + Lm ,
Lrr = Lr + Lm ,
L0 = Lrr + L2

m
Lss

.

ωs represents synchronous speed, while Lm represents the magnetizing inductance.
Moreover,Rr andRs represent rotor and stator resistances, respectively. Furthermore,
Lr andLs represent rotor and stator leakage inductances.Moreover,Lrr andLss denote
rotor and stator self-inductances, respectively.

3 H∞ Infinity Controller

The producer of the design the H∞ control scheme mainly depends on the static or
dynamic feedback controller. So, H∞ synthesis has been approved as the following:

i. Formulation: determining the weighting functions of the input and output to
accomplish the robustness and performance necessities.

ii. Solution: the weighting functions may be modified to reach the optimal design
of the controller.
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Fig. 3 Scheme of the plant with H∞

In the proposed wind generation system including H∞ controller, The system
G(s) is the plant with weighting functions of W1(s) corresponding the signals of
error while theW2(s) corresponding the signals of control andW3(s) corresponding
the signals of output. The proper selecting of the weighting functions is the core of
H∞ scheme.

Considering the control system of Fig. 3. The sets of weighting functions have
been chosen to ensure robust performance goals as the following.

The W1(s) assists to realize a good tracking performance, which means in this
case that frequency deviation equals zero. Moreover, the other benefit of the proper
choice of this weighting function is the rejecting of the disturbances. This can be
expressed mathematically as

Z1 = W1(s)[0 − � f ] (10)

The other weight transfer function W2(s) helps to provide the robustness to plant
additive perturbations. This can be expressed mathematically as:

Z2 = W2(s) . u(s) (11)

where u(s) denotes output control signals for H∞ regulator.
Finally, the function W3(s) is essential to determine the closed-loop bandwidth

and sensor noise attenuation at high frequencies, mathematically can be described
as shown in the following equation:

Z3 = W3(s) [P] (12)
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4 Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)

The LFC for a single-area power system has been established using H∞ and LQG
techniques in this Chapter. The LQG is planned using the linear model of the plant,
an integral objective function, and also Gaussian white noise model of disturbance
and noise. Moreover, the LQG involves an optimal state feedback gain “k” and
the Kalman estimator. Furthermore, the optimal feedback gain has been estimated
to achieve the feedback control law u = −kx resulting in the minimization of the
following performance index:

H = ∞∫
0

(
XT QX + uT Ru

)
dt (13)

where Q and R denote the positive definite or semidefinite Hermitian or real
symmetric [15]. Moreover, the optimal state feedback u = −kx could be imple-
mented considering the plant’s full state. So, the states have been preferred to be
frequency variation�f, mechanical power change�Pmi, and governor output change
�Pg. The �f and �Pc have been measured and have been considered as inputs to
the Kalman estimator. The Kalman filter has been utilized in order to observe the
following unmeasured states:

x
∧ = [

� f̂ � p̂m � p̂g
]

The states observation has been estimated based on the following equation:

( ˆ̇x
)

= (A − Bk − LC)x̂ + Ly (14)

where L denotes the Kalman gain. Moreover, the value of the L can be calculated
considering the matrices of Qn and Rn.

5 System Configuration

The control scheme of the complete system has been illustrated in Fig. 4. The system
contains a simplified frequency response model for a single-area power system
considering the integration of the wind energy system and including the proposed
controller H∞ and LQG estimator has been illustrated in Fig. 4.

The measured and reference frequency deviation �f and�fref = 0Hz have
been applied as the inputs of H∞ controller to get the supplementary control
action �Pc. Moreover, the frequency deviation � f and supplementary control
action �Pc are used as the input of the Kalman filter for estimating the states of
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Fig. 4 Single area power system with wind energy system considering the proposed H∞ and LQG
controllers

x̂ = [
� f̂ � p̂m � p̂g

]
. The observed states are growing with the optimal state

feedback gain “k” for getting the optimal control signal.
The subsequent set ofweighting functions have been selected aftermany iterations

in order to achieve the favorite robustness.
For the power system plant, the weighting functions are
W1 = s+0.3

s+0.56 , W2 = s
s+0.04 , and W3 = 1

s+2 .
While for the wind turbine energy system are
W1 = 1, W2 = 0, and W3 = 1

s .
Eachmodel of the plant and theWind turbineDFIG has beenmodeled in Simulink

as input–output system. Then, the MATLAB tool of linmod has been used to extract
a continuous-time linear state-space model. This model is used to plan the robust
controllers of H∞ and LQG.

6 Results and Discussions

Simulation tests are executed to confirm the effectiveness of the presented control
system considering H∞ and LQG controllers in MATLAB/Simulink platform. All
parameters of the system are detailed in Table 2 [2]. Moreover, the data of the DFIG
WT are detailed in Table 3.

TheWT involves 200 of 2MWof VSWTs. Moreover, the parameters ofWT have
been specified in Table 3.

Xm denotes magnetizing reactance. Also, Xls and Xlr denote leakage reactance of
the rotor and stator, respectively.
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Table 2 Single area power system parameters

D (pu/Hz) 2H (pu.sec) R (Hz/pu) Tg (s) T t (s)

0.015 0.1667 3.00 0.08 0.40

(pe)Base = 800 MVA

Table 3 The WT parameters
[14]

Operating point (MW) Wind speed (m/s) Rotational speed

247 11 1.17

Rr (pu) Rs (pu) Xlr (pu)

0.00552 0.00491 0.1

Xlr (pu) Xm (pu) Ht (pu)

0.09273 3.9654 4.5

The generation rate constraint (GRC) of 10% per minute is considered. Moreover,
the maximum value of the dead band for governor has been considered as 0.05 pu
[2].

Case study 1
In this case of study, wind turbine participation is simulated at nominal parameters
and specifications. Two tests have been carried out, the first is to test the system
performance with WT. While the second test has been considering the absence of
the WT. The two cases of tests have been compared with respect to the frequency
deviation and the variation of mechanical power. A step load change is applied
with the value of 0.02 pu at the time of t = 50 s. Figure 5 shows the simulation
results of this case study. In this case, the parameter and data of the power plant
are assumed as the nominal data. So, it is clear the performance of both two cases
is stable. However, it is exposed to the results that the system is slow compared to
those without the participation of WT because of the absence of the WT inertia. The
assumed variation of the wind turbine speed has also been illustrated in the figure.

Case study 2
To validate the proposed H∞ + LQG controller with wind turbine participation, the
dynamic performance of the control systemhas been simulated at nominal parameters
under step load change of 0.06 pu. The simulation results of this case under study
have been revealed in Fig. 6. This figure displays that the performance of the proposed
controller system with wind turbine participation is better than those without wind
turbine participation. The overshoot is decreasing from 0.05626 to 0.0205 with wind
turbine participation. So, integration of theWT led to the enhancement of the features
of the planned controller of H∞ + LQG in this case of study.

Case study 3
The system parameters are varied in this case of study for authenticating the robust-
ness of controller performance. The system is tested under parameter uncertainty
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Fig. 5 Control system response for case 1; with H∞ + LQG controller with the participation of
wind turbines (dash blue curve), H∞ + LQG controller without the participation of wind turbines
(dash-dot black curve)

of the damping and inertia. The simulation results have been shown in Fig. 7. The
system performance under parameter uncertainty is still stable and the proposed
controller with the wind turbine participation is capable of damping the oscillations.
Moreover, the features of the designed H∞ + LQR is associated with those of the
H∞ controller only. The comparison shows that the proposed controller of H∞ +
LQR has the best performance considering overshoot.

Case study 4
In this case of study, the performance of the system has been investigated considering
connecting theWT and disconnecting theWT at 40 and 100 s, respectively. The load
will be assumed o be 0.01 pu at 5 s and is not changed to the end of the simulation
time. The results of this case under study have been exposed in Fig. 8. The figure
displays the performance of the H∞ + LQG and conventional I controllers for the
purpose of comparison and validation. The figure illustrates �Pm, �Ps, � f, and ω

from top to bottom. From the figure, the performance of the H∞ + LQG is the best
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Fig. 6 Control system response for case 2; with H∞+ LQG controller with participation of wind
turbines (dash blue curve), H∞+ LQG controller without participation of wind turbines (dash-dot
black curve)

one concerning the fast response and lower overshooting. While the H∞ + LQG
controller has a very high performance, the conventional I controller performance is
the lowest one.

7 Conclusion

In this chapter, an LFC control scheme considering the H∞ and LQG is planned for a
single-area power system bearing inmind thewind turbine energy system. The future
controllers are planned to work in parallel to guarantee overall stability. Moreover,
the simulation tests have been applied to validate the control system under different
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Fig. 7 Control system response for case 3; with H∞ + LQG controller with the participation of
wind turbines (dash blue curve), H∞ controller with the participation of wind turbines (dash-dot
black curve)

load changes and parameter uncertainties. The overall performance of the proposed
controller of H∞ + LQG has been compared with those of H∞ and conventional I
controller. The obtained results confirmed that the plannedH∞ +LQGhas acceptable
performance and stability. Furthermore, the designed H∞ + LQG has been proven as
a robust controller in contrast to the load variation and parameter uncertainties. Also,
the results specified that the combinationH∞ +LQG andH∞ controllers can give the
required robustness. However, the H∞ + LQG can give a better dynamic response
especially in the case of considering the wind turbine energy system. Moreover, the
priority and effectivity of the H∞ + LQG controller are validated in the case of
severing parameter uncertainties more than H∞ controller.
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Fig. 8 Control system response for case 4; with H∞ + LQG controller (dash blue curve),
Conventional I controller (dash-dot black curve)
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D-STATCOM for Distribution Network
Compensation Linked with Wind
Generation

Ali M. Eltamaly, Yehia Sayed Mohamed, Abou-Hashema M. El-Sayed,
Amer Nasr A. Elghaffar, and Ahmed G. Abo-Khalil

Abstract Wind generation is considered as one of the optimum renewable energy
sources due to its more saving running cost, zero-emission, and friendly environ-
ment at comparing with the traditional power plants. Using the wind farms with the
utility grid can’t reach the optimum compensation during any abnormal condition
in the power system. Distributed Static Synchronous Compensators (D-STATCOM)
is a power electronic control system to be used with the distribution power network
for harmonics current elimination, reactive power compensation, voltage regulation,
voltage flicker mitigation, and frequency regulation. D-STATCOM provides effec-
tive compensation to the unbalance or the nonlinear loads by injecting the required
accurate value at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) depending on the Voltage
Source Converter (VSC). This chapter proposes a design procedure of a high-power
D-STATCOM with the distribution network linked with the wind generation for
enhancing the power system quality. The proposed simulation in this chapter has
been done using the MATLAB/Simulink software for distribution voltage control,
loadability, and power loss reduction using theD-STATCOMcontrol techniqueswith
the electrical distribution network.
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Nomenclature

R Rotor resistance impedance
U Output voltage
X1 Stator reactance
X2 Rotor reactance
Xσ Total reactance rotor and stator
S Generator slip
Q Reactive Power
QC The parallel capacitor group
QN−Unit Reactive power capacitor compensation capacity
[n] Assuming actual capacitor investment group
Cp max Optimal power coefficient
λ Ratio between the wind speed and the rotor speed
vw Wind speed
w Wind turbine rotational speed
Pm The extracted mechanical power by the constant pitch
ρ Air density
Cp Turbine coefficient
Ar Area swept by the blades
wt The rotational speed
kopt The unique parameter
L f Interfacing inductors
m The modulation index
w The system frequency
vA1 Output injection voltage inverter 1
vA2 Output injection voltage inverter 2
i A1 Currents delivered by inverter-1
i A2 Currents delivered by inverter-2
L0 Mutual inductance
Llk Leakage inductance
egr Equivalent grid voltage
Lgr Equivalent inductance
Rgr Equivalent resistance
vgr Voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC)
igr The current at PCC
vA1 The instantaneous voltage generates by converter-1
vA2 The instantaneous voltage generates by converter-2
v f The voltage over filter capacitor c f
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1 Introduction

Doubtless the electrical power system network has a lot of challenges to save the
stable system especially with the extension and the increasing of the nonlinear loads.
Using the compensation devices for enhancing the system to reach the optimum
operation is the solution to save the electrical system in stable condition [1]. The
power system quality is affected by the disturbances or any abnormal condition
as voltage sag/swell, which directly have an impact on electronic devices or any
critical loads causing heating or malfunction of devices and the high cost related
to the system shut down. With the extension of the demands of the wind energy
to utilize the natural environment and to save the generation running costs, the
reactive/voltage control in the distribution system is becoming more important [2].
Wind turbines utilizing the frequency converters are generally fit for controlling
the reactive power to zero or potentially of providing or devouring reactive power
as indicated by needs, even though this is restricted by the size of the converter
[3]. So, it’s important to use compatible devices for enhancing the system quality
during abnormal conditions [4, 5]. However, unfortunately of using the compensa-
tion techniques to finding other bad affection as feeding harmonics by the compen-
sation devices or noncontinuous compensation or finding the inrush current [6]. The
system compensation by a fixed shunt capacitor is a simple way, but it’s not accu-
rate especially with the fast load variation and with the critical loads. Following the
improvement of the power electronics circuits and the advanced methodology, the
Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices can solve the power system
quality depending on the thyristors technologies [7]. FACTS devices are consisting
of the optimum way to operates in fast, accurate compensation techniques, and easy
to install with the system for control the voltage profile, damp the power system
oscillation [6–8]. Consequently, Custom Power Devices (CPD) are preferred for
the electrical power quality improvement due to the lower cost, greater flexibility,
and increase of system security [9]. Static Synchronous Compensation (STATCOM)
control techniques and Static Var Compensation (SVC) modules are the famous
compensation ways of the FACTS families [10–15]. Distributed Static Synchronous
Compensators (D-STATCOM) is a shunt compensator device to be installed with
the electrical distribution network for voltage control, also it can tackle the power
quality issues [16–24]. TheD-STATCOMconfiguration is adaptable enough to abuse
multi-usefulness coupling with the power system. Besides, D-STATCOM is a multi-
functional gadget that simple to give viable remuneration to the non-direct loads
and unbalance stacks by infusing suitable responsive power contingent upon the
thyristors for exchanging [21]. Figure 1 shows the streamlined structure to connect
the D-STATCOM with the distribution network for improving the PQ. There are
many designs of the D-STATCOMmultilevel inverter control as Cascaded H-Bridge
[22] and Diode-Clamped [23]. However, using a new control technique with the
D-STATCOM topology by adding one more converter with the D-STATCOM to
increase the voltage source converter power. This chapter discusses the importance
of using the D-STATCOMwith the distribution system for voltage control depending
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Fig. 1 D-STATCOM for PQ control

on the Voltage Source Converter (VSC) for the optimum power quality improve-
ment. The proposed analysis in this chapter has been validated with the distribution
network to compensate for the voltage on a 25-kV distribution network using the
MATLAB/SIMULINK software to shows the voltage compensation during the fault
condition in the power system.

2 Wind Generation Output Power

Utilizing the environment renewable sources like thewind can be used for rotating the
generator to find free electric powerwithout running cost as comparingwith the fossil
fuel generation system. By the last simple discussion, Fig. 2 shows the fundamental
wind turbine parts which depending upon the transformer to connect with the utility
grid [24–30].Moreover, the typical technique to change over the low- and high-speed
conditions and to generate the electric power from mechanical power a gearbox and
a generator is required to be synchronized with electric utility network. The gearbox
changes the low speed of the turbine rotor to high speed. Notwithstanding some types

Mechanical Power Electrical PowerWind
Power Rotor

Gearbox
(Optional) Generator

Power
Converter

Power
Transformer

Electrical
Grid

Fig. 2 Main component for WG
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Fig. 3 The equivalent
simplification model for WG

X X

X

P+jQ

U
m R/S

1 2

of wind turbines like the one use permanent magnet and multipole generator systems
are not using gearbox [31]. The wind energy system is considered as precarious for
power due to its compelled consistency and irregularity [32]. By using the exchange
plans with nearby generating power plants, the power system can disentangle the
fluctuations caused by the wind energy systems. At the point when the generated
power from the wind is lower than the loads, the primary game plan is used to
use standard generation units to cover this shortage of wind power [33]. The wind
generation is relying upon the criticism pay through the utility grid, thus, the wind
generation can be classified as PQ or PV busbar types in the power stream modeling
[34–38]. The coordinated generator circuit can be streamlined to the proportionate
circuit as appeared in Fig. 3. Where, the stator resistance can be disregarded, R is the
rotor resistance impedance, U is the yield voltage, X1, X2 are the stator, and rotor
reactance impedance individually and Xm is the excitation reactance.

Equation (1) shows the total reactance rotor and stator, to uses for calculating the
active generated power in Eq. (2).

Xσ = X1 + X2 (1)

P = SRU2

S2X2
σ + R2

(2)

With consideration, S is the generator slip, that is related to Eq. (3) to obtain the
reactive power by using Eq. (4).

S = R

(
U2 −

√
U4 − 4X2

σP
2

)
/2PX2

σ (3)

Q = [
R2 + Xσ(Xm + Xσ)S

2
]
/SRXm (4)

There are various methods when choosing the reactive power compensation
system inside the WG gatherer design, the parallel shunt capacitors with the WG
can compensate for the reactive power [39–42]. Which able to calculates by the
below equation number (5) to find the total required capacitor group value QC from
Eq. (6).
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Cos(∅) = P/

√
P2(QC − Q)2 (5)

Q = P

[√
1

(Cos(∅1))2
− 1 −

√
1

(Cos(∅2))2
− 1

]
(6)

Chosen the compatible and prober way should follow the prerequisites of theWG
plant. Further things for thought may incorporate voltage impediments, especially
during the switching of shunt capacitors, power quality necessities, for example,
glint during fire up or cut-in, harmonics, and so forth [43, 44]. By expecting the real
capacitor speculation bunch is [n], and the receptive power capacitor pay limit is
Q_(N-Unit), which mimics at the evaluated voltage, which can use to generate the
WG reactive power from Eq. (8).

[n] = QC/QN−Unit (7)

Q
′ = QC − Q (8)

The controller used for WG speed control essential function is the Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) of the available power in the wind. An expanding
number of biggerWGs (starting from1MWandmore) are created with a functioning
slow down power control component. Actually, the dynamic slow down turbines take
after pitch-controlled turbines since they have pitch capable blades. To get a sensibly
huge force (turning power) at lowwind speeds, theWGwill ordinarily be customized
to pitch their blades a lot of like a pitch-controlled wind turbine at low wind speeds.
Regularly they utilize just a couple of fixed advances depending on the wind speed.
At the point when the turbine arrives at its evaluated power, nonetheless, it will see
a significant distinction from the pitch-controlled wind turbines: If the generator is
going to be over-burden, the turbine will contribute its blades the other way from
what a pitch-controlled WG does. As such, it will build the approach of the rotor
blades to cause the blades to go into a more profound slow down, in this manner
squandering the overabundance energy in the wind [45]. One of the active stalls of
a functioning slowdown is that one can control the active power more precisely than
with passive stall, to abstain from overshooting the appraised power of the turbine
toward the start of a whirlwind. Another preferred position is that the WG can be
run precisely at the evaluated power of the machine at all high wind speeds [43–45].
Figure 4 shows the variable wind speed [43]. Where, (λ) is the tip-speed to simulate
the ratio between the wind speed and the rotor speed as shown in Eq. (9).

λ = Rpw

vm
(9)

with considering, is the wind speed represented by vw and the WG speed is w [46].
Hence, the extracted mechanical power by the constant pitch can be calculated from
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Fig. 4 Wind generation output power during fixed and variable wind speed

the below Eq. (10):

Pm = 1

2
.ρArv

3
w.Cp(λ) (10)

where; ρ is the air density is presented by ρ, the turbine coefficient presented by
Cp and the area swept by the blades can simulate by Ar . The wind velocity V1,
V2 are presented for WG control curve as shown in Fig. 5. With a note, at the WG

Fig. 5 WG power control curve
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operates at optimal power coefficient (Cp max) in this simulation, at each velocity,
there is one maximum power capture point [47]. Moreover, an individual optimal
power available for the WG speed by using the below Eq. (11).

Popt = koptw
3
T (11)

where, wt is the rotational speed and kopt is the unique parameter.

3 D-STATCOM Control Strategies

D-STATCOM control techniques are designed to link with the three-phase power
system by three-phase stacks as shown in Fig. 1. The D-STATCOM is a shunt
connected custompower device depending on theDirect Current (DC) energy storage
for injection of the voltage through the coupling transformer under control by the
VSC converts and the output filter. The point of adding the VSC to convert the DC
stockpiling batteries voltage to the decent three-phase AC yield voltages. The created
voltages are in-phase and interconnected with the utility grid through a coupling
transformer. D-STATCOM legitimate yield setting of the phase angle and the voltage
greatness permits successful control of active and reactive power flow between the
D-STATCOM and the utility distribution system [48]. The three-phase loads may
be of various sorts like lagging power factor, unbalance, linear or nonlinear loads,
and joined among linear and nonlinear loads. However, to reduce the swiping in
the compensating current, it requires to use the interfacing inductors (L f ) at the
AC side of the VSC. The operation characteristics of the D-STATCOM can be
justified depending on the dc-link capacitor, equivalent transformer. An insulated-
gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)-based VSC, and filter resistance, and filter induc-
tance, and the utility grid as a three-phase source. Figure 6 shows the equivalent
D-STATCOM circuit, which can use to find the combination of the PCC voltage and
the inverter-generated voltage for system compensation.

The simplified equation for phase (A), phase (B), and phase (C) can find from
Eqs. (12), (13), (14), respectively.

Rsia + Ls

[
dia
dt

]
= VPa − Vca (12)

Rsib + Ls

[
dib
dt

]
= VPb − Vcb (13)

Fig. 6 D-STATCOM
equivalent simplified circuit
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Rsic + Ls

[
dic
dt

]
= VPc − Vcc (14)

By transforming the equations to obtain the below equations, with considering m
is the modulation index, the frequency is w.

Ls

[
did
dt

]
+ Rsid = VPd − mVdc cosθ + Lswiq (15)

Ls

[
diq
dt

]
+ Rsidq = VPq − mVdc sinθ − Lswid (16)

where from Eqs. (15) and (16) can be justified as shown in Eq. (17).

d

dt

[
id
iq

]
=

(−Rs/Ls w
−w −Rs/Ls

)[
id
iq

]
+ 1

Ls

(
Vpd − Vcd

Vpq + Vcq

)
(17)

The simplified equations are simplified by ignoring the voltage harmonics as
shown in the following.

m.Vdc cosθ = Vcd (18)

m.Vdc sinθ = Vcq (19)

By considering the inverter is a lossless circuit, so the instantaneous power can be
found by the power balance theory at the ac-dc terminal to find as shown in Eq. (20)
and the dc side circuit can find as shown in Eq. (21).

Vdc.idc = 3

2
(V cd .id + Vcq .iq) (20)

idc = C.
d(V cd)

dt
= 3

2
.m.(id.cosθ − iq.sinθ) (21)

By combining Eq. (17) and Eq. (21)

d

dt

⎛
⎝ id

iq
Vdc

⎞
⎠ = F

⎛
⎝ id

iq
Vdc

⎞
⎠ − 1

Ls

⎛
⎝ id

iq
Vdc

⎞
⎠

where, F is given as:
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⎛
⎜⎝

−Rs/Ls w −m
Ls

cosθ

−w −Rs/Ls
m
Ls
sinθ

3
2
m
c cosθ

−3
2

m
c sinθ 0

⎞
⎟⎠ (22)

At this point, to illustrate the active and reactive power for D-STATCOM
compensation, it can simplify by the below Eqs. (23), (24), respectively.

P = Vpd.id + Vpd.iq = Vpd.id = Vpd.id (23)

q = Vpq.id − Vpq.iq = −Vpd.iq = −Vpd.iq (24)

Finally, the D-STATCOM module operates to compensate the system depending
on controlling of id, iq as shown in Eq. (23) for active power injection and Eq. (24)
for the reactive power injection to the distribution busbar.

4 D-STATCOM Characteristic Logic

Depending on the coupling of magnetic elements for the parallelization of standard
two-level or three-level inverters using the D-STATCOM dual-converter configura-
tion can be created to increase the VSC output power as shown in Fig. 7 for the
dual-converter with common DC link and Fig. 8 for the dual-converter with isolated
DC link [49, 50]. According to the coupling between the two converters, an equal

A2

B2

C2

A1

B1

C1

A

B

C

iA1

iA2

o

Udc / 2

Udc / 2
A

B

C

i

i

i

Fig. 7 D-STATCOM Configurations using the dual-converter topology with a common DC link
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U dc / 2

U dc / 2
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o

Fig. 8 D-STATCOM the dual-converter design with separated DC link

current will flow from both converters, which can be known as a parallel interleaved
VSC [51]. The harmonic injection can be significantly reduced by the interleaved
carrier signal of both SVCs, which is phase-shifted by 180° [51–53]. With notes,
there is a potential difference between the output injection voltage VA1 and VA2 due
to carriers are interleaved.

The circulating current is depressed by the effection of the DC links which is
described in Figs. 7 and 8. Where VSC contains two parallel parts of three-phase
converters. The parallelization of inverter phases is accomplished by the methods
for two neighboring coils that are attractively connected. Ignoring copper losses, the
mutual induction between the coupled coils can be portrayed by the equivalent circuit
for Phase-A in Fig. 9, where the currents delivered by each inverter is i A1 and i A2,
to express as a function of common-mode current imc and differential-mode current
imd (circulating current) as shown in Eqs. (25) and (26).

i A1 = imc

2
+ imd (25)

i A2 = imc

2
− imd (26)

With a note, the two inductors in the same phase are the same number of turns and
arranged on the same ferromagnetic core [51]. The mutual inductance L0 and the
leakage inductance Llk can be expressed in function of the self-inductance, where k
expresses the coupling factor between the coils that can equalize “1” at the two coils
symmetrically, to be used as shown in Eqs. (27) and (28):
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Fig. 9 D-STATCOM
equivalent circuit
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A

A

imd

lk
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2

L
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A1i

i

lkL

L
0

L0 = kL (27)

Llk = (1 − k)L (28)

The two coils are connecting to cancel the induced magnetic field as shown in
the polarity points for both coils as shown in Fig. 9, to find the difference potential
between the two points A1 and A2 as describes in Eq. (29).

vA1o − vA2o = (2Llk + 4L0)
dimd

dt
(29)

where, the inductive reactance L0ω seen by differential-mode currents as the quarter
value of the impedance. The circulating currents can be decreased by the separation
of DC links as shown in the equivalent circuit diagram in Fig. 10. DC link isolates
to repress the zero-sequence track, and zero-sequence circulating current to be no
longer among the two converters [51].

LCL filter is the common coupling part between the electrical system and D-
STATCOM. Figure 11 shows the equivalent circuit for single-phase D-STATCOM
with an LCL filter with neglecting the copper losses. Where, egr is the equivalent
grid voltage, Lgr is the equivalent inductance, vgr is the voltage at PCC point, Rgr is
the total equivalent resistance, and igr is the current at PCC. Equations (30) to (34)
shows the differential equations for the filter dynamics.

vA1 = Llk
di A1
dt

+ L0
di A1
dt

− L0
di A2
dt

+ vA (30)

vA2 = Llk
di A2
dt

+ L0
di A2
dt

− L0
di A1
dt

+ vA (31)
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Fig. 10 Isolated DC link for D-STATCOM dual-converter

Fig. 11 Single-phase D-STATCOM equivalent circuit with LCL filter

vA = L1
di A
dt

+ v f (32)

v f = (L2 + Lgr )
di gr
dt

+ Rgr igr + egr (33)

vA1 + vA2
2

= Llk

2

di A
dt

+ vA (34)

where, vA1 is the instantaneous voltage generates by converter-1, vA2 is the instanta-
neous voltage generates by converter-2, and v f is the voltage over the filter capacitor
c f .

The common-mode voltage is defined by:

vmc = vA1 + vA2
2

(35)
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The thunderous frequency is picked lower than the tweak frequency of the double
converter, and the shunt capacitors of the LCL filter ought to be picked as little as
conceivable because they draw receptive power, this part is fully discussed in [51].

5 D-STATCOM Simulation

D-STATCOM control techniques are used with the distribution power network to
manage voltage during abnormal conditions. Figure 12 shows an example of an elec-
trical system contains three busbars, variable loads linked at busbar-B2 and busbar-
B3, two feeder lines (21 and 2 km) to fed the lads, and D-STATCOMmodule linked
with 25 kV system. The shunt capacitor bank is used for power factor correction at
busbar-B2. The variable loads at busbar-B3 are operating through a step-down trans-
former 25 kV/600 V to a plant retaining constantly evolving currents, in this way
creating voltage flicker. At 5.0 Hz frequency, can regulate the variable magnitude of
the load current which obvious the apparent power between 1.0 and 5.2 MVA, with
saving the power factor at 0.9 lag. The load variation in this simulation will allow
us to describe the capacity of the D-STATCOM to compensate voltage which can
add capacitance value or reactance value depending on the required action as shown
in Fig. 13. The D-STATCOM is connected with busbar-B3 to compensate for the
reactive power by generates the in-phase voltage by a voltage source PWM inverter
with the utility grid [54].

5.1 D-STATCOM Operation Characteristics

During this simulation, the load is starting a constant value to observe the D-
STATCOM response to step changes in source voltage [55]. With notes, the modu-
lation of the variable load is not in service, which depending on the Time-on and
Time-off= [0.15 1] *100 > simulation stop time. The voltage source block is adjusted
to simulate the internal voltage of 25.0 kV; however, the voltage is starting at 1.077pu
to keep the floating injection by the D-STATCOMat busbar-3 by 1.0 pu as comparing

Fig. 12 D-STATCOM simulation with distribution network
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Fig. 13 D-STATCOM design with 2 inverters

with the reference value 1.0 pu. The D-STATCOM is programmed to operates by
three steps at 0.2 s, 0.3 s, and 0.4 s for increasing the voltage source by 6.0% or
decrease the voltage by 6.0% and return to be 1.077 pu. At 0.15second, the transient
happened in the system at so the D-STATCOMwill start to compensate the system at
0.2 s to increase the voltage by 6% by absorbing the system reactive power by Q= +
2.7Mvar as shown in Fig. 14. At time= 0.3 s the voltage source is decreased by 6.0%
from the corresponding voltage to reach the reactive compensation 0.0 Mvar. Addi-
tionally, the D-STATCOM is required to compensate the system voltage to reach the
reference value 1.0 p.u to change the reactive compensation from inductive to capac-
itive between -2.8Mvar and 2.7Mvar, as shown in Fig. 15 for the PWM inverter 0.56
p.u to 0.9 which corresponds to a proportional increase in inverter voltage [54, 55].
Figure 16 shows the fast reversing of reactive power at one cycle by theD-STATCOM
current.
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Fig. 14 D-STATCOM consumes the system reactive power (Q = + 2.7 Mvar)
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5.2 Mitigation of Voltage Flicker

To simulate the operation characteristics of D-STATCOM for voltage compensa-
tion, it needs to variate the loads’ value. By changing the “Time Variation of” In
the Programmable Voltage Source block menu parameter to “None,” with set the
Modulation Timing Parameter in the Variable Load block menu to [Ton Toff] =
[0.15 1] (without 100-multiplication factor). Also, change the “Mode of operation”
parameter to “Q regulation” in the D-STATCOM control part, and set the reference
reactive powerQ value as zero. In thismode, D-STATCOMcompensation techniques
are not affecting the voltage. After running the system and check the operation for
D-STATCOM as shown in Fig. 17 to verify the active power P and reactive power
Q at busbar-B3, moreover, busbar-B1, and B3 voltages are simulated in Fig. 18. In
another hand, without adding the D-STATCOM, the voltage at busbar-B3will vary in
range (0.96:1.04) pu [54, 55]. But, after adding the D-STATCOMcontrol techniques,
the voltage at busbar-B3 is reduced to±0.7%. In Fig. 19, D-STATCOMcompensates
the voltage by injecting a reactive current which formed at 5.0 Hz as depending on
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Fig. 17 For variations of P and Q at busbar-B3

Fig. 18 Voltage value at busbar-B1 and busbar-B3
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Fig. 19 D-STATCOM injection reactive current modulated at 5.0 Hz

the varying between capacitive and reactive related to the required compensation at
the under/over voltage, respectively.

6 Conclusion

The blend of renewable energy sources like solar or wind energy to the electrical
grid affects stability and system quality. The power system designers have to ensure
a stable system and their services to retain the system in the stable region at any
abnormal condition in the system. Using D-STATCOM techniques with the distribu-
tion network can achieve for enhancing the PQ. Adding the battery and the capacitor
bank are used as the DC busbar in the design of D-STATCOM. In this chapter, the
D-STATCOM has been demonstrated for improving power system quality during
various operational events. The abnormal conditions in the distribution system as
the tripping/reclosing of distribution feeder, energizing high-power transformer,
switching ON/OFF of capacitor, or inductive-resistive loads. This chapter investi-
gated one of the FACTS modules of D-STATCOM to be linked with the distribution
network as a fully inductive/capacitive load as required for compensation under the
support by the battery bank to be used for PQ enhancement. Finally, in this chapter,
the simulation analysis was carried by MATLAB/Simulink software to discusses the
operation steps of D-STATCOM to reach the optimum compensation for saving the
voltage in the required stable region.
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Wind Power Plants Control Systems
Based on SCADA System

Khairy Sayed, Ahmed G. Abo-Khalil, and Ali M. Eltamaly

Abstract The objective of this chapter is to introduce the state of the art technology
in wind power plant control and automation. This chapter starts with a historical
background about supervisory control and automation evolution in the last decades.
Several remarks are made regarding the use of SCADA Systems in wind turbine
power plants. The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are
responsible for controlling and monitoring many of the processes that make life in
the industrial world possible, such as power distribution, oil flow, communications,
and many more. In this chapter, an overview of SCADA at the wind power plant is
presented, and operational concerns are addressed and examined. Notes on future
trends will be provided. Finally, recommendations are provided regarding SCADA
systems and their application in the wind power plant environment. One of the most
significant aspects of SCADA is its ability to evolve with the ever-changing face of
Information Technology (IT) systems.
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Abbreviations

ANNs Artificial neural networks
ANFIS Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems
CCTV The closed-circuit television
CM Condition monitoring
CMS Condition monitoring system
DCS Distributed control system
DC Direct current
EPON Ethernet Passive Optical Network
FIS Fuzzy inference system
HVDC High-voltage direct–current
HMI Human Machine Interface
HV-IGBT High voltage isolated gate bipolar transistor
IEDs Intelligent electronic devices
IT Information technology
KPIs Key Performance Indicators
LVRT Low Voltage Ride-Through
MPH Mile per hour
MV Medium voltage
NNs Neural networks
OLT Optical Line Terminal
OPC Open connectivity
ONU Optical network unit
PCC PC Controller
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
POS Passive optical splitter
RTU Remote Terminal unit
RPM Revolution per minute
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SOE Sequence of events
SVM Support Vector Machine
TMA VAWT vertical axes wind turbine
WTG Wind turbine generator
WTC Wind turbine controller
WPP Wind power farms
WPP Wind power plant
WTGs Wind turbine generation system
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1 Introduction

SCADA is an abbreviation that refers to “Supervisory Control and Data Acquisi-
tion.” It is an essential tool to control and monitor various measurements of the
wind turbine generation system (WTGs), and it’s usual to include it together with
the wind turbines. SCADA serves as the primary interface between the wind power
plant operator and the wind farm equipment [1–4]. It allows integrating all the info
about WTGs, meteorological mast, and substation in a single point of control, recap-
turing, and storing operation data from the WTGs and various alarm signals. More-
over, SCADA enables sending control signals from the wind power plant operator
to the wind turbine controller. At present, with the trend toward electricity genera-
tion from renewable energy resources are widespread in many projects. Wind farms
(WPPs) will be built in near future. This expected growing in wind power plants
(WPP) will significantly affect control, operation, and control electricity network
today. Many research work and investigations are conducted to study wind farm
(wind) subsystems (Turbine, collector system, substations, etc.) that were discussed
and addressed in many publications [5–10]. However, the infrastructure of SCADA
systems and the related communication networks in wind power plants are relatively
less processed and rarely discussed [10–12]. Typical wind power plant consists of
wind turbines, meteorological system, and local wind turbine network, collecting
point, and transformers substation. Power cables are used with various cross section
areas to transfer power from wind turbines that are connected to the facility system
through transformers and distribution lines [13].

The essential characteristics of SCADA required in a wind farm system can be
summarized as follows:

• To integrate WTGs, substation, and meteorological tower data in a single system.
• To enable a frequent access to the wind power data from the local PC placed in

the substation building and remotely from control centers.
• To enable modifying different control parameters of wind turbines.
• Communication protocols utilized by the system must be compatible with the

others.
• Usually, to guarantee the safety of technicians working inside the wind power

plant, a clear hierarchy must be predefined for all the users.
• Several parameters for each wind plant component must be displayed. Generally,

the following conditions are required:

1. WTGs data: digital data such as active alarms and status (ready, working,
stopped, paused). Analog data such as power (kW), power factor, speed (wind
turbine, generator, rotor), temperatures, currents, and voltages for the three-
phases.

2. Measurement tower: or Met (meteorological) Mast that measures wind speed
and direction, pressure, temperature, battery status. A measurement tower
or met mast can be a free-standing tower or a movable mast, which holds
measuring instruments or meteorological instruments. Such instruments are
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used to measure wind speed, wind direction, and thermometers. Met masts
are important in the development of wind farms, as exact knowledge of the
wind speed is basic to know howmuch energy will be generated, and whether
the turbines will endure on the site.

3. Substation: Line voltages and currents, delivered active and reactive power,
circuit breaker status, substation alarms, and protection system events. The
user must be capable of changing various system parameters at any time. This
includes also the opening and closing orders of the main switch.

4. WTGs: The start and stop commands of the WTG, use of the orientation
system, transferring power generation data.

However, different reports can be produced with the data provided by the SCADA
system, such as generated power, determination of the power curve, availability of
the turbine, failures statistics, wind data (speed and turbulence), active, and reactive
power and power factor (cos ϕ) at the substation. SCADA systems store, retrieve, and
exports massive amount of data to a variety of stakeholders, everyone with diverse
needs:

Remote control center: The control center should be able to manipulate the alarms
and system conditions in a quick and effective manner, discriminating the root
cause of faults without being concealed by cascading alarms. The SCADA system
architecture for wind farms is shown in Fig. 1.

Remote monitoring and diagnosis: the remote operating center must be able to
manipulate and interpret data rapidly to solve the operating and system problems.
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Fig. 1 SCADA system architecture in wind farm
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Moreover, historical SCADA data can be used to authenticate computational models
or improve new models.

Asset owners: This package uses SCADA output to calculate power revenue and
calculation of energy losses, etc.

2 Wind Farm SCADA System

The wind turbine generator consists of the same wind turbines, circuit breakers,
and step-up transformer. The generation voltage is stepped-up for each wind turbine
using a voltage converter. Wind turbines are divided into groups, and each group is
connected to a collector bus through the circuit breaker. Multiple grouped feeders
are connected to a high-voltage (HV) transformer that raises the voltage to the trans-
mission level [14–16]. Figure 2 shows a typical single line diagram of WPP. Wind
power plants are divided into different regions: wind turbine area, collector feeding
area, collector bus area, high-voltage transformer area, and transmission line area.

The main components of the wind farm are wind turbines, meteorological system,
and electrical system [15]. However, SCADA systems are helpful in remote moni-
toring, data acquisition, data logging, and real-time control [16]. Remotely collect
operation information from wind farm components and based on the information
collected, the control center performs the appropriate procedures. Each WPP has a
dedicated connection to the local control center for real-time monitoring and control.
However, one control center can manage and control one or more wind power plants

Wind Turbine 
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Collector 
feeder Zone

Collect
or Bus 
Zone

HV Transformer 
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Transmission
Line

Transformer

Circuit Breaker 
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Fig. 2 Configuration of a typical wind power plant
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remotely. There are many applications covered by SCADA systems in WPP. The
three major applications are SCADA turbine system, SCADA wind power plant
system, and SCADA security system [6–8].

Software system includes two types of software which are SCADA and appli-
cations software. The operator workstations are tied to networking architecture to
enable monitoring operations in real-time. SCADA solutions include:

• SCADA solution to supervise, monitor, control, and report wind farm operations
• Sequence of events (SOE) recording for accurate alarm and event sequences that

decrease troubleshooting time
• Network solutions include services that help with assessment, design, implemen-

tation, management, and audits of infrastructure
• Wind power application software
• Design and Operations Software that enables system expansion and upgrading
• Firewall and security software for Industrial Networks
• Wind Farm Management and Control.

A variety of solutions are required to effectively manage a wind farm. A high-
performance wind turbine control system comprises SCADA software for moni-
toring, data acquisition, controlling, and reporting for wind turbine generators. Reli-
able automation systems and network technology support wind farms to fulfill with
growing grid code regulations. SCADA systems and reliable wind turbine control
systems enhance operation inwind turbine generator or totally in the entirewind farm.
Generally,Wind turbine control systems are designed tomaximize availability.Wind
farms must respond quickly to the volatility of demand. A reliable control solution
is required to optimize operations on individual wind farms and manage an entire
fleet to increase efficiency, save costs, and improve overall asset management. The
control system, together with the integrated wind turbine control unit and SCADA
technology, can help manage both individual wind turbines and the wider wind farm
resources to help reduce turbine generator downtime and increase availability.

The wind turbine control solutions embrace automation systems for wind turbines
and wind farms. A broad range of wind turbine control systems can be used for off-
shore and/or on-shore wind power generation and wind farm management. These
solutions assist wind turbines and farms to operate smoothly and cost-effectively.

Energy forecasts fromwind farms are collected by systemoperators to improve the
forward transmission schedule for wind farms and traditional generators to maintain
system securitywithwind power fluctuations [14, 15]. The overall control framework
of the wind power system is exemplified in Fig. 3. The wind farm control center takes
power dispatch commands from the systemoperator. Consequently, distributes power
reference levels to individual wind generator controllers, which in turn facilitates the
wind farm to keep output power within the dispatch order from the system operator
[16–19]. Furthermore, wind farms with power control competency are capable to
contribute in the initial stage of wind power system restoration.
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Fig. 3 Overall control framework for power system and wind farm

2.1 Wind Farm SCADA System Characteristics

Wind is an infinitely renewable energy source that can be harnessed as a premium
energy source, given the right location and the latest turbine generation technology.
On the farm, individual wind turbine generators are connected to the medium voltage
(MV) gathering system and the communication network [20]. This medium voltage
electricity then stepped up using a transformer to a high-voltage (HV) transmission
system and electrical network. As the number of WTG generators increases within
a wind farm, the need to manage these assets gradually becomes more significant.

The SCADA system offers real-time access to wind turbine generator diagnos-
tics and generators and allows easy wind energy data management and continuous
communication with remote wind power generation sites. Therefore, these systems
should support multiple communication networks (microwave, cellular, fiber-optics
network, radio, and more) and includes redundancy and failover schemes. Managing
wind farm generating resources helps the reduction of turbine generation downtime
and increases availability by making the wind SCADA system as a part of wind
automation strategy.

2.2 Control of Wind Generation System Using SCADA

SCADA is used for supervision, monitoring, and control of wind turbines and wind
parks remotely. The SCADA provides a full remote control and supervision of the
entire wind park and individual wind turbines [21–23]. The SCADA system can run
on the operator workstation in the control room of the wind power plant or it can be
displayed on any internet-connected computer accessing thewind farm using TCP/IP
communication protocol [24].

The overall control system of wind power plant is shown in Fig. 4. The main
functions of the SCADA system can be summarized as follows:

• Wind park overview
• Wind park control
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• Turbine overview
• Turbine control
• Log viewer
• Report Generation.

2.2.1 SCADA Systems in Wind Park

TheSCADAsystemprovides anoverviewof thewindparkwith a graphical user inter-
face of the wind park representing the status of each individual turbine. Furthermore,
currents, voltages, and wind power production data are shown.

2.2.2 Wind Park Control

The SCADA system in the wind park overview enables start/stop actions in the
entire wind farm, groups of turbines, or separate wind turbines. Moreover, the park
control is used for setting energy production limits for the entire wind farm. The
aim of wind park control is to maximize energy production for the wind farm while
reducing infrastructure and operating costs. For most projects, the economy is more
sensitive to energy production change than infrastructure capital costs. Therefore, it
is appropriate to use energy production as a dominant planning design parameter.
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However, the complete design of the wind farm is assisted using wind farm design
tools.

2.2.3 Wind Turbine Overview

The SCADA system has functions for turbine overview that gives a full overview
of all important parameters of the wind turbine, for example, electrical parameters,
rotation speed, pitch angle, temperature, and yaw system, etc. SCADA system is
utilized to monitor the turbine parameter from the remote terminal area. Wind farm
is controlled via a central interface that gathers the data from individual outstation
components.

2.2.4 Log Viewer

SCADA event logger provides a complete high-level view on the power generation
process that is continuous over time and captures information about user activities,
system changes in the wind parks as well as system status updates. The SCADA
system browses flexible structures of the log data of the wind turbine. All relevant
log data are time-stamped, accessible, and can be arranged by various parameters.

2.2.5 Report Generation

SCADA system creates a report based on an alarm, status triggers create a report
when something is on or off. Most owners require information that is regularly taken
out fromSCADAfor operation analysis goals (loading studies, performance analysis,
energy saving initiatives, etc.) [25, 26]. Reports can be generated automatically or
manually. The reports can be generated by extracting information, and reformat
usually a one-time time exceeds the cost to allocate and automate SCADA report. The
report generator of the SCADA system makes it possible to make all relevant reports
based on the data logging. The generated reports can be graphically represented to
enable the best possible data review.

2.3 Main Tasks of Wind Turbine Control System

Figure 5 shows the wind generation control system. However, the main tasks of the
wind turbine control system can be summarized as follows:

• Operational management and monitoring
• Wind park diagnostics, safety
• Communication, reporting, and data logging.
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Operational states of wind turbine comprise the following states: Idling, Start Up,
Normal power production,Normal shutdown, andEmergency shutdown [15, 27–35].

The main input data to SCADA system include Wind speed, Rotor speed, Blade
pitch, Electrical power, and Temperatures in critical area. However, some systems
include strains, stresses (tower, blades), speed, position (yaw, blades, actuators, rotor
tilt, teetering angle, fluid properties and levels, electrical system (currents, voltages,
utility grid characteristics), icing conditions, lighting, humidity).

2.4 Wind Farm SCADA System Functionality

The SCADA system displays theWTG components in a graphical user interface and
records the wind turbine conditions automatically. The system records the turbine
availability, events, power generation, and fault data in real-time.One can use the pan,
tilt, and zoom functionalities in the display panel. Therefore, wind farm operators
can click on the figure representing wind turbine and monitor turbine performance
by accessing a set of real-time data. Generally, the SCADA system in wind farm
compromises seamless and open connectivity (OPC) and the operator can access
dashboards anywhere, anytime, and on any connected device.

Wind farm SCADA system enables users to monitor and control remote oper-
ations and turbines in real-time. Operators can access precise, real-time informa-
tion including updated weather and meteorological informs as well as fully config-
urable Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Comparing energy production reports
against historical information helps toward achieving accurate forecasts. However
the master-station network is shown in Fig. 6.

Wind farm SCADA systems provide users with rich SCADA visualization and
reports that are integrated real-time. Consequently, historical geographical terrain
maps, and a quick overview of multiple operations and plants located anywhere in
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the related electrical network. The SCADA wind farm system software is deployed
over the web, is published, customized across the web, and delivered to any platform
via different software technology [36, 37].

Based on open connectivity via OPC, Modbus, BACnet and IEC61400-25, the
wind SCADA system software permits the integration of equipment, process and
professional data into a single integrated plant operations’ view, and provides control
actions of the wind farm operation. Users are provided with a reliable, safe, and
immediate response to energy, environment, and work requirements. SCADA in
wind farm combines scalable mapping technology with classic supervisory control
and data acquisition. For geographically dispersed assets, SCADA provides safe,
scalable, and safe visualization and tracking of assets and wind turbines via GPS
coordinates. SCADA technology enables easy navigation to quickly display alarm
conditions and the condition of any site worldwide.Within seconds, the performance
of assets, turbines, problems, or alarm conditions can be located and determined by
integration with application software.

3 Structure of SCADA for Wind Power Plant

A SCADA system is responsible for gathering and managing all data collected from
the remote terminal unit (RTU) at the outstation wind turbine and the SCADA
server at the control center master-station for the sake of monitoring and super-
visory control. The basic communication in the SCADA system utilized with WPPs
is illustrated in Fig. 7. However, all the data from the wind farm are collected and
sent over the communication link such as optical-fiber cables to the master-station
(control center). The SCADA server in the WPP is an industrial computer which
is considered as masters in the SCADA system while all RTUs act as slaves [1].
Sometimes, one RTU acts as a master to collect information from slave RTUs.
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Due to increasing numbers of wind farms and its related components, it should
be integrated into smart microgrid. These components are secondary power substa-
tions, distributed energy resources, public charging stations, virtual power stations,
microgrids. However, new energy automation applications, such as automatic meter
reading, meter data management or demand response, lead to extra communication
requirements.

The communication networks for wind farms systems should be designed care-
fully. In this respect, the development of cost-effective and reliable communication
architecture is vital. In this regard, Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) is
considered as a promising and attractive option. Fiber-optic based communication
networks are utilized for advancing automation solutions. The network consists of
an optical network unit (ONU) that is deployed on the wind turbine site. All ONUs
servers wind turbines are linked to a main Optical Line Terminal (OLT). The EPON
architecture of the OLT unit and the ONU unit placed at wind turbine outstation are
comparable to the master/slave operation between the SCADA server and the RTUs
in the WPP. The SCADA server polls data from RTUs at well-defined time-periods,
and it can conduct control actions as needed. Therefore, in EPON system the OLT
polls data from ONUs every few milliseconds. To explain this theory, a simple data-
polling scheme is illustrated in Fig. 7. For instance, consider a polling cycle time to
be 2 ms, this means that the wind turbine will be scanned for data 500 times during
1 s. In this arrangement, the OLT control center sends a GATE message toWTi, and
then waits for data until the control center sends it toWTi+1. In this arrangement, an
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effective improvement in the performance of the OLT network could be achieved in
terms of communication channel utilization and average delay of packet.

4 Data Network Configuration for SCADA System

The SCADA system is a vital component of this process. All wind turbines have
a control box on top that contains PLC or RTU, power adapter, control panels,
and I/O. Data of wind speed, wind direction, shaft rotation sensors are collected
and transferred to the PLC. After sensing the wind direction, the SCADA control
system can utilize the yaw gear motor to convert the turbine completely in the right
direction to track the maximum generated power. All RTUs (or PLC) related to wind
turbines are connected to a local area network (LAN), where the control box in
each antenna uses an Ethernet network to be connected to redundant fibrous LAN
link that is fixed at the bottom of the tower. The local network LAN is connected
to a remote control master-station that operates the control system that gathers and
manages data, regulates turbine settings, troubleshooting, offers intelligent alarms
and reporting functionalities in the master-station.

These individual turbines, substations, meteorological stations, and other wildlife
monitoring systems are connected to the central control room inWindControl Center.
It provides visibility to the operator to oversee the behavior of all wind turbines on
all wind farms. By maintaining a log of activity on an interval basis, SCADA enables
the operator to define corrective and corrections actions, if any, to be engaged. The
system records the output power, availability, events, and alarmsignals. It provides the
ability to implement various control requirements in the voltage drop, power factor,
and interactive energy generation. Therefore, the wind power plant contributions
to both the voltage and frequency of network are facilitated. Operator workstation
enables operators to manage the output power according to network requirements in
real-time. SCADA communicates with the turbines over a communication link that
uses optical fibers for almost all of its bonds. Wind turbines of various types can be
controlled by one SCADA system. Some turbine suppliers provide their control/HMI
display system.

Themain advantages of SCADAsystemare that it can be used for different types of
wind turbine. The PLC can provide data reports and analysis formats regardless of the
type of turbine. It is important for wind farm operators to use many types of turbines
and countless PLC types. SCADA should be easy to use and easy to configure. The
ability of demonstrating animatedmimics, using of pop-ups, and reduced risk of over-
lapping important information demonstrate simplify of the SCADA software. Also,
creating content and behavior templates ensure the consistency of all the animations
in the display boards. SCADAuses the rights to access andmulti-level menus that are
associated with each operator or user. Therefore, navigation within the application
is tailored to the permissions and needs of each individual user. This ensures a layer
of security, tracking, and control of user actions.
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Wind turbines are installed to operate in coordination with other sources such
as nuclear, solar, and hydro power in a network arrangement to improve perfor-
mance. At present, congestion has become amajor problem as wind energy suppliers
balance energy production with the inputs available for transmission. A more scal-
able/modular system is required to accommodate the recent trends of renewable
energy market.

To manage their growing industry, fiber-optic networks were installed on wind
farms. Generally, there is a central facility whereby the SCADA system is capable
to access wind farms throughout the country remotely and to access station alarms,
events, and conditions. Centralized SCADA configuration offers the capabilities for
traceability and management of the various wind application. It also updates the
stations events automatically. Generally, each wind turbine gives about 300–350
data points.

SCADA alarms are highly configurable to address the diverse requirements of
maintaining wind farm application. Alarm messages can be displayed, printed, and
organized in alarm lists and archived.

Moreover, WPP operators can configure alarms using groups, sorting, acknowl-
edgment, filters, and hiding. It also creates alarm meters and links specific actions
to any alarm. Operators can recognize alarms directly from the mimics and these
actions can be automatically broadcasted to all workstation on the Master-station
computer network.

SCADA in wind farms uses OPC as the communications protocol, besides other
protocols to collect data from different types of PLCs/RTUs. Wind power plant
applicationoftenusesOPCandadriver to communicate smoothlywithmiscellaneous
systems. OPC data access client exchanges data with communication servers in real-
time. Moreover, the OPC data acquisition server assists data interchange with third
party applications. The collected data are routed back to the master-station of control
center. SCADAsoftware inmain control center should be proven to be high functional
operation and user-friendly. Moreover, it should prove scalable, reliable, and easy to
configure.

Wind SCADA provides a single user view that provides easy visual viewing and
comprehensive management of turbine-equipped control systems. A simple and easy
system is required to read graphical user interface so that can interact automatically to
monitor the weather, managing, and controlling the turbines. The SCADA software
communicates with the wind turbines through the graphical user interface (GUI) that
acts as a light client for the application program and managing data elements. This
configuration provides the user/operator with all the essential information about the
turbine signals.

SCADA uses the distributed client–server architecture with the iteration mecha-
nism to ensure that the designbears errors.Byusing the included redundancy features,
SCADA is able to ensure continuous data collection in the event of a system compo-
nent failure.Moreover, it also supports dual networks redundancy for communication
with field equipment and between wind turbine stations, see Fig. 8. Every compo-
nent in any substation in the configuration has a validity status to allow operators to
display the system status in real-time. These OPC client stations communicate with
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Fig. 8 SCADA system network configuration

increased front ends connected to a 1000Mbps TCP/IP Ethernet network. Each front
end is capable of receiving up to 60,000 input/output. The SCADA server communi-
cates with the turbines via a communications network. The communication method
depends on the distance from the master-station. Usually, WPP SCADA uses optical
fibers to communicate with the nearby wind turbines.

Using the SCADA architecture, WPP operators can see in-depth details of data
gathered from remote-site wind turbines in a real-time.WPP supervision is organized
on two levels to manage the large amount of data and to enable the operation and
troubleshooting of the facilities.

The first supervisory level offers an overview of the most important warnings,
values, and counters, which are sufficient to oversee normal turbines and detect
faults that need to be corrected. A more detailed supervision level is turned on
demand to display the specific data from the turbine so that operators can instantly
diagnose any malfunctions that occurred and accurately determine the treatment
operations. Received data can be processed as defined points, historical reports,
alarm management, and data trends, etc.

The control system collects all major operational information from outstations,
generators, and associated substations. The control system is connected to themaster-
station control center through a remote communication channel, which facilitates
maintenance. The center receives and processes this information in a streamlined
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and simplified structure that allows for easy identification and diagnosis of failure.
This triggers the appropriate procedures to resolve it: remotely reset or activate local
maintenance teams. As a result, the average downtime reduces and availability of
the system increases.

5 SCADA System Instruments

The SCADA system inWPP connects the individual turbines, thewind power substa-
tion, and meteorological stations to a central master-station. The associated commu-
nications system allows the WPP operator to monitors the performance of all the
wind turbines and also supervises the wind farm as a whole. The system keeps a
record of all events and activities that allow the operator to determine necessary
corrective actions. SCADA instruments record the produced energy, output avail-
ability, and error signals. The SCADA system deals with instruments to measure
reactive power, voltage, and frequency. WPP SCADA dispatches generated power
according to instructions from the network operator (regional control center).

In addition to the basic equipment needed for a working wind farm, it is also desir-
able, if the size of the project can guarantee investment, to erect some permanent
meteorological devices on opposite masts. This equipment allows carefully moni-
toring and understanding the performance of the wind farm. In the absence of good
wind data on the site, this decision will not be possible. Usually, large wind power
plants contain one or more permanent meteorological masts, which are installed
during the installation of wind power plant.

6 Wind Energy Power Plant Management System

At present, there is a strong focus on designing planning and operating tools for oper-
ating the electrical system under random demand and production conditions (which
are still well anticipated). The system has complete control only over wind park
management, and the overall power system may not operate in an improved manner.
Therefore, systems that combine energy management systems at the transport and
distribution level should be considered.

Smart grid technologies, along with forecasting tools, warehousing facilities, and
demand-side management, may lead to new opportunities for increased integration
capabilities. In this context, wind farm output forecasting tools within a maximum
of 48 h should be more accurate than the current ones. In addition, both large-scale
and regional projections of advanced network and energy management systems will
be required. Besides the need to improve the physical integration of wind energy,
management tools, and systems will be needed to integrate random wind energy into
existing energy markets. Once again, advanced forecasting systems combined with
improved storage capabilities and management measures are key to achieving this
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goal. Then the technical and economic aspects of the systems will be considered, in
order to enable the incorporation of wind energy production on the grid and into the
electricity market. The power management system is designed for distributed wind
power system; the power management system switches the power supply mode and
controls the system according to the wind power condition and load requirements.

A distribution generating system, along with a battery bank, can provide the user
with reliable electrical power as shown in Fig. 9. The power management system
is implemented from the microprocessor and data acquisition system. This power
management system is applied in experimental equipment. A hybrid generating
system controlled by the power management system, when random wind speed and
solar radiation difference appears, provides constant electric power. A wind turbine
management system that regulates the output power of the turbine, where the wind
turbine includes a rotor with at least one rotating blade set at an adjustable angle to
the rotor and the rotor management system regulates the speed within the predeter-
mined wind speed range by changing the angle of the rotor blade in order to adjust
Nominal output and reduces, by increasing a specific threshold that depends on the
wind speed, the output power of the operating turbine to a smaller amount of nominal
output but greater than the output where the wind turbine is turned off, and where
the threshold value dependent on the specific wind speed is the angle of determining
the specific rotor blade.

The management systemmaintains the angle of the rotor blade at a constant value
until the nominal output is reached and the management system adjusts the angle of
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the rotor blade with respect to wind speed in order to maintain the nominal output at
a fixed value.

A method for regulating the output power of a wind turbine with at least one
rotating blade set at an adjustable rotor angle that includes steps: regulating the rotor
speed within the predetermined wind speed range by changing the angle of the rotor
blade in order to adjust the nominal output; The operational turbine output, which
exceeds a specific threshold value dependent on wind speed, is reduced to a smaller
amount of nominal output but greater than the output where thewind turbine is turned
off, where the specified wind—the velocity-dependent threshold value is a specific
angle for the rotor blade.

The offshore installation is one of the leading trends in wind turbine technology.
There are significant wind resources at sea to install wind turbines in several areas
where the sea is relatively shallow. Marine wind turbines may have a slightly better
energy balance than land turbines, depending on wind speed conditions. In places
where wild wind turbines are usually placed on flat terrain, offshore wind turbines
can commonly produce about 50% more energy than the turbines placed on a near
land site. This is because there are no obstacles and less friction on the sea. In addi-
tion, building and laying the foundation needs 50% more energy than land turbines.
However, it must be remembered that marine wind turbines have a longer average
life than land turbines. The reason is that the low turbulence at sea gives less stress
to wind turbines.

Therefore, offshore wind turbines require increased corrosion protection, while
reducing maintenance and service requirements and improving the supervision and
control system. Inner corrosion protection comes from improved coating systems
and a dry environment inside the machine. Prerequisite for a dry indoor environment
is a sealed machine. The gear and generator are cooled by heat exchangers that
recycle the air used in the air cooling system, instead of the traditional air-cooled
components in previous turbines. Tomaintain low indoor air humidity, dehumidifiers
are placed in the tower and nacelle chamber. The dehumidification system maintains
the internal relative humidity lower than any steel corrosion risk limit (60%). For
additional protection, the main electrical components (generators, control systems,
etc.) have backup heating systems, which prevent condensation, even during sudden
temperature differences.

7 Standards of Grid-Connected Wind Farms

7.1 Voltage Fault Ride-Through Capabilities of Wind
Turbines

To enable widespread application of wind energy without compromising the stability
of the power system, the turbines must remain connected and contribute to the elec-
trical network in the event of a disturbance such as a voltage drop. Wind farms must
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behave as conventional power plants, to supply the active, and reactive powers to
restore frequency and voltage, immediately after the error occurs.

Wind turbines can now remain online, for the first time, supplying the reactive
power to the electrical network throughmajor system disturbances. The LowVoltage
Ride Through (LVRT) feature enables wind turbines to meet transmission reliability
standards similar to those required from thermal generators. LVRT adds significant
new flexibility to wind farm operations while more facilities require it.

7.2 Power-Quality Issues in Grid-Connected WPPs

The reason for this interest is that wind turbines are potential sources of poor energy
quality. Measurements show that the power-quality of wind turbines has improved
in recent years. Especially, variable speed wind turbines have some flicker-related
advantages. However, a new problem arose with the variable-speed wind turbines.
Modern inverters with forced commutated function used in variable-speed wind
turbines not only produce harmonics, but also harmonics.

The power transmission system with optional reactive power (VAR) control
provides support and control for the local network voltage, which improves transmis-
sion efficiency, and provides an interactive utility power grid (VARs),which increases
network stability.VARfunctionmaintains specifiednetwork voltage levels andpower
quality in fractions of a second. This feature is especially useful with weak grids or
larger turbine installations.

7.3 Variable Speed Control

Variable speed control is utilized tomaximizewindpower capture and reduce turbine-
load group loads. The wind turbine control system, through its advanced electronic
devices, constantly adjusts the angle of inclination of the wind turbine blade to
enable it to achieve optimum rotational speed and maximum towing lift at every
wind speed. The “variable speed” operation increases the capacity of the turbine to
remain at the highest level of efficiency. In contrast, constant speed wind turbines
achieve the highest efficiency at a single wind speed. The result: increased annual
energy production compared to plants running at a constant speed.

In addition, while the fixed speed rotors must be designed to direct strong wind
loads, variable speed operation enables the loads from the storm to be absorbed and
converted into electrical energy. The torque of the generator is controlled by the
frequency converter. This control strategy allows the turbine rotation to override in
strong winds and gales, thereby reducing torque loads in the powertrain. Variable-
speed wind turbines convert the extra energy in the wind gusts into electrical energy.
The turbine speed range is noticeably broader than the “slip” range used by other
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technologies, which produces heat rather than electrical energy when regulating
energy in strong winds.

7.4 Active Damping

The variable speed operation provides active damping of the entirewind farm system,
which results in significantly lower oscillation of the towers compared to the fixed
speed wind turbines. The active damping of the machine also reduces the maximum
torque, which provides greater reliability for the powertrain, reduces maintenance
cost, and increases the life of the turbines.

Active-damping of tower oscillations is accomplished using the pitch angle as the
control input. The flexible multi-object system is used to derive a directed model
for controlling the first bending mode of the tower, which works to design a stable
control law. The oscillation damping is integrated with a scheduled feedback control
for multivariate gain that allows tracing the paths required for angular velocities of
both turbine and generator.

8 WPP Control System

This section explores variable speed operating schemes for wind turbine genera-
tion applications. The main goals are to maximize energy production, provide tight
startup, and reduce torque load on system components. This is done while main-
taining the control strategy that operates in the variable power generation mode
between the cut-in speed up to the speed of the main generator 900 rpm and working
in the continuous power operation mode from the base speed to the maximum speed
of the 1350 RPM generator.

The main functions of the proposed control and management system are:

(1) Supervising and controlling the interconnection of the wind turbine power
station with the utility network.

(2) Control the frequency converter output performance,
(3) Improve the energy conversion efficiency of wind turbines,
(4) Provide system performance measurements to evaluate the operator,
(5) Achieve a safe closure under normal and emergency circumstances.

The control strategy shown here uses the rotor speed, torque, and generator
strength as the feedback signals. In the normal operating area, the rotor speed is
used to calculate a target energy that corresponds to the optimal operation. With
power as a control target, the power transformer and generator are controlled to track
the target power at any rotational speed.
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8.1 Wind Turbine Control

One of the main aims in the development of offshore wind energy is cost reduction
and increasing the availability.Due to the larger turbine sizes load control is becoming
more and more important. Wind turbine control is essential to guarantee low mainte-
nance costs and efficient performance.The control systemalso ensures safe operation,
optimizes output power, and ensures long structural life. The schematic diagram of
control unit of wind turbine is shown in Fig. 10. Maintaining the system stability is
becoming more difficult as the frequencies of the turbine are getting closer to each
other as well as closer to the frequencies of wind and waves. The turbine control
system therefore is of crucial importance. In research domain, models for the design
of advanced wind turbine control algorithms were developed. The control system
of wind turbine is illustrated in Fig. 11. Those models and tools are including aero-
dynamic and structural dynamic modules. With the control tools, multi-parameter
control algorithms can be developed, taking into account the complex and strong
dynamic influences to which the turbines are exposed. This approach offers solutions
for the following specific operational problems:
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• unnecessary stand-still due to an isolated approach of control and safety systems;
• high costs and limited possibilities for up-scaling due to high turbine loads and

stability problems;
• uncertainty of energy output and high loads at extreme weather conditions;
• Accumulation of damage in case of a turbine shutdown caused by a severe failure.

8.2 Sustainable Control

The sustainable control is a developing and integrated design approach for the control
system of offshore wind turbines. In this approach four parts can be distinguished:

• Optimized Feedback Control
• Fault-Tolerant Control
• Extreme Event Control
• Optimum Shutdown Control.

8.3 Design Tool for Wind Turbine Control Algorithms

Due to the increased importance, the increasing complexity and the increasing inter-
action with the structural and aerodynamic design, knowledge, and tools which
enables wind turbine manufacturers to develop and validate their own advanced
control algorithms. An open-source design environment is important for developing
andReal-Time testing of control systems. Figure 12 showswind farm energy systems
that are based on reliability andmaturity of technology. Controlmodels and strategies
for wind farms have been developed, with the aim of improving the operation of wind
farms taking into account participation in controlling the energy system (frequency)
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and reactive energy (voltage), maximizing energy production, improving the impact
on quality energy and reducing mechanical loads and life-time consumption. Wind
farm control will rely on signals from wind turbine controllers. These signals will be
used to predict wind speed in individual wind turbines in the short term (i.e., from
seconds to minutes) in order to enable individual wind turbine controllers to respond
in an ideal manner to wind speed fluctuations.

The concepts for wind farms include electric components such as squirrel cage
induction generator, doubly fed induction generator, and modern high-voltage direct
current (HVDC) techniques. HVDC systems are based on converters with full control
capabilities that are based on force commutated semiconductor devices. The included
wind turbines will be pitch controlled as well as (active) stall controlled. Conse-
quently, the characteristic curve of the torque speed is formed to output the generator
to increase the energy conversion to the maximum power capture area. However, the
target power is constantly updated at any rotation speed (rpm) in the operation range.
During extreme operating condition, for example during startup, shutdown, gener-
ator overload, or overspeed, various strategies driven by other system considerations
should be used as variables to control input aswell.Wind energy is proportional to the
cubeofwind speed.Therefore, in order to regulate output power as thewind increases,
there should be a mechanism to decrease the output power of the wind turbine while
the capturing area remains constant. Wind turbines with constant speed automati-
cally achieve this, because in high winds their blades stop. The resulting lower lift
and increased drag significantly reduce the blade’s ability to fine wind capacity. The
vector control strategy can be used for frequency converters. By using the vector
control, the specified torque and limitation can be effectively maintained. With the
closed-loop control, maximum dynamic performance could be accomplished. This
is because the current components of the torque and flow can be controlled inde-
pendently of each other. However, closed-loop frequency control can be realized
with a speed sensor or sensorless control. During normal operation of wind power
stations, constant variations occur in both wind speed and direction. As the wind
velocity increases, the turbine rotational speed will increase slowly. By adjusting the
frequency of the frequency converter, the velocity of the stator field of rotation can
be adjusted to yield the desired slip and thus the desired torque can be obtained.
Therefore, the rotating speed of the wind turbine must adapt to the prevailing wind
speed. If the wind speed of the wind turbine increases above the generator base
speed, the frequency converter increases its frequency while decreasing the torque
reference in order to achieve rated or constant output power up to the maximum
rotational speed of the generator. If the wind speed drops below the starting speed or
the traveled speed, the wind turbine will stop and the frequency converter will go into
standby mode. Thus, by controlling the frequency, one can control the output power
and torque of the wind generator. This results in optimum wind turbine performance
over wind speeds and wind conditions. There are two different control strategies.
The first is to control the generator speed in relation to wind speed and wind turbine
rotational speed by providing a speed reference signal to the frequency converter.
The second method is to control the generator torque with respect to wind speed
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and wind turbine torque by providing a reference torque to the frequency converter.
Figure 13 shows a simplified control strategy for wind turbine.

The favored control strategy is the generator that is controlled to provide the
required torque and wind velocity relationship. The wind turbine can operate near
themaximumpower factor at lowandmoderatewind speeds,which represent further-
most of the energy capture at specific wind locations. In case of high wind speed, the
torque is controlled to keep a steady energy productionwhile increasing ofWTgener-
ator speed. Moreover, the transition from moderate to high wind speeds should be
occurring smoothly to avoid overloading the WTG components. The reason behind
choosing the subsequent strategy as a preferred strategy is that there will be fewer
fluctuations in energy on the grid in case of locations that have high wind speeds.
As the wind turbine rotation decrease, the maximum force that can be generated
reduces. At low and medium wind speeds, the generator torque is controlled to work
near the optimum output curve producing the maximum energy. The rotor speed is
expected to be regulated and limited within the higher limit of the generator RPM
region although existing of higher wind speeds at the WPP site. The gearbox design
and gear ratio selection are also critical in getting optimal operation.

9 Wind Power Plant Control and Management

Computer Console (PCC) is an automation engine that is designed to meet automa-
tion system and wind plant management requirements for substation applications.
PCC is a platform for information control and automation applications including
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the human sub-machine interface (HMI), sub-station data, fault data extraction
and indexing, sub-station level sequence collection (SOE), power quality analysis,
predictive/preventive maintenance, Smart reports, and condition management. The
PCC also delivers data management tools for treating historical and diagnostic data
according to SOE.

The wind turbine controller consists of an external loop controller, which can be
an RTU or PLC. The PLC is connected to the wind farm management system. The
communication interface is implemented by a communication server or processor on
the PCC end and connected to the PLC through a PROFIBUS-DP communication
link. PROFIBUS-DP is the distributed I/O protocol. It allows for ultra-high-speed
periodic connectivity that includes small amounts of data with data transfer rates
of up to 12 Mbps. PROFIBUS is the carrier system for communication in small
cell networks and with the field device. PROFIBUS is European standard EN 50
170 and is applied worldwide in the environmental field. PROFIBUS provides the
advantages of being a reliable and high-speed network that can easily interact with
all smart subsystems used in the wind power plant. PROFIBUS can be either shielded
by two wires of fiber or optical fibers. Optical fibers provide the advantage of use in
the external environment while avoiding problems due to lightning. The plant control
and management should ensure reliability and automated operation of WPPs. For
achieving this, the related components and WT variables should be supervised and
monitored. The supervision is done by continuouslymaintaining the value ranges and
setting permissible values of system variables. The control and management decide
predefined operating states and identify errors and emergency situations immediately.
For this, the combined wind turbine frequency transformer, external loop control
system (PLC), and factory management system (PCC) together should influence
the wind power operating behavior based on pre-set control signals and required
values, and interaction of changes in system variables or errors. In addition to reliable
operation, another very important goal is to achieve the perfect match between the
output power quality, the low mechanical pressure, and the electrical load of the
plant on all its components. Power stations are equipped with frequency converters to
convert wind turbine energy into electrical energy and provide consistent low-quality
distortion energy to the utility grid. The malfunctions feedback will be determined
based on operational conditions and control logic flow charts along with reaction
agenda documents and attached with wind turbines.

10 Operation of the Outer-Loop Controller

The external-loop control system is implemented using the PLC controller. The
structure of the program and all internal frequency converter functions and vari-
ables are monitored continuously along with many external device functions and
variations. Depending on the results of the logical decisions, the method of opera-
tion and the points of determination of the specified value, the appropriate decision
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and reaction will be taken. Single wind turbines are normally powered in auto-
matic mode. However, manual and semi-automatic operating methods with manual
input of required values are necessary during commissioning, troubleshooting, and
maintenance.

Temporary operating conditions may last only for a limited period. Thus its dura-
tion is monitored. After exceeding the preset maximum intervals, the error is turned
off, as an error should be assumed. The duration of static operating cases (S) is not
monitored by the control andmanagement system.Themanufacturer remains in these
cases as long as all normal operating conditions are met. In all operating conditions,
all normal operating conditions must be checked continuously. Only one condition is
required to switch between “Stop operation,” “Normal Shutdown,” “Fault/Overspeed
Shutdown,” or “Emergency Stop” states. By contrast, to start the “start” or “Run-up”
operating states, all conditions must be met.

10.1 Wind Farm Plant Testing

The monitoring components and the influencing and changing variables must be
tested and recorded after successful commissioning of control and management
systems. Outputs of all subsystems must be queried for shutdown values and all
mechanical actuators for testing purposes. Sensors can check the correct reactions
for configurations. If errors occur, they must be recorded. Errors cause the addi-
tional process to stop until the error is corrected and the factory release manually.
All plant components and their marginal values should be checked in all operating
conditions. This system works properly for all systems, operating temperatures, and
ground error condition. After successful test, the factory goes to a later operating
state; Otherwise, the factory operating state test is repeated until all release condi-
tions are fulfilled, such as operator orders, unlock after emergency stop, network
availability and appropriate function, component function, ground failure detection,
temperatures and marginal values.

10.2 Stop Operation

Fixed rotor characterizes shutdown state. Moreover, in this operating condition, the
rotor mechanical brakes are activated and can also be tested to obtain the appropriate
functions. The generator is turned off and disconnected from the supply network. The
conditions that prevent themanufacturer frommoving to the initial operating state are
tested. Then a system scan is performed. If all conditions are positive, start conditions
are checked. If this is also achieved, the change to “start” will occur. As with factory
testing, the appropriate operating condition number distinguishes “mechanical brake
assembly” and “contact switch” for the generator open. The available wind speed is
continuously monitored in each individual wind power generator independently by
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a wind meter, such as an anemometer. Turning on individual wind turbines occurs
when minimum wind speeds are available.

10.3 Starting of Wind Generation System

The rotor is stable and still attached to mechanical brakes. In a repeated sequence,
the conditions for turning off errors are tested and initiation of appropriate routines
if necessary. The starting signal from the management system is also examined
during this sequence. PLC gives a wired output signal to the digital control unit
to start the frequency converter. The frequency converter then passes its power on
the sequence routine. Bipolar Isolated Gate Transistors (IGBTs) are checked and
feedback signals tested, cooling fans are turned on, theDC connection is pre-charged,
then the frequency converter turns off the generator connector switch. Once the
generator contactor switch closed status is achieved by the PLC, the wind turbine
moves to the “Standby” operating condition, provided that the trigger order for the
“Automatic” command is given by the WPP management system.

10.4 Standby State

In the event of readiness, all components of the wind turbine generator are constantly
checked to determine whether they are indeed ready for operation (standby state). In
a repeated sequence, the conditions for turning off errors are tested and initiation of
appropriate routines if necessary. The average available wind speed is also constantly
checked to determine the minimum available wind speed. The generator system is
already connected to the network supply system during the previous operating state.
Breakdown closure conditions, operator orders conditions, and operating settings are
checked one by one. If the suitable conditions are met, the relevant operating cases
are entered. If standby is kept for a long time, for example, five minutes or more, the
management system is notified with a message that the wait time has been exceeded
and the control goes to shutdown and then returns to the steady shutdown state.

10.5 Run-Up State

Speed can be increased if the combined average wind velocity is greater than 5 m/s
and the instantaneouswind speed is not very high (Run-up is possible). The frequency
converter is first checked to ensure that it is ready for power generation as well as
the network connection system that is still connected. In repeated sequences, normal
shutdown and shutdown conditions are tested and suitable procedures are initiated
if necessary. The speed and torque references are checked for an initial value of
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zero and if this is correct, then the inverter gate will be enabled. Once the inverter
gate is enabled, the frequency converter will begin capturing and synchronizing the
rotary generator. The rotation direction and acceleration limit values are checked.
The torque or velocity reference value is then released from the PLC and adjusted
itself to match the feedback values of the charged generator rotor. If synchronization
is achieved within the allowed time period, the rotor speed of the wind power plant
can be operated to a value at which sufficient active energy can be generated for the
grid. With little or no interactive force pulled from the network via the frequency
converter, the rotor speed lies within a range determined by the outer ring control
system, and is affected only by the available wind speed immediately. The wind
turbine generator is now ready to go into a stable variable-power operating state.

10.6 WPP Variable Power Operation

When the desired target speed is achieved, the generator system and frequency
converter are able to generate enough active energy for the supply network, then
the electrical energy of the grid system is provided. In the variable energy process,
the generator systemprovides variable electrical energy (kWh) in the supply network.
The sliding frequency phase angle is adjusted or adjusted to the optimum value, so
that maximum output power or minimum component loads are possible. The outer-
loop controller provides a reference value for the output power related to wind speed
and energy demand. In the variable power process, the speed or output power is
regulated by the frequency transformer of the generator system. Torque or speed
is maintained within a permissible range by adjusting torque or speed according to
the previously required values. When the control reserve value is reached, the target
torque or speed value is changed according to the characteristic line of optimum
power speed. Throughout variable power operation, normal shutdown condition,
malfunction shutdown conditions, and standby shutdown conditions are constantly
tested. In the variable power process as well, all conditions of normal operation are
checked, and if necessary, appropriate actions are initiated. It is important to check
temperature limits, acceleration limits, vibration level, low-speed limits, and power
stability limits periodically. Essential messages are listed in the Variable Power On
mode. Due to the sufficiently high average available wind velocity, the wind turbine
generator automatically switches to the “continuous power” steady state.

10.7 WPP Constant Power Operation

If the average wind velocity is available high enough, the wind turbines inside the
power plant will move from “variable energy” to the “continuous energy” process.
In this operating condition, the external loop control system determines the desired
values of rated output power, nominal system output, and fluctuating range. Rotary
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values for speed/torque, slip frequency regulations and torque bounds are constantly
supervised to adjust the constant output power. Thus the output fluctuations in the
turbine lead to small changes in speed. Speed is maintained within the regulation
range by lowering the torque and adjusting the slip frequency. A small set of overload
is permitted in the event of instant wind gusts, so that the wind turbine speed does
not need to be adjusted quickly or often. However, the overload range should be of
limited duration, depending on the thermal behavior of the entire system. During
continuous power operation, normal shutdown conditions, malfunctions/excessive
shutdown conditions, and “standby shutdown” conditions are constantly tested. In
continuous power operation as well, all normal operating conditions are checked, and
if necessary, appropriate procedures are initiated. The vibration level, acceleration
limits, temperature limits, over-speed limits, and power stability limits are constantly
checked. Figure 14 illustrates the plant operation overview. The shutdown conditions
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of this operating state are constantly checked, and the necessary messages appear in
the continuous power operation. If the rotor speed is less than the minimum pre-set
value by the outer ring control system to maintain continuous power operation, the
single wind turbine generator returns to the variable power operating state.

10.8 Standby Shutdown

The variable power and the continuous power operation should be possible at all
times to start the standby mode of the individual wind turbines and bring it to the
operating state in the standby mode and report the appropriate messages. If the
average available wind speed is less than the minimum value previously determined
by the outer ring control system, the wind turbine will start. Standby mode and
individual wind turbines are turned off if “standby” is on. Failure stop/excessive
speed, torque, or speed conditions are continuously checked in a repeated sequence.
After turning off the standby mode successfully, the individual wind turbines return
to “standby” state.

10.9 WPP Normal Shutdown

The plant shall be capable of discontinuation of any operating condition. The normal
shutdown process is similar to the shutdown process except for the generator contact
switch being opened later during the normal shutdown process. If the speed has fallen
below the minimum value previously determined by the external loop control system
(<2.5%), then the wind turbine brake will be mechanical brake and the wind turbine
is off. Even during a shutdown state, “overspeed failure/stop” and braking conditions
should be checked and status messages displayed.

10.10 Over-Speed/Fault Shutdown

Fault conditions influence the design and lifetime of wind power plant due to their
transient effects. WPP is shutdown in order to prevent the components from being
damaged or destroyed. Safe shutdown of the wind turbine takes place in the event
of any electrical problems. Fault Shutdown procedure is similar manner to Normal
Shutdown.

The over-speed shutdown can be started in case of higher operating speeds that
violate the upper speed limit. Therefore, the mechanical braking system must be
wisely taken into consideration in its power rating and duty-cycle rating factors.
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10.11 Overspeed/Over-Temperature

When the wind power plant is in “Constant-Power” operation, i.e. at wind speeds
above the nominal range, the speed is kept within the permissible range by extended
range of speed control. If the operating speed still exceeds above the maximum
upper limit speed (e.g. higher than 150% over nominal value), a “Fault/Overspeed
Shutdown” is started.

In case of over temperature, WPP components are designed such that in normal
operation, no critical high temperatures occur. If the temperature violates limits, then
it is realized that there is a fault or overload in the system. Therefore, the “Normal
Shutdown” operation must be initiated and the proper message is displayed.

11 Condition Monitoring for Wind Farms

Wind turbines are often subject to intense mechanical stress. CMS system ensures
stability, long service life, and optimal design of wind turbine components (rotor
blades, drive assemblies, inverters …). Thus, it prevents complete failure, is costly,
and allows significant savings. Failure of the gearbox accounts for a large portion
of the wind turbine’s downtime. Therefore, gaining reliability and efficiency is the
important key. Thus, measurements can be used as a tool to increase both. With
monitoring, it is possible to track component status and detect potential malfunctions
in a timely manner, thus preventing damage and possibly increasing the service life
of the components.

11.1 Fault Diagnosis and Prognosis

A defect is a physical defect, or defect that occurs within the system. This may cause
a failure: Some due or expected actions are not performed. Error detection is the
determination of errors in the system and the time of detection. Error isolation is the
determination of the type, location, and time of the error. Error detection follows,
and includes error isolation and identification [38]. The forecast is an approach that
combines information about the current state of each device with historical data from
machines of the same class, physical models of failure components, and expected
short-term use to predict the probability of failure of this individual device in the
future. That is, the forecast gives probability expectations for each machine, which
allows a strategy to balance the risks of operating the machine and indicators of
damage against revenue lost while waiting for maintenance [39]. The data analysis
of wind turbine using SCADA is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Data mining is a process for extracting useful information and patterns from big
data. It is also termed as knowledge discovery process, knowledge mining from
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Fig. 15 Wind turbine data analysis using SCADA data

data, knowledge extraction, or data/pattern analysis [40]. The crucial goal in fault
diagnosis and diagnosis is to determine the suitable maintenance approach.

11.2 Fault Diagnosis and Prognosis Systems on WT

Condition monitoring (CM) can detect errors early and prevent major malfunctions.
This is associated with a significant decrease in maintenance costs. Moreover, it
allows improving maintenance schedules, thus reducing downtime and enhancing
equipment availability, safety, and reliability [41]. An attention on the technique of
sensing (data acquisition and analysis to diagnose errors was focused [42]. Important
vital information in the field of CM was provided [43]. Major malfunctions of the
WT are generated due to themain gearbox; generator, main bearings and rotor blades
and the possibility of malfunctions in terms of proportions are 32%, 23%, and 11%
and less than 10% respectively as defined by the insurance company German Lloyd.
CMS is a tool that provides component status information and can also predict
expected failure/error. Table 1 summarizes the diagnostic malfunctions used and the
techniques used in CMS on different parts of the WT. Digital filtering, modeling,
signal, and spectrum analysis are key parts of data processing in CMS [39–42, 44].
The next step is to predict the component life and to adopt a suitable maintenance
strategy.
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Table 1 Summary of CMS on WT [38]

Part of WT Fault Technique Sensor/monitoring
quantity

Gear box Gear tooth damages,
bearing faults

Vibration monitoring
and spectrum analysis,
AE sensing detects
pitting, cracking

Transducers, velocity
sensors,
accelerometers,
spectral emitted
energy sensors

Oil analysis Temperature,
moisture,
contamination

Generator Stator, bearing, rotor
inside

Current signature
analysis

Current measurement

Rotor blades Creep and corrosion,
imbalance, fatigue,
roughness

Radiography,
Shearography, AE
sensing

AE sensors, strain
gauges, Fiber bragg
grating

Tower and blades Ultrasonic testing
techniques

Time–frequency
techniques and wavelet
transforms

Ultrasonic sensors,
Fiber brag grating

Pitch mechanism,
Yaw system, power
electronics/electrical
system

Current and voltage
analysis, electrical
resistance

Spectrum analysis,
eddy current,
thermography

Current and voltage
measuring equipment

11.3 SCADA Based Condition Monitoring of WT

Condition monitoring systems essentially offer the necessary sensor and capability
of data capture required for monitoring. These systems enable diagnostic and fault
detection algorithms to be installed at the sensor or RTU mounted on the turbine.
Thus the gathered SCADA data have to be analyzed in order to realize the overall
health of the wind turbine as well as its related components. An operational wind
farm typically generates vast quantities of data. The SCADA data contain infor-
mation about every aspect of a WPP including output power and wind speed and
any other error registered within the system. SCADA data effectively provide early
warnings of possible failures Fig. 16 shows the fault diagnosis framework. Typical
parameters recorded by SCADA on a WT could be broadly categorized into wind
parameters, performance parameters, vibration parameters, and temperature param-
eters. These parameters could be used in fault diagnosis and prognosis activity. The
wind parameters are wind speed and wind deviations. The performance parameters
include output power, rotor speed, and blade pitch angle. The vibration parameters
comprise tower acceleration and drive train acceleration. The temperature parame-
ters include bearing temperature and gearbox temperature. Measurement SCADA
data, vibration monitoring could be used for CM [43]. One can use the combination
of abnormal detection and data-trending techniques summarized in a multi-agent
framework for the improvement of a fault detection scheme for WTs.
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11.4 AI Methods for Analysis of SCADA Data from WTs

Pre-processing of SCADA is a must for extraction of useful information and patterns
from huge data. The variousAImethods being used for analysis of SCADAdata from
WTs are artificial neural networks (ANNs), fuzzy systems, and arrangement tech-
niques like adaptive neuro fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS). Figure 17 summarizes
different methods.

ANNs can be used for a wide range of applications. They are inspired by the
mechanism of the brain and can be classified by diverse categories that depend on
the learning mechanism. Some of the key characteristics for neural networks (NNs)
are their high processing speeds which are due to their massive parallelism, their
demonstrated ability to be trained and produce instantaneous and correct responses
from noisy or partially incomplete data, and their ability to generalize information
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over a wide range. These features make them a good choice for applying to WTs’
data analysis.

Fuzzy systems are very useful in two general contexts like in situations involving
highly complex systems whose behaviors are not well understood and in situations
where an approximate, but fast solution is desired. A further advantage of fuzzy
systems is that the existing expert knowledge can be implemented to improve the
approximation by tuning, removing, or adding of membership functions and rules.

Fuzzy neural networks have shown to be very advantageous in dealing with
real-world problems. These neuro-fuzzy systems combine the benefits of these two
powerful paradigms into a single capsule. This gives the capability to accommo-
date both data and present expert knowledge about the issue under investigation.
Recently, ANFIS has suggested for WT condition monitoring. For this purpose,
ANFIS normal behavior models for common SCADA data were developed in order
to detect abnormal behavior of the gathered signals and specify component faults or
malfunction using the error prediction.

12 SCADA Based Abnormal Detection of Wind Turbine

The SCADAsystem changes the operatingmode ofwind farm systemswith a healthy
work environment and reduces operating and maintenance costs. However, a wide
range of high dimensions and many types of data are not fully used or developed;
only staying on data in real-time and statistics reporting historical data are usually
monitored or collected. Therefore, it is important tomake full use of the data collected
by the electrical and electronic control systems were identified as most likely to fail,
but gearbox and generator malfunctions caused the longest downtime. Figure 18
shows the components of condition monitoring system of wind turbine.

Several researchers have conducted research on observing large wind turbines
and diagnosing malfunctions [5], based on a statistical learning method for detecting
abnormal situations through a weighted least-square wind turbine response model to
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support a vector-based wind power generator and external slope conditions [6]. The
results showed that the model is better than traditional prediction methods.

Based on statistical analysis, it generally requires large data sets to provide mean-
ingful indicators: Therefore, the most common view is that SCADA can detect initial
errors at a late stage [39] using artificial neural networks, for their ability to recon-
struct nonlinear dependency between Input and output, and simple formulas for diag-
nosing faults that occur at the gearbox level. Datasets used have a 10-min sampling
time for common SCADA control systems; Gearbox vibrations and gearbox temper-
atures are defined as the model’s target output. The time accuracy of SCADA will
turn out to be very rough for reliable vibration analysis, which should be observed
somewhat on its appropriate time scale (several Hz). At present, dataminingmethods
such as agglomeration and statistical model are widely used in domestic and foreign
companies, but the cleaning process is complicated and the cleaning conditions are
harsh [45–49]. Therefore, in order to perform a reliable analysis of the power genera-
tionperformanceofwind turbines, an effective andvaried cleaningmethod is urgently
needed. In light of this, this chapter first extracts the features from the big data and
high dimensions that SCADA collects and removes the unrelated and unnecessary
parameters.

13 Data Mining of Characteristic Parameters for Wind
Turbines

The data collected and recorded by SCADA wind turbine system has high dimen-
sional properties. Figure 19 illustrates obtaining typical data for wind turbines.
Therefore, in this chapter, a data mining algorithm based on the degree of gray
correlation [46] has been proposed to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings
and to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of wind turbine operating condition
assessments.

Variables in wind turbine information are recorded by the SCADA system.
Figure 18 shows the observing variables collected by the SCADA wind turbine
system and its response code. The aim of the study in this chapter is that wind turbines
are in an unlimited state of energy and healthy running. They have some monitoring
quantities such as the control and alarm mode for some parameters recorded in
SCADA system, speed mode, column 1 status, column 2, axis 3, etc. Variables can
be ignored in a fixed state. Table 1 is part of the parameter alarm information from the
GE wind turbine manufacturer. To address these self-vectors beforehand, we must
remove these self-vectors to avoid the dimensional disaster caused by many features.
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Fig. 19 Data acquisition in wind turbine

13.1 Communication Network for Wind Power Farms (WPPs)

The SCADA system enables operators to monitor, control, and record wind power
plant data from a remote location called a central control station [1, 2]. It consists of
three main components as shown in Fig. 20. Inside the turbine tower, including wind
turbine controller (WTC), remote terminal units (RTU), smart electronic devices
(IEDs), and sensors. The World Trade Center collects all data using short communi-
cation links, making them available for processing and transfers to the control center.
A closed circuit television system (CCTV) and internet connection can share or use
a separate network between the wind turbine and the control center.

A communications network is based on Ethernet equipment (Gigabit Ethernet),
to transfer data between teams and the control center. Most WPP s use the same
SCADA power cable paths as they used for power distribution. The Control Center
connects individual work teams and meteorological stations with the Control Center.
Operators manage the behavior of all teams as a whole. It requires a long distance to
transfer data.

13.2 Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON)-Based
Communication Network for WPPs

EPON consists of a control center OLT, multiple ONUs, and POS. Downstream,
EPON is a point-to-multipoint network; OLT broadcast controls messages and data
packets on all operating units via the passive partition unit. On the upside, EPON is a
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Fig. 20 Schematic view of conventional wind power farms (WPP) network

multi-point network. Multiple ONUs send data to OLT by passive combination [18].
Figure 21 shows a schematic view of the EPP-based communication network for
WPP [24]. The proposed network consists of an optical network device (ONU) that
is deployed on theWT side to collect various data, including wind turbine operation,
meteorological data, and fault and safety parameters fromdifferent internal networks.
All ONUs from different WTs connected to OLT unit, located on the side of the
control center. The path between WTs and the Control Center does not contain any
active elements, which saves costs and reduces the complexity of maintenance and
deployment, compared to the current switched Gigabit Ethernet.

In Fig. 21, the shown architectures (star, cascade, etc.) represent the design of
a new WPPs scheme. Mixed configuration (Ethernet switch and ONU) represents
the modification of existing WPPs to support EPON technology, which is outside
the scope of this work. In the astral configuration, four wind turbines with fibers
distributed are connected to the control center using a single point of sale (1 × 4).
In succession configuration, four points of sale (1 × 2) are connected in succession.
One port is connected to the next weight, while the other port is connected to the
WT-ONU.

For example, EPONuses a 1Gbps single fiber, with a transmission range of 20 km.
Different wavelengths are used to support current flow from current to direction,
1,490 nm and 1310 nm, respectively. Each WT sends data in its own time slots, to
avoid data collisions. EPON must use a media access control (MAC) mechanism,
to control access to the shared media, to prevent collision of different ONU data in
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Fig. 21 Schematic view of Ethernet passive optical network (EPON) communication network for
WPP

the opposite direction. OLT efficiently shares transmission bandwidth between all
turbinesONUs. Failure to reach this shared channel in a timelymanner can negatively
affect communication and should be considered an aspect of reliable communication.
There have been many studies and frameworks for managing medium access control
at [1, 5, 18, 24].

14 Future Challenges

From the literature reviewed, researchers have successfully demonstrated that by
tracking wind speed and energy output parameters, the overall health of the turbine
can be supervised. Moreover, SCADA data can be used for CM fromWTs and fixing
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errors. There was success in using SCADA data for power forecasting, optimum
control settings, performance appraisal, turbine malfunction prediction (steering
acceleration/tower acceleration/gearbox failure) as well as vibrations on WT. Many
AI technologies have been applied including NN, Fuzzy, ANFIS, GA’s, etc. It is
also proposed to use data consolidation techniques to monitor the health of WTs’
[47]. Some challenges that must be overcome before SCADA data analysis becomes
completely successful: SCADA data can vary from turbine to turbine and SCADA
data changewith operational conditions. Therefore, it becomes difficult to distinguish
between real error and false error as a big challenge.

Moreover,WTSCADAdata is usually an average of 10mindata, so some informa-
tion is lost. Thus with reference to theWT status monitoring research, it is suggested
that a framework that takes SCADA data as well as high-frequency data from sensors
(some of them) be proposed to diagnose and forecast traditional data and SCADA
data. After comparing the two results, the appropriate method for making mainte-
nance decisions can be chosen. The performance of AI-based data mining algorithms
and CM algorithms are showing very promising results. Hence using mathematical
intelligence models more efficient models can be obtained thereby enhancing the
model’s accuracy and durability. Data mining (AI-based) and evolutionary accounts
are combined to build prediction and monitoring models.
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Harmonic Source Detection
for an Industrial Mining Network
with Hybrid Wind and Solar Energy
Systems

Rosalia Sinvula, Khaled M. Abo-Al-Ez, and Mohamed T. Kahn

Abstract In modern electrical networks, grid connection of renewable energy
systems brings more challenges, the most related to power systems operators and
controllers are the power quality (PQ) issues. In developing countries, solar photo-
voltaic (PV) systems are widely used as compared to wind energy systems due to
certain legislative and economic constraints. Therefore, wind energy PQ impacts are
less analyzed compared to solar PV ones. But with the expected increase of wind
energy penetration at the distribution networks in these countries such as the Southern
Africa countries, it is inevitable to pay attention to wind energy PQ effects. On top
of the PQ issues, the issue of harmonic distortion is a major concern especially with
the use of power electronics interface of renewable energy systems, and the wide
use of non-linear loads. The quality of power for the distribution network is mini-
mized because of harmonic distortion. The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the
current and voltage is exceeding the harmonic limits specified by the national and
international standards. The harmonic sources in the distribution network need to be
found whether it is from the upstream or downstream of the network. The dominant
harmonic order needs to be found as well, as this plays amajor factor in designing the
harmonic mitigation for the distribution network. The comprehensive wind turbine
modeling in theDIgSILENT software package is presented in this chapter, alongwith
a novelmodel for Variable SpeedDrives (VSDs)which is used for harmonic analysis.
THD at the Point of CommonCoupling (PCC) is analyzedwhen the numbers of wind
farms are increasing, using a typical case study of a network with mining industries
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in Southern Africa. Lastly, this chapter proposes modified harmonic source detec-
tion based on the direction of active power flow which is practical and commercially
viable.

Keywords Power quality · Harmonics · Source detection · Wind · Solar ·
Mining · Variable speed drives · DIgSILENT modeling

1 Overview

The current high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) into the power
systems is causing a significant impact on the Quality of Supply (QoS) [1, 2]. Hence,
engineers and system operators are facing new and evolving challenges concerning
power system reliability, quality, and security. Wind energy is one of the promising
RES that iswidely employed due to its technical potentials and economic viability [3–
5]. Various stakeholders must understand the wind power plants power quality (PQ).
These stakeholders are; the manufacturers of the wind power plant components, as
they need to ensure that their products comply with the PQ standards, the purchasers
have to include the correct specifications during the tendering process, the operators,
planners, and regulators need to verify the requirements specified by the purchaser.
Among different PQ challenges, harmonic pollution caused by grid-connected wind
generation systems is the main concern to both power utilities and customers. Wind
power plants have low harmonic emission levels at the higher harmonic order [6, 7].
The harmonics that exceed the harmonic limits are the low-order harmonics such as
the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th [3, 7]. The relationship between the wind farm harmonic
emission and its fluctuating output power depends on a correlation index which
ranges between 0.7 and 1.0 [3, 7].

On the load side, non-linear loads such as the variable speed drives (VSDs), elec-
tric arc furnaces, saturation of magnetization of transformers, etc., are the main cause
of the harmonic distortion [8–10]. The harmonics rise when the current generated by
these loads changes based on the impedance of the power system [11]. Harmonics
have negative impacts on the power system such as the increase of power losses, dete-
rioration of the insulation, and reduction of the life expectancy of the equipment [12–
15]. Thus, the communication equipment starts to malfunction because of harmonic
distortion. There are national and international standards that give the harmonic limits
of the current and voltage [16–18]. Different harmonic filters are implemented in the
distribution network to limit the harmonics level at the Point of Common Coupling
(PCC). When the wind energy conversion system, composed mainly of the turbine
and the generator, is connected to the power grid using power electronic converters,
the harmonic analysis is needed to determine the harmonic distortion of the current
and voltage, especially when wind farms are in proximity to the loads [19].When the
wind energy system is in proximity to the customers, connected at the distribution
network, the PQ impacts are higher than when it is connected at the transmission
network of the high voltage(HV) and extra-high voltage (EHV) system. The distance
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between the wind energy systems and PCC has effects on the customer’s PQ as it is
normal up to a few kilometers. The connection of the wind energy system on HVor
medium voltage (MV) transmission lines has economic constraints but has fewer
effects on the customer’s load PQ [11]. According to [11], the wind energy system
shall consist of voltage and frequency relays to disconnect it when abnormal values
of voltage and frequency are noticed. However, this does not specify the definition of
abnormal frequency, and whether it includes the harmonic frequency as part of the
abnormal frequency. If the harmonic frequency is part of the abnormal frequency,
then the wind energy system will always be disconnected as there is no network
without the harmonic frequency. This frequency relay must be set for the harmonic
limits based on the national and international standards.

This chapter’s emphasis is on harmonic distortion, and how to detect the source
of harmonics when there is higher penetration of wind energy as part of the power
grid. The specifications of wind energy systems that can be connected at the grid
are part of the electricity grid code of each country. These should be used during the
planning, maintenance, and operation of the power grid. This chapter is organized
as follows:

In Sect. 2, harmonic distortion concepts are introduced; in Sect. 3, a modified
active power flow based harmonic source detection method is presented; Sect. 4
presents the modeling of an industrial network case study using DIgSILENT; Sect. 5
introduces the detailed simulation results and discussions of the different case studies
applied to validate the proposed concepts and algorithms; lastly, Sect. 6 presents the
overall conclusion of the chapter.

2 Harmonics Distortion

As smarter power systems are being implemented, the investigation of harmonic
challenges becomes a priority PQ issue to be investigated. Figure 1 illustrates the
currentwaveforms of the individual harmonic frequency and the combined frequency
(hch) (fundamental and harmonic frequencies) [20]. The linear load (non-distorted
load) does not cause harmonic distortion although equipment can be affected by the
harmonic injected by the distorted load (non-linear load) connected at the same PCC
or anywhere along with the network [21].

A voltage drop for each harmonic order is caused by the harmonic current passing
through an impedance which results in voltage harmonics occurring at the PCC bus.
This voltage distortion is controlled by the system impedance and the current through
the load equipment. The load has no control of the voltage distortion that is caused by
the load current harmonics. Fourier analysis is used to analyze the harmonic compo-
nents of the distorted current and voltage waveforms under steady-state conditions
[9]. The distorted waveforms of positive and negative half-cycles are identical. Only
odd harmonic is used in Fourier analysis, which is called combined frequency or char-
acteristic harmonics (hch). Most of the harmonic distribution sources only generate
odd harmonics; if even harmonics are noticed, it shows the error with the system if
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Fig. 1 The current waveform of the combined frequency (hch) [20]

the supply voltage is symmetrical. In a modern power system, it is unlikely to find
the ideal supply voltage consisting of some percent of background harmonic from
the rest of the network. The magnitude of the harmonic current component (Ih) is
inversely proportional to and given expression by [9]:

Ih = I1
h

(1)

where: I1 is the current magnitude at the fundamental frequency (f1); h is the
harmonic number and is equivalent to hch (h = hch); however, when only char-
acteristic harmonics are present, f1 is a first harmonic then f1 = h1. It makes the
explanation easier to use h1 instead of f1. The characteristic harmonic current of
a three-phase power system is calculated using the expressions respectively as per
Red-White-Blue (R-W-B) [22]:

iR = I1m cos(ωt) − I5m cos(5ωt) + I7m cos(7ωt)

− I11m cos(11ωt) + I13m cos(13ωt)

− I17m cos(17ωt) + I19m cos(19ωt) . . . (2)

iW = I1m cos(ωt − 120◦) − I5m cos(5ωt − 240◦) + I7m cos(7ωt − 120◦)
− I11m cos(11ωt − 240◦) + I13m cos(13ωt − 120◦)
− I17m cos(17ωt − 240◦) + I19m cos(19ωt − 120◦) . . . (3)

iB = I1m cos(ωt + 120◦) − I5m cos(5ωt + 240◦) + I7m cos(7ωt + 120◦)
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− I11m cos(11ωt + 240◦) + I13m cos(13ωt + 120◦)
− I17m cos(17ωt + 240◦) + I19m cos(19ωt + 120◦) . . . (4)

Equations (2), (3), and (4) are used to determine the waveform of the complex
current for three-phase systems. The complex current waveform illustrated in Fig. 1
is like the distorted current waveform for the three-phase six-pulse rectifier/inverters
that have the 5th and 7th harmonic orders as dominant.

The harmonic indices need to be scrutinized when it comes to harmonic analysis,
as this gives enhanced, well-focused information about the components involved in
the calculation for THD. The THD calculated and analyzed can be either for current
or voltage [9].

%THD =
√∑hmax

h>1 F
2
h

F1
× 100% (5)

where: Fh is a harmonic component root mean square (rms) value, F can be voltage
or current and F1 is the voltage or current magnitude at h = 1. Individual harmonic
component of current or voltage magnitude is expressed as [9]:

%HD = Fh

F1
× 100% (6)

Equation (5) and (6) can be expressed in terms of current and voltage [9];

%ITHD =
√∑

h=2 I
2
h

I1
× 100% (7)

%VTHD =
√∑

h=2 V
2
h

V1
× 100% (8)

%HD = Ih
I1

× 100% (9)

%HD = Vh

V1
× 100% (10)

These equations are used in most power system software packages to calculate
the individual harmonics and THD of current or voltage, based on the fundamental
frequency current or voltage magnitude. The harmonic distortion in waveforms can
be caused by the combined frequency which consists of fundamental and harmonic
frequencies. The causes of harmonic distortion are non-linear loads and RES such
as solar photovoltaic, wind, etc. Its effects are severe damage to capacitors and
transformers, degradation of motor insulation, control equipment malfunctions, and
decreases in performance and efficiency of the power system. Once the harmonic
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distortion is not limited to specified harmonic limits as specified in the standards,
then the issue of harmonic source detection becomes a power systems challenges.

3 Harmonic Source Detection Method

The main target of most power utility companies in the world is to ensure the
quality of power supply. There are many PQ challenges, however, one of the most
concerned is the harmonic distortion that can result either from upstream (utility
side) through background harmonics or downstream (customer’s side) through non-
linear loads or RES. Worldwide utilities and customers are more concerned with
the detection of harmonic sources at the PCC. The modern power system consists
of multiple customers with different operating conditions that are connected to the
PCC. According to [23], most studies concentrate on the detection of the harmonic
source between a customer and utility. However, this does not stand for practical
power system with multiple customers with different load conditions connected to
the PCC. The location of harmonic source detection has been part of research since
the 1990s [24] when the power system became automated with multiple non-linear
loads. There are various techniques and methods reported in the literature which
were developed to detect harmonic source such as in [25–41]. These methods and
techniques have been discussed and scrutinized concerning certain issues. Hence,
researchers have reviewed and compared different methods and techniques as in
[42–48]. Three categories of these methods have been classified as methods based
on the direction of active power flow, reactive power, and voltage–current ratio. In
this chapter, the focus is on active power flowmethod, because it is a commonmethod
used bymost industries to determine the flowof harmonics in the distribution network
and for data monitoring analysis. This method is integrated into most PQ analyzers
and in commercial software.

3.1 The Modified Direction of Active Power Flow

It is important to examine the harmonic power flow directionmethod and quantify the
size of the harmonic contribution of each harmonic source connected at the Point of
Connection (PoC). The harmonic power flowdepends on theflowof harmonic current
within the power system. It can be that the harmonic sources have negative power at
a harmonic frequency which means it injects the harmonic current, even though the
dominant contribution might only be from one or two harmonic sources. Thus, the
load with the highest percentage of individual and THD is the dominant contributor
to harmonics. The sign of active power should be considered when calculating the
total active power at the hch. The total active power of the non-linear loads andRES is
affected by the harmonics compared to the total active power of linear loads. A non-
linear load and RES draw fundamental power (P1) and inject harmonic power (Ph);
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the harmonic power can be in either direction. Similarly, for linear load, harmonic
power (Ph), is not exactly at the same phase as the fundamental power (P1), thus,
the direction of active power flow is used [49]. When harmonic distortion is present
in the network the power should include harmonic power with its flow of directions
either positive or negative [49]. This will result in a total power (PT) to be either one
of Eqs. (11)–(12) as for non-linear loads or RES and linear load. These equations
calculate the total active power at the hch [50]:

PT = P1 −
∑

Ph (11)

PT = P1 +
∑

Ph (12)

Harmonic power (Ph), is obtained by Eq. (13) in [9], where θh is voltage angle
and ∅h is the current angle.

Ph =
∞∑
h=1

VhIh cos(θh − ∅h) (13)

The harmonic order or hch that are part of the network depends on the size of the
rectifiers. The rectifiers are basedon the pulse number. For instance, the determination
of the dominant harmonic for a 12-pulse rectifier is achieved by Eq. (14) in [9].

h = (n × p) ± 1 → nth and mth harmonics (14)

where n is integers (1, 2, 3, 4…), and p is the rectifier pulse number. Thus, the
characteristic harmonic of the 12-pulse rectifier can be obtained using Eq. (14) as
follows:

h = (1 × 12) ± 1 → 11th and 13th harmonics

h = (2 × 12) ± 1 → 23th and 25th harmonics

h = (3 × 12) ± 1 → 35th and 37th harmonics

h = (4 × 12) ± 1 → 47th and 9th harmonics

h = (n × 12) ± 1 → nth and mth harmonics

The modification of the direction of active power flowmust be conducted in three
stages as follows,

(a) Identify the side of the harmonic source and quantify each side’s contribution;
(b) Identify the contributor in case of the customer side and quantify each customer;

and
(c) Prove the dominant harmonic order of the contributor.

To determine the harmonic source, the meaning of active power is summarized
in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1 Harmonic source meaning based on the total power at the PCC

Total power Equation Sign Harmonic source

PT_Pcc > 0 Positive Utility

PT_Pcc < 0 Negative Customer

Table 2 Harmonic source meaning based on the individual harmonic power at the PCC from the
upstream and downstream of the network

Power of individual harmonic Equation Sign Harmonic source

Upstream PPcc > 0 Positive Customer

PPcc < 0 Negative Utility

Downstream PPcc > 0 Positive Utility

PPcc < 0 Negative Customer

Table 3 Meaning of the individual harmonic power at the utility grid or RES

Power of individual harmonic at the utility grid or
RES

Equation Sign Generating/Absorbing

Ph > 0 Positive Generating

Ph < 0 Negative Absorbing

Table 4 Meaning of the individual harmonic power at the customer or load

Power of individual harmonic at the customer or
load

Equation Sign Generating/Absorbing

Ph > 0 Positive Absorbing

Ph < 0 Negative Generating

The meaning of individual harmonic power for utility grid or RES and customer
(load) is determined in Tables 3 and 4.

The DIgSILENT software package is used for simulation investigations and to
prove the effectiveness of themodifiedmethod developed for harmonic source detec-
tion at thePCCwheremultiple customers are connected. It forms the networkdrawing
functions, modeling, and features enabling power system analyzes to be conducted.
This software package can show the direction of active power, and generate results of
certain parameters at different frequencies. It can conduct the load flow, harmonic,
and dynamic analysis as well as motor starting, to mention a few of its capabili-
ties. Thus, it is an effective software package that most commercial industries use
and it is best for harmonic source detection as it gives the individual and THD of
the current and voltage at different points in the network. In the following section,
detailedmodeling of a case study for harmonic source detection of a typical industrial
network in Southern Africa is presented using DIgSILENT.
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4 Modeling of an Industrial Network Case Study Using
DIgSILENT

The industrial network consists of the two mines, 5 MW solar PV plant, 5 MWwind
farm composed of fully rated converter wind generators, and different commercial
loads. It has a 400 kV slack buswith short-circuit power of Ssc= 10,000MVA, short-
circuit current of Isc = 14.43 kA, and X/R ratio of 10. The frequency dependencies
for the resistance and reactance of the positive sequence components are obtained
through conducting the frequency sweep or frequency scan. The two mines are Mine
A (open-pit) which consists of four three-phase 12-pulse rectifiers, and Mine B
(underground) which consists of many three-phase 6-pulse VSDs. The VSD model
is not directly available in DIgSILENT, therefore the development and modeling of
VSDsare firstly presented in the following section.

4.1 Variable Speed Drives (VSDs)

There are five industrial fans situated underground for cooling purposes, which are
controlled by the VSDs that control the speed and the torque of the AC induction
motors. The VSDs also reduce the starting transients for the inductionmotors that are
used for pumps or fans. The VSD model is represented by a rectifier, DC capacitor,
and pulse width modulation (PWM) connecting to a three-phase induction motor.
It is very crucial to model the VSDs accurately for harmonic analysis due to the
harmonic current generated by the rectifiers. The active power of the DC system is
calculated by [51, 52]:

PDC = VDC × IDC (15)

The commutation reactance (Xcr) is vital as it causes the DC voltage drop, which
is subtracted from a nominal DC voltage [51].

�VDC = 3

π
Xcr × IDC (16)

These equations are used in the calculations of six-pulse three-phase diode
rectifiers or three-phase line commutated thyristor-controlled rectifiers [51].

VDC = 1.35 × VLL − �VDC (17)

where: VLL is the line-to-line voltage. To calculate the AC voltage, the following
formulae are used:

VLL =
√
3

2
√
2
VDC = 0.612VDC (18)
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Vrms = 1√
2
VDC = 0.707VDC (19)

The rectifier is modeled as a current source load with an ideal six-pulse rectifier
harmonic spectrum; this keeps the DC voltage constant. The VSD dynamic model
is shown in Fig. 2 [53].

The graphic design of the VSD in the DIgSILENT is given in Fig. 3 [54]. The
developed model of a VSD created from the frame definition VSD_V/f_PWM as
indicated in Fig. 4. The VSD control model is shown in Fig. 5 based on [54].

To obtain the graph for the start-up process of the induction motor, the simulation
for electromagnetic transients/stability analysis functions (RMS/EMT) is conducted
besides the VSD speed control parameters and its equations. Although the focus of
this research is on the harmonic study, it is vital to understand and check how the
induction motor starts and how its speed is controlled by the VSD. This is discussed
in the following section.

Fig. 2 VSD driven motor load dynamic simulation model [53]

Fig. 3 Graphic design of the VSD in DIgSILENT [54]
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Fig. 4 VSD model developed in DIgSILENT

Fig. 5 VSD control model

4.1.1 RMS/EMT Modeling and Simulation with the Motor Breaker
in an Open Position

The simulation method to be used should be RMS values (electromechanical tran-
sients) for a balanced positive sequence network configuration. The integration step
size for electromechanical transients is changed from 0.01 to 0.0001 s to reduce the
error of the “system matrix inversion failed.” Two events must be set-up, the param-
eter and switch events. The parameter event is where the start command is defined
as shown in Fig. 6. The switching event depends on the speed control parameters.
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Fig. 6 Parameter event block after simulation of RMS/EMT

The start-up procedure of the induction motor when the motor breaker is open
is given in Fig. 7. During the starting process, the transient current is shown in the
positive sequence current magnitude waveform.

It is shown in Fig. 8 as the VSD model, the motor breaker _Fan 1 is highlighted
with a red circle. The motor breaker _Fan 1 was open and the start-up process must
close it before the VSD starts to control the speed. Table 5 shows the output results
during the simulation.

4.1.2 RMS/EMT Modeling and Simulation with the Motor Breaker
in a Closed Position

Additionally, there is an approach whereby the motor breaker is closed and the fan
is off, then the operator decides to start the fan again the motor start-up procedure
changes, as well as the resulting output during the simulation. The start-up procedure
of the inductionmotorwhen themotor breaker is closed is given inFig. 9. This process
only concentrates on the speed control of the induction motor. The VSD model in
Fig. 10 shows the flow of current to the induction motor as the motor breaker is in
close position. The output results are given in Table 6.

4.2 Fully Rated Converter Wind Turbine Generator (WTG)

Three onshoreWTG of 2MW each was modeled in DIgSILENT, which is 80 m (260
feet) tall according to the datasheet XE93-2 MW [55]. Each wind turbine has three
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Fig. 8 VSD model when Motor Breaker_Fan 1 opens

Table 5 Result output of the motor starting procedures when Motor Breaker_Fan 1 open

gigantic blades and a single generator, the total output of this wind farm is 5 MW.
The wind turbine is connected at the 0.4 kV LV busbar and supplied by a 2.5 MVA
11/0.4 kV transformer with a Dyn5 vector group. This transformer had a positive
sequence and zero sequence impedance of 6% and 3%, respectively. It has copper
losses of 2.3 kW. The wind turbine model consists of a harmonic spectrum for better
results of the harmonic distortion analysis. The model has the fully rated converter
control for the following: WTG 5MW, slow frequency measurement, PQ controller,
PQ LV, voltage measurement, current controller, current measurement, phase-locked
loop (PLL), and over frequency power reduction. The schematic diagram of theWTG
is shown in Fig. 11, and the wind farm schematic is shown in Fig. 12. A built-in
model was used for this research, which is a standard electrical component model
that already exists in the DIgSILENT library.

The composite frame model of the Fully Rated Converter Control WTG is given
in Fig. 13. To ensure that themeasuring devices are connected correctly, themeasure-
ment devices are connected either to the terminal or to the cubicle that connects the
generator to the terminal. The frame description of theFully RatedConverter Control
WTG is to reduce the power; in case of electrical over frequency, the active power
reduction slot is used. Phase-locked Loop (PLL), PQ, Vac, and Iac are for fast voltage
angle, active and reactive power and AC Voltage, and current measuring devices,
respectively. For over frequency power reduction, the Slow FrequMeas is used to
measure the frequency. The current controller and PQ control are used to calculate
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Fig. 10 VSD model when Motor Breaker_Fan 1 is closed

Table 6 Result output of the motor starting procedures when Motor Breaker_Fan 1 closed

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram
of the WTG

from current reference a voltage signal for the static generator and to control the
active and reactive power via the rotor current.

Certain parameters can be changed to adapt the model such as the number
of parallel machines, the nominal power required, and nominal AC voltage. It is
possible to customize the model. To change the active power reduction during over
frequency six parameters need to be changed: frequency which triggers the active
power reduction, the frequency which ends the active power reduction, the gradient
of the active power reduction, PT1 filter for frequency measurement, gradient limi-
tation for active power reduction, and gradient limitation for active power increase.
The over frequency power reduction is a control that uses the frame-block shown in
Fig. 14.

The active and reactive power control and current controller are done based on the
frame shown inFigs. 15 and 16. These blocks are part of themodel in theDIgSILENT.
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Fig. 12 Schematic of wind farm modeled in DIgSILENT

5 Results and Discussions

This section presents the results and analysis of two different case studies, namely,
the network without a wind farm and a network with the integration of Wind Farm.
These two case studies are simulated in the DIgSILENT software package. Mine A
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Fig. 13 Composite frame of the Fully Rated Converter Control WTG

Fig. 14 Over frequency power reduction control

has three-phase 12-pulse rectifiers that are sources of harmonic with the 11th and
13thas dominant harmonic orders. Mine B has many three-phase 6-pulse VSDs that
drive the induction motor. These VSDs are sources of harmonics with 5th and 7th
as dominant harmonic orders. The solar PV farm and wind farm are RES known to
be a harmonic source. This case study is analyzed based on the direction of active
power flow, THD, and individual harmonic distortion (HD) and total active power
to determine the source of harmonic at the PCC and quantify the contribution. At
normal conditions, the active power flows from the grid (utility) and as well as from
the RES, in this case, a solar PV farm and wind farm. Due to the complexity of the
network, it is a challenge to graphically stand for this network showing the direction
of power flow. This network is only analyzed until the 25th harmonic order. Themain
harmonic source is according to the direction of active power flow, depending on the
power at that harmonic frequency. The party with the highest power determines the
main harmonic source.
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Fig. 15 PQ control frame

Fig. 16 Current controller frame
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5.1 Case Study A

At each harmonic frequency, the harmonic source is found as described in Table 7.
Its source in power value is recorded based on the highest value of power in kilowatts
to be the harmonic source.

Observations are made according to Table 7 that the direction of active power flow
for the 5th, 7th, and 19th harmonic frequency of the solar PV farm flows from the
solar plant to the rest of the network. Themeasured power showed zero, whichmeans
that the percentage of the harmonic current is minimal. The results obtained from the
case study agree concerning the dominant harmonic each mine has as a theoretical
measure. Mine B uses 6-pulse VSDswhileMine A has 12-pulse rectifiers. The active
power flow direction shows that customers handle the harmonic seen in this network.
The identification of harmonic source per harmonic order is defined as in Table 7.

Table 8 shows that the total power at thePCC is negativewhichmeans theharmonic
source is from customers. Some power at harmonic frequency is measured at zero,
which means that the harmonic power is too small to reach the PCC. This gives a
sign of which customer is the main harmonic source measured at the PCC.

Table 9 gives the active power of each customer to quantify the harmonic contri-
bution per harmonic order as well as the total active power to find the contributor
of harmonic at the PCC. There are six customers as part of the network, but at the
PCC only Mine A and Customer B. Customer B include the solar PV farm, Load 1,
Load 2, Load 3, and Mine B. The first approach is to determine the harmonic source
between Mine A and Customer B and its quantification, as in Table 9. According to
the results obtained in Table 9, the harmonic contributor is Mine A with the highest

Table 7 Determination of
harmonic source based on
active power direction
flow_Case study A

Harmonic
frequency

Source of harmonic with
power (kW)

Main harmonic
source

1st Utility: 303152.090 kW
Solar PV farm: −
5785.609 kW

Utility

5th Mine B: −0.00011 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW

Mine B

7th Mine B: −0.00066 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW

Mine B

11th Mine A: −2.93826 kW
Mine B: −0.56741 kW

Mine A

13th Mine A: −1.91228 kW
Mine B: −0.34593 kW

Mine A

17th Mine B: −0.00256 kW Mine B

19th Mine B: −0.00004 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW

Mine B

23rd Mine A: −0.644875 kW Mine A

25th Mine A: −0.510115 kW Mine A
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Table 8 Determination of harmonic source by total power at the PCC_ Case study A

Power of individual
harmonic frequency

Power (kW) Sign Harmonic source

PPcc(1) =
−303152.290

Negative—upstream Utility

PPcc(5) =
−0.00001

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(7) =
−0.00007

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(11) =
−0.18609

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(13) =
−0.02068

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(17) =
−0.00093

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(19) = 0 – Customer—Mine B

PPcc(23) =
−0.18831

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine A

PPcc(25) =
−0.18167

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine A

Total active power PT_Pcc =
−303152.868

Negative Customer

Table 9 Active power at the
harmonic frequency for the
customers at the 66 kV
PCC_Case study A

Active power (kW) Mine A Customer B

P1 293638.1107 9513.97903

P5 0.00002 −0.00001

P7 0.00006 −0.00007

P11 0.28089 −0.18609

P13 0.24534 −0.02068

P17 0.00093 −0.00093

P19 0 0

P23 −0.08192 0.06819

P25 −0.0918 0.09179

PT calculated 293638.4642 9513.93123

TP from DIgSILENT (MW) 293.637 9.515

total power at the PCC. Mine A is the one absorbing more power than Customer B
at the fundamental frequency.

The second is to quantify the customer contribution within the categories of
Customer B as shown in Table 10. It is seen that the solar PV farm generates power at
the fundamental frequency while the other loads absorb power. The main contributor
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Table 10 Total active power of customers grouped in Customer B_Case study A

Active power (kW) Load 1 Load 2 Solar PV farm Load 3 Mine B

P1 4170.000 960.000 −5785.609 1000.000 9115.704

P5 0 0 0 0 −0.00011

P7 0 0 0 0 −0.00066

P11 0.10518 0.01896 0.00283 0.01677 −0.56741

P13 0.03225 0.00578 0.00094 0.00808 −0.34593

P17 0.00004 0.00001 0 0 −0.00256

P19 0 0 0 0 0

P23 0.00121 0.00021 0.00140 0.00192 0.06144

P25 0 0 0.00047 0.00143 0.08846

PT calculated 4170.139 960.025 -5785.603 1000.028 9108.863

TP from DIgSILENT (MW) 4.170 0.960 -5.786 1.000 9.115

of harmonic within Customer B is Mine B with the highest total power as well as
generating harmonic power as in Table 10.

The harmonic aggregation according to the IEC 61000-3-6 is stipulated in
Table 11.

Where α is an exponent being diversity for harmonic summation for the individual
harmonic order given by IEC 61000-3-6. Thus the following formulae are used
to calculate the total individual harmonics of voltage and current when multiple
harmonic sources are connected at one point, as in Eqs. 20 and 21 found in [56]:

VHDtotal = α

√∑
V α
HD (20)

IHDtotal = α

√∑
Iα
HD (21)

To calculate the THD of voltage and current, the formula used in Eqs. 22 and 23
are given as follows [56]:

VTHDtotal = β

√∑
V β

THD (22)

Table 11 IEC 61000-3-6
harmonic aggregation method
[16]

α Harmonic order

1 h < 5

1.4 5 < h < 10

2 h > 10
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ITHDtotal = β

√∑
Iβ

THD (23)

where β is the exponent being diversity for harmonic summation for THD of voltage
and current. The value of β used in the calculation assumes in [56]. The harmonic
summation law is used to determine the total HD and total THD of current for Mine
A as the mine has four rectifiers as a harmonic source connected at different busbars.
It is also used to calculate the total HD and total THD of voltage as Mine A has
double busbars for operational redundancy purposes due to the critical nature of its
operation. It is not possible to calculate the summation of HD and THD by straight
addition due to phase, time, and spectral diversity as three factors. The combined
THDcan only possibly be the sumof the individual THDswhen each contribution has
the same relative spectrum. Table 12 gives the harmonic contribution of each party
within a network using the percentage of harmonic distortion as well as defining
and quantifying the contribution of each harmonic order. This determines the main
contributor of harmonic source based on the THD percentages.

It was found that according to the current total harmonic distortion (ITHD) the
harmonic source of this networkwasMineA. The individual current harmonic distor-
tion varies depending on the customer’s dominant harmonic order. The harmonic
source of the individual current harmonic distortion is highlighted in red color in
Table 12. The customer(s) who exceeded the harmonic limit per harmonic order
is highlighted in blue color, although, in some instances, the customer(s) can be
found to be a harmonic contributor and exceeded the limits. The industrial network
used range at the Isc/IL is < 20 as in the current distortion limit for systems rated
120 V through 69 kV [17] in which highlighted that the TDD should not exceed 5%.
All customers’ ITHDs are within the harmonic limits. It also gives the individual
harmonic order limit for the current. The Solar PV individual current HD% of the
23rd and 25th harmonic exceeded the limit. Mine AHD% of the 11th, 13th, 23rd,
and 25th exceeded the limit as well.

Table 12 HD and THD of current for the utility and customers_ Case study A

Utility / 
customers 

Individual harmonic distortion (%) THD 
5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th

utility 0.008 0.014 1.020 0.933 0.005 0.002 0.338 0.347 1.496 
Mine A 0.022 0.034 2.944 2.619 0.018 0.006 1.055 1.019 4.26 
Load 1 0.056 0.086 0.594 0.520 0.036 0.045 0.059 0.002 0.859 
Load 2 0.051 0.077 0.526 0.459 0.031 0.040 0.052 0.002 0.758 
Solar PV 0.367 0.522 0.987 1.258 0.173 0.313 1.325 0.778 2.872 
Load 3 0.010 0.019 0.417 0.311 0.010 0.004 0.139 0.119 0.588 
Mine B 0.306 0.600 1.197 0.950 0.287 0.269 0.543 0.477 1.931 
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Table 13 HD and THD of voltage at different busbars_ Case study A

Busbar name Individual Harmonic Distortion (%) THD
(%)5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th

PV Plant 33kV 0.10 0.20 2.02 2.07 0.18 0.26 0.43 0 4.53 
33kV Busbar 0.10 0.20 2.02 2.06 0.18 0.26 0.40 0.01 4.51 
PCC 66kV – Customer B 66kV 0.02 0.05 1.73 1.50 0.06 0.02 1.11 1.02 3.55 
Mine A – No. 1 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 2.18 1.95 0.01 0 1.52 1.40 4.10 
Mine A – No. 2 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 2.18 1.95 0.01 0 1.51 1.39 4.07 
Mine A – No. 1 and 2 Summation 0.02 0.02 3.08 2.76 0.01 0 2.14 1.97 5.78 
Mine B 66kV 0.02 0.05 1.72 1.49 0.06 0.03 1.11 1.02 3.62 
 66kV Node 0.02 0.05 1.72 1.49 0.06 0.03 1.11 1.03 3.65 
PCC 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 1.74 1.48 0.01 0 1.21 1.06 3.25 

Table 13 gives the individual and THD of the voltage at different points within the
network. It is seen that according to the voltage total harmonic distortion(VTHD)
the Mine A—No. 1 and 2 Summation is a harmonic source in the network. The 11th
harmonic order of Mine A—No. 1 and 2 Summation has exceeded the harmonic
limit prescribed by the international standard.

The individual and THD of the voltage are within the prescribed limit set by IEEE
Std. 519-2014. This industrial network range is between 1 kV < V ≤ 69 kV, which
said that the VTHD should not exceed 5% while the HD of the voltage should not
exceed 3%. Thus, the recordedVTHD%and 11th individual voltageHD%exceeded
the summation of the Mine A—No. 1 and 2 only. For the PCC 66 kV busbar, the
VTHD % is still within the prescribed limit, thus for this network, the harmonic
filters are working accordingly.

Besides, the main harmonic contributor of this case study is Mine A this is seen
by the total power at the PCC as well as the percentages of the VTHD and ITHD.
The direction of active power is a good indication to show the flow of power within a
network at different frequencies. The individual harmonic order contributor has been
found and this is a good corrective measure to decide on the harmonic mitigation
depends on the dominant harmonic order of the network.

5.2 Case Study B

With the introduction of the wind power farm, the harmonic source detection is
analyzed on the industrial network and saw the differences. The harmonic source for
the individual harmonic frequency is found and tabulated in Table 14.

The direction of active power flow at different frequencies is seen and the funda-
mental frequency or the 1st harmonic frequency the power is from the utility and the
RES (solar PV and wind farm). The 5th harmonic contributor is a wind farm, thus
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Table 14 Determination of harmonic source based on active power direction flow_ Case study B

Harmonic frequency Source of harmonic with power (kW) Main harmonic source

1st Utility: 297219.429 kW
Solar PV farm: −5793.753 kW
Wind farm: −5976.465 kW

Utility

5th Mine B: −0.00010 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW
Wind farm: −0.00014 kW

Wind farm

7th Mine B: −0.00060 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW
Wind farm: −0.00003 kW

Mine B

11th Mine A: −2.94711 kW
Mine B: −0.56437 kW

Mine A

13th Mine A: −1.92193 kW
Mine B: −0.34151 kW

Mine A

17th Mine B: −0.00134 kW
Wind farm: −0.00010 kW

Mine B

19th Mine B: −0.00004 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW
Wind farm: 0 kW

Mine B

23rd Mine A: −0.553 kW Mine A

25th Mine A: −0.48331 kW Mine A

this was only the harmonic frequency that changes the harmonic contributor, the rest
of the harmonic frequency is like case study A only the value of active power that
changes significantly. Table 15 shows that the total power at the PCC is negative
which means the harmonic source is from customers. This customer must be found
based on the percentage of the ITHDs.

Table 15 gives the active power of each customer to quantify the harmonic contri-
bution per harmonic order as well as the total active power to find the contributor of
harmonic at the PCC. There are seven customers as part of the network, but at the
PCC only Mine A and Customer B. Customer B includes the wind farm, solar PV
farm, Load 1, Load 2, Load 3, and Mine B. The first approach is to determine the
harmonic source between Mine A and Customer B and its quantification, as shown
in Table 16. According to the results obtained in Table 18, the harmonic contributor
is Mine A with the highest total power at the PCC. Mine A is the one absorbing more
power than Customer B at the fundamental frequency.

The second is to quantify the customer contribution within the categories of
Customer B as shown in Table 17. It is seen that wind farm and solar PV farm
generates power at the fundamental frequency while the other loads absorb power.
The main contributor of harmonic within Customer B is Mine B with the highest
total power as well as generating harmonic power as in Table 17.

Table 18 gives the harmonic contribution of each party within a network using the
percentage of harmonic distortion aswell as defining and quantifying the contribution
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Table 15 Determination of harmonic source by total power at the PCC_ Case study B

Power of
individual
harmonic
frequency

Power (kW) Sign Harmonic source

PPcc(1) =
−297219.429

Negative—upstream Utility

PPcc(5) =
−0.00005

Negative—downstream Customer—wind farm

PPcc(7) =
−0.00007

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(11) =
−0.12738

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(13) =
−0.06897

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(17) =
−0.00026

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(19) = 0 – Customer—Mine B

PPcc(23) =
−0.20167

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine A

PPcc(25) =
−0.17123

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine A

Total active
power

PT_Pcc =
−297219.999

Negative Customer

Table 16 Active power at the
harmonic frequency for the
customers at the 66 kV
PCC_Case study B

Active power (kW) Mine A Customer B

P1 293699.925 3519.504

P5 0.00006 −0.00005

P7 0.00006 −0.00007

P11 0.27325 −0.12738

P13 0.23248 −0.06897

P17 0.00026 −0.00026

P19 0 0

P23 −0.17101 0.14155

P25 −0.08811 0.07974

PT calculated 293699.940 3519.529

TP from DIgSILENT (MW) 293.699 3.520

of each harmonic order. This determines the main contributor of harmonic source
based on the ITHD percentages.

Based on the percentage of ITHD the wind farm is the contributor of harmonic
distortion within the network, this can be because the mining areas and solar PV
farm have harmonic filters installed as part of their mitigation. The wind farm has no
mitigation factors installed as part of their plants. The individual current harmonic
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Table 17 Total active power of customers grouped in Customer B_Case study B

Active power
(kW)

Load 1 Load 2 Wind farm Solar PV farm Load 3 Mine B

P1 4170.000 959.999 −5976.465 −5785.980 1000.000 9115.600

P5 0 0 −0.00014 0 0 −0.00010

P7 0 0 −0.00003 0 0 −0.00060

P11 0.10833 0.01953 0.00037 0.00293 0.01715 −0.56437

P13 0.03466 0.00621 0.00049 0.00103 0.00842 −0.34151

P17 0.00002 0 −0.00010 0 0 −0.00134

P19 0 0 0 0 0 −0.00004

P23 0.00012 0.00002 0.03176 0.00014 0.00021 0.00725

P25 0 0 0.00513 0.00027 0.00081 0.06394

PT calculated 4170.143 960.025 −5976.428 −5785.976 1000.027 9114.763

TP from
DIgSILENT
(MW)

4.170 0.960 −5.976 −5.786 1.000 9.115

Table 18 HD and THD of current for the utility and customers_ Case study B

Utility / 
customers 

Individual harmonic distortion (%) THD 
5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th

utility 0.014 0.016 1.047 0.961 0.007 0.003 0.285 0.332 1.517 
Mine A 0.023 0.024 1.486 1.337 0.015 0.004 0.683 0.567 2.218 
Load 1 0.058 0.087 0.605 0.534 0.041 0.049 0.026 0.002 0.865 
Load 2 0.053 0.078 0.535 0.471 0.036 0.043 0.023 0.001 0.764 
Wind farm 0.794 0.397 0.875 1.026 0.338 0.253 9.093 2.979 9.836 
Solar PV 0.367 0.523 1.007 1.296 1.200 0.339 0.594 0.609 2.528 
Load 3 0.014 0.020 0.424 0.320 0.012 0.004 0.064 0.093 0.574 
Mine B 0.315 0.604 1.225 0.981 0.288 0.270 0.366 0.417 1.904 

distortion that exceeded the harmonic limit is 23rd for Mine A, the 23rd and 25th
harmonic of the wind farm, and the 25th harmonic order of the solar PV farm. The
wind farm percentages of ITHD exceeded the limit of 5%.

Table 19 gives the individual and THD of the voltage at different points within
the network. It was seen that according to the VTHD for the Mine A—No. 1 and
2 Summation of 11th has exceeded the harmonic limit. The 11 kV WTG busbar
exceeded the harmonic limit of the 23rd and 25th harmonic orders. The percentage
of the VTHD of the 11 kV WTG busbar is the highest within the network and
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Table 19 HD and THD of voltage at different busbars_Case study B

Busbar name Individual Harmonic Distortion (%) THD
(%)5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th

PV Plant 33kV 0.10 0.20 2.06 2.13 0.21 0.28 0.19 0 4.33 
33kV Busbar 0.10 0.20 2.05 2.12 0.21 0.28 0.18 0.01 4.31 
11kV WTG 0.24 0.18 2.32 2.30 0.36 0.29 11.48 3.45 12.50 
PCC 66kV – Customer B 66kV 0.02 0.03 1.77 1.53 0.04 0.02 0.53 0.82 3.12 
Mine A – No. 1 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 2.19 1.96 0.01 0 1.41 1.37 4.05 
Mine A – No. 2 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 2.19 1.96 0.01 0 1.40 1.36 4.03 
Mine A – No. 1 and 2 Summation 0.02 0.02 3.10 2.77 0.02 0 1.99 1.93 5.71 
Mine B 66kV 0.03 0.05 1.74 1.53 0.07 0.03 0.49 0.80 3.32 
 66kV Node 0.03 0.05 1.74 1.53 0.07 0.03 0.49 0.80 3.32 
PCC 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 1.76 1.50 0.02 0.01 1.00 0.99 3.15 

exceeded the harmonic limit. The percentage of the VTHD of Mine A—No. 1 and 2
Summation exceeded the harmonic limit.

Thus, harmonic mitigation is needed for the wind farm as is the only plant without
the harmonic filters installed. This harmonic filter needs to mitigate the dominant
harmonic order which is the 23rd and 25th. The harmonic filter for the wind farm is
designed according to the stages specified in [13]. The damped filter single tuned is
selected for this design because is used to eliminate the high order harmonics which
is the 23rd harmonics. This filter also called a high pass harmonic filter.

The harmonic filters are designed according to the following formulae: the reactive
power for the capacitor is determined based on the power factor correction.

Step 1:

Qc = P(tan δ1 − tan δ2) (24)

Step 2:

Xc = kV 2

Qc
(25)

Step 3:

XL = Xc

hr2
(26)

Step 4:

Xn = √
Xc × XL (27)

Step 5:
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Q = 0.5 < Q < 5,Q = 5 (28)

Step 6:

R = Xn

Q
(29)

Step 7:

L = XL

2π f1
(30)

Step 8:

C = 1

2π f1Xc
(31)

Step 9:

QFilter = kV 2

Xc − XL
(32)

The harmonic at the 11 kV WTG busbar is eliminated and this scenario caused
the case study B to be repeated with the installed harmonic filter and analyze the
industrial network.

5.3 Case Study C

Wind power farm has installed harmonic filter as part of the plant to mitigate the
harmonic content produced by the plant. In Table 20 the harmonic source for the
individual harmonic frequency is seen.

The direction of active power flow at different frequencies is seen and the funda-
mental frequency or the 1st harmonic frequency the power is from the utility and
the RES (solar PV and wind farm). The results of the case study C is like the results
obtained for case study B only some value of the power at the different harmonic
frequency that changes.

The downstreamof the network is a contributor as shown inTable 21when it shows
the total power at the PCC which is negative. The active power of each customer
connected at the downstream is obtained to quantify the harmonic contributor of the
individual harmonic order and the main contributor of the network.

From the active power in Table 22,MineA is themain contributor to this harmonic
in this network but this must be seen again on the percentage of the ITHDs and
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Table 20 Determination of harmonic source based on active power direction flow_ Case study C

Harmonic frequency Source of harmonic with power (kW) Main harmonic source

1st Utility: 297233.406 kW
Solar PV farm: −5785.997 kW
Wind farm: −5975.757 kW

Utility

5th Mine B: −0.00010 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW
Wind farm: −0.00014 kW

Wind farm

7th Mine B: −0.00060 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW
Wind farm: −0.00003 kW

Mine B

11th Mine A: −2.98836 kW
Mine B: −0.56846 kW

Mine A

13th Mine A: −2.00791 kW
Mine B: −0.34510 kW

Mine A

17th Mine B: −0.00094 kW
Wind farm: −0.00011 kW

Mine B

19th Mine B: −0.00003 kW
Solar PV farm: 0 kW

Mine B

23rd Mine A: −0.69668 kW Mine A

25th Mine A: −0.55736 kW Mine A

Table 21 Determination of harmonic source by total power at the PCC_ Case study C

Power of
individual
harmonic
frequency

Power (kW) Sign Harmonic source

PPcc(1) =
−297233.406

Negative—upstream utility

PPcc(5) =
−0.00006

Negative—downstream Customer—Wind farm

PPcc(7) =
−0.00007

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(11) =
−0.14035

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(13) =
−0.14521

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(17) =
−0.00023

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine B

PPcc(19) = 0 – Customer—Mine B

PPcc(23) =
−0.34499

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine A

PPcc(27) =
−0.31386

Negative—downstream Customer—Mine A

Total active
power

PT_Pcc =
−297234.351

Negative Customer
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Table 22 Active power at the
harmonic frequency for the
customers at the 66 kV
PCC_Case study C

Active power (kW) Mine A Customer B

P1 293713.301 3520.105

P5 0.00006 −0.00006

P7 0.00006 −0.00007

P11 0.15243 −0.14035

P13 −0.06715 −0.03251

P17 0.00022 −0.00023

P19 0 0

P23 −0.34499 0.31294

P25 −0.31386 0.29264

PT calculated 293712.728 3520.537

TP from DIgSILENT (MW) 293.713 3.521

VTHDs. It is important to analyze the customers categorized in Customer B, to
quantify which customer is the main contributor within categories B.

Thus, it was found in Table 23 that the main contributor of harmonic within
category Customer B is Mine B because most of the harmonic frequency is the one
injecting harmonic current within the network.

Table 24 gives the harmonic contribution of each party within a network using the
percentage of harmonic distortion aswell as defining and quantifying the contribution
of each harmonic order. This determines the main contributor of harmonic source
based on the ITHD percentages. Based on the percentage of ITHD the wind farm is
the contributor of harmonic distortion within the network even after the harmonic

Table 23 Total active power of customers grouped in Customer B_Case study C

Active power
(kW)

Load 1 Load 2 Wind farm Solar PV farm Load 3 Mine B

P1 4170.000 959.999 −5975.757 −5785.997 1000.000 9115.597

P5 0 0 −0.00014 0 0 −0.00010

P7 0 0 −0.00003 0 0 −0.00060

P11 0.11193 0.02018 0.09834 0.00306 0.01764 −0.56846

P13 0.03831 0.00687 0.23549 0.00116 0.00901 −0.34510

P17 0.00001 0 −0.00011 0 0 −0.00094

P19 0 0 0 0 0 −0.00003

P23 0.000105 0.000019 0.22438 0.00123 0.00168 0.07276

P25 0 0 0.18734 0.00043 0.00130 0.10016

PT calculated 4170.151 960.026 −5975.012 −5785.991 1000.030 9114.855

TP from
DIgSILENT
(MW)

4.170 0.960 −5.975 −5.786 1.000 9.115
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Table 24 HD and THD of current for the utility and customers_ Case study C

Utility / 
customers 

Individual harmonic distortion (%) THD 
5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th

utility 0.015 0.016 1.053 0.972 0.007 0.002 0.338 0.349 1.543 
Mine A 0.024 0.024 1.473 1.315 0.016 0.003 0.531 0.520 2.142 
Load 1 0.058 0.087 0.614 0.553 0.040 0.045 0.056 0.002 0.882 
Load 2 0.053 0.078 0.543 0.488 0.038 0.039 0.049 0.002 0.780 
Wind farm 0.815 0.421 1.638 2.420 0.638 0.106 0.926 0.586 3.747 
Solar PV 0.368 0.523 1.022 1.343 0.197 0.309 1.253 0.749 2.808 
Load 3 0.014 0.020 0.431 0.331 0.011 0.004 0.131 0.115 0.599 
Mine B 0.315 0.604 1.243 1.011 0.294 0.270 0.526 0.465 1.977 

mitigation installed to be part of the network. Mine B only the harmonic source
contributor of the 7th harmonic order. Solar PV is the harmonic source contributor
of the 19th, 23rd, and 25th harmonic order, thus, the 23rd and 25th harmonic order
exceeded the harmonic order. Wind farm as a main harmonic order based on the
ITHD percentage, harmonic source contributor of the 5th, 13th, and 17th, as well as
the harmonic orders recorded with harmonic limits exceeded, is the 13th and 23rd.

Table 25 gives the individual and THD of the voltage at different points within
the network. It was seen that according to the VTHD for Mine A—No. 1 and 2
Summation of the 11th has exceeded the harmonic limit. The percentage of theVTHD
also exceeded harmonic limits and is the highest value recorded for the network. The
11 kV WTG busbar exceeded the harmonic limit of the 13th harmonic order after
the installation of the harmonic filter.

Table 25 HD and THD of voltage at different busbars_Case study C

Busbar name Individual Harmonic Distortion (%) THD
(%)5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th

PV Plant 33kV 0.10 0.20 2.09 2.20 0.21 0.26 0.40 0 4.35 
33kV Busbar 0.10 0.20 2.08 2.19 0.21 0.25 0.38 0.01 4.33 
11kV WTG 0.25 0.19 2.83 3.39 0.66 0.12 0.51 0.60 4.83 
PCC 66kV – Customer B 66kV 0.02 0.03 1.79 1.59 0.05 0.01 1.10 1.00 3.33 
Mine A – No. 1 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 2.20 1.97 0.01 0 1.51 1.39 4.10 
Mine A – No. 2 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 2.19 1.97 0.01 0 1.50 1.38 4.07 
Mine A – No. 1 and 2 Summation 0.02 0.02 3.10 2.79 0.02 0 2.13 1.96 5.78 
Mine B 66kV 0.03 0.05 1.77 1.59 0.07 0.03 1.05 0.98 3.51 
 66kV Node 0.03 0.05 1.77 1.59 0.07 0.03 1.05 0.98 3.51 
PCC 66kV Busbar 0.01 0.01 1.76 1.52 0.02 0 1.18 1.05 3.24 
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5.4 Comparison of Different Case Studies

The three case studies results were compared to draw the conclusion based on the
results obtained in the different case studies namely:

(a) Case study A—Industrial network with solar PV farm
(b) Case study B—Wind farm introduced on the industrial network
(c) Case study C—Additional harmonic filter modeled part of the wind farm

The main three categories of information are compared, namely,

(a) Total power at the PCC to determine whether the harmonic source contributor
is from the upstream or downstream the PCC:

For all three case studies, it was noticed that the harmonic source contributor of the
network is from the downstream of the PCC in other word is from the customer’s side
as seen in Table 26. Besides, DIgSILENT is a useful software that gives the direction
of active power flow through the arrows this enabled to capture of the power of each
customer who is injecting harmonic at that specific harmonic frequency and identify
who is the harmonic contributor depends on the power value as described in Table 27.

Table 26 Comparison of the total power at the PCC

Case studies Harmonic source

Total active power (kW) Sign Harmonic source

Case study A PT_Pcc = −303152.868 Negative Customer

Case study B PT_Pcc = −297219.999 Negative Customer

Case study C PT_Pcc = −297234.351 Negative Customer

Table 27 Main source of harmonic at each harmonic frequency based on the direction of active
power flow arrow

Harmonic frequency Main harmonic source

Case study A Case study B Case study C

1st Utility Utility Utility

5th Mine B Wind farm Wind farm

7th Mine B Mine B Mine B

11th Mine A Mine A Mine A

13th Mine A Mine A Mine A

17th Mine B Mine B Mine B

19th Mine B Mine B Mine B

23rd Mine A Mine A Mine A

25th Mine A Mine A Mine A
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(b) The percentage of the ITHDs of the different customer within the network to
determine which customer is injecting the highest current distortion into the
network:

Based on the percentage of the ITHDs in Table 28 of different customers form part
of the network it was found that Mine A was the main contributor for harmonic for
case study A. For case studies B and C, the wind farm is the main harmonic source
contributor of this network. Only in case study B where the percentage of ITHD of
the harmonic source contributor exceeded the limit under the standards.

(c) The percentage of the VTHDs of different busbars within the network to deter-
mine which busbar within the network is affected by the harmonic which are
part of the network:

Based on the comparison shown in Table 29 shows that the busbar that is affected
more by the harmonic distortion is the Mine A—No. 1 and 2 66 kV Summation in
all case studies. The 11 kV WTG busbar was affected only before the installation of
the harmonic filter. The concern about the PCC is that the harmonic distortion that
reaches the PCC is within the harmonic limit for all the case studies.

Table 28 Comparison of the percentage for ITHD for the utility and customers

Case studies 

ITHD (%) 
Customers 

Mine A Load 1 Load 2 Wind
farm

Solar PV 
farm Load 3 Mine B 

Case study A 4.26 0.859 0.758 N/A 2.872 0.588 1.931 
Case study B 2.218 0.865 0.764 9.836 2.528 0.574 1.904 
Case study C 2.142 0.882 0.780 3.747 2.808 0.599 1.977 

Table 29 Comparison of the percentage for VTHD at different busbars

Busbar name Case studies 
Case study A Case study B Case study C 

PV Plant 33kV 4.53 4.33 4.35 
33kV Busbar 4.51 4.31 4.33 
11kV WTG N/A 12.50 4.83 
PCC 66kV – Customer B 66kV 3.55 3.12 3.33 
Mine A – No. 1 66kV Busbar 4.10 4.05 4.10 
Mine A – No. 2 66kV Busbar 4.07 4.03 4.07 
Mine A – No. 1 and 2 Summation 5.78 5.71 5.78 
Mine B 66kV 3.62 3.32 3.51 
 66kV Node 3.65 3.32 3.51 
PCC 66kV Busbar 3.25 3.15 3.24 
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Fig. 17 Individual voltage harmonic spectrum for case study B

5.5 Waveforms Comparison of the Two Case Studies B and C

The graphical representation that forms part of this chapter is only for case study B
and Case study C with wind farm part of the industrial network.

5.5.1 Individual Harmonic Distortion

Figure 17 and Fig. 18 give the individual voltage harmonic spectrum for the two case
studies B and C, respectively. The individual voltage harmonic distortion should not
exceed 3%. The individual voltage harmonic distortion for case study A shows that
the 23rd and 25th exceeded the harmonic limits prescribed by IEEE 519-2014.

Based on case study C when the harmonic filter is part of the wind farm plant, the
only harmonic order that exceeds the limit is the 13th. The 23rd and 25th harmonic
orders are well-tuned by the harmonic filter.

5.5.2 Voltage Waveform at the 11 kV WTG Busbar

The comparison of the voltage waveforms for two case studies is discussed by
pointing out the issues causing the waveform shapes. The known waveform of
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Fig. 18 Individual voltage harmonic spectrum for case study C

voltage should be sinusoidal; however, in today’s network, the voltage waveforms
are distorted because of harmonic distortion. Figure 19 gives the voltage waveform

Fig. 19 Voltage distortion waveform at the 11 kV WTG busbar for case study B
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Fig. 20 Voltage distortion waveform at the 11 kV WTG busbar for case study C

for case study A. The waveform is distorted; as the network experiences harmonic
distortion which is exceeded the limit. The 11 kVWTG is a selected busbar because
is where the WTGs are connected.

The waveform for case study B is too distorted compared to the voltage waveform
for case study C shown in Fig. 20. This shows how the harmonic filter reduces the
distortion level within the busbars.

6 Conclusions

The analysis provided in this chapter confirms that the wind energy systems can
inject harmonic current into the network, and this can contribute to the THD at the
point of connection. DIgSILENT software is used to model wind turbines and VSDs.
The modified active power direction flow method of harmonic source detection is
used to analyze the source of harmonic distortion for the network at three different
case studies. The results of the three case studies of a typical Southern Africa indus-
trial network, along with voltage waveforms and individual harmonic distortion, are
compared to give a better understanding of the harmonic contribution from different
sides of the network. The design of a harmonic mitigation filter for the wind farm
is included in this chapter where a damped high pass single tuned harmonic filter is
used to eliminate the 23rd harmonic order which is the dominant harmonics within
the wind farm.
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Energy Conversion Systems
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Abstract In order to achieve maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of wind
energy systems, the rotating speed of wind turbines (WTs) ought to be adjusted
in the constant as indicated by wind speeds. However, fast wind speed varieties
and heavy inertia bargain the MPPT control of WTs. This chapter proposes a fuzzy
logic controller (FLC)-based MPPT strategy for Wind Energy Conversion Systems
(WECS). The performance of the proposed MPPT strategy is analyzed mathemat-
ically and verified by simulation using MATLAB/PSIM/Simulink software. The
proposed method improves the speed and accuracy ofMPPT. Furthermore, the simu-
lation results have been conducted to approve the performance of the proposedMPPT
strategy, and all results have confirmed the adequacy of the proposedMPPT strategy.
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1 Introduction

The energy of the wind has played a major role in the energy systems since time
immemorial especially as awindmill in producingmechanical power [1–4]. In the last
century, wind energy found application in electricity generation using wind turbines
(WTs) technology [5–7]. The total installed wind power capacity of the world was
estimated at 539 GW in 2017 where 52.6 added in 2017 as found in the 2017 world
energy report of the world wind energy association. This installed capacity has the
potential to produce 944 Terawatt-hours annually (TWh/year) and accounts for 5%
of worldwide electricity consumption [8]. Annual growth rates of cumulative wind
power capacity have averaged 10.8% since the end of 2016, and global capacity has
increased eightfold over the past decade. Figure 1 shows the top 10 countries by
nameplate wind power capacity at the end of 2017 [9–11]. For the generation of
energy through the wind, WTs are used, which consist basically of blades (collectors
of the kinetic energy of thewind), in addition to two axes (lowandhigh speed), the low
speed being connected to a multiplier of wind speed and the high-speed connection
to the generator. The current wind systems also use a series of electronic devices
aimed at controlling and acting on the energy supply of the turbines, such as power
converters and “soft-starters”, thus realizing the interface between the generator and
the electrical network.

WTs operate at wind speed values between 5 and 25 m/s (average speed). At
values below 5 m/s the turbines are unable to deliver power to the system, while
for winds well above 25 m/s the turbines must not operate for safety reasons due
to mechanical resistance limits. For slightly higher speed values rated, the turbines
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must have control systems that reduce the use of wind energy by changing the angle
of the blades in relation to the winds, thus maintaining constant power.

Typical speed values or blade tips range from 60 to 100m/s, thus generating power
between 5–10 and 2–3MW. If connected to the grid, it is necessary to generate power
with the rotor operating at a typical rotation for a frequency of 60 Hz or 50 Hz. There
are two basic ways of operating wind systems:

– Turbine operating at fixed speed

Fixed speed wind turbines are relatively simple, consisting of a low-speed rotor
rotating by the action of the winds on the turbine blades, speed multiplier, and
high-speed rotor connected to the generator. These were, historically, the first to
be commercially implemented.

Squirrel cage induction generators are typically used due to their simplicity. As in
this type of turbine the operating speed varies very little, less than 1%, the slip of the
generator varies very little too. Capacitors are usually connected in parallel with the
supply circuit to correct the generator’s power factor since this being an induction
machine, it consumes reactive energy. “Soft-starters” must also be used to obtain a
smooth growth of the magnetic flux and the electric current at the initial moment of
energizing the generating unit.

– Turbine operating at variable speed

Nowadays it is more common to use it in large wind systems connected to the electric
power networks, because over time, the size and power of the wind farms increased,
thus leading to a migration of the technology of generators working at a fixed speed
to variable speed. The main advantages of this technology are that it allows the
connection of these generators to large electric power networks, in addition to being
viable for the generation of high energy values, in addition to being used in certain
cases that do not use the speed multiplier.

There are broadly two commercially existing WTs technologies namely the hori-
zontal axis (HA-WT) and the vertical axis (VA-WT) [12–16] as detailed in the
following sections. The HA-WT type has from one to three rotor blades usually
directed at the wind thus the rotor has fastened tail-vanes to continuously position
the blades in the path of the wind. The VA-WT type is not required to be aimed at
the wind and works independently of the direction of the wind. The vertical WT
however, requires more ground space because of its vertical structure [17]. WTs are
often mounted on vertical structures known as towers above the ground.

1.1 Horizontal Axis WTs (HA-WTs)

This is the most renowned type of WTs. There are many designs for this type, which
are shown in Fig. 2. Modern HA-WTs characteristically use two or three blades.
Most European WTs are three-bladed designs [18–20]. Two-bladed designs of WTs
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Fig. 2 HA-WT configurations

have the advantage of reducing the cost of one rotor blade and its weight. However,
they require a higher rotational speed to produce the same energy output. Lately,
several traditional manufacturers of two-bladed machines have switched to three-
bladed machines. A one-bladed wind turbine is also possible; however, it is not very
widespread commercially, due to the same problems of two-bladed design applied
to one-bladed machines. In addition to higher rotational speed, they produce noise
in the process of rotating the counterweight of the rotor placed on the other side of
the hub from the rotor blade to balance the rotor [21–25].

Figure 3 shows the influence of the number of blades on the rotor power coefficient
[26]. It is obvious from this figure that three-bladed HA-WTs have the maximum
obtainable power coefficient and itworks at optimal tip speed ratio. The tip speed ratio
is the ratio between the tangential speed of the tip of a blade and the actual velocity
of the wind [27, 28]. The noise produced by a WT is proportional to the tip speed
ratio. So, the three-bladed design has lower noise which makes it the most attractive
option. Also, higher tip speed ratio WTs need stronger blades to compensate for the
higher centrifugal forces [29, 30].

As shown in Fig. 3, the power coefficient increases slightly with the increasing
number of blades. As a result, a compromising between the increases in the power
generated and the cost of extra blades should be done [32]. Most of the European
manufacturers prefer three-bladed design for more stability and lesser noise while
most of the USA manufacturers prefer the two-bladed design to save the cost of
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Fig. 3 Influence of the number of blades on the rotor power coefficient (envelope) and the optimum
tip speed ratio [31]

one extra blade with the argument that the increase in the generation from two to
three-bladed design will not compensate for the cost of the extra blade [33]. Due
to the high noise associated with two-bladed design, the requirement for stronger
blades, the need for high wind speed sites, and the lower power coefficient make the
two-bladed design less attractive. However, the two-bladed design may be attractive
also in high wind speed sites and offshore applications. The main advantages of HA-
WTs are self-starting, a large variety of the rated output power (Suitable for small
WTs as well as very large WTs), and comparatively low cost [34–37].

There are two main disadvantages to this type. The first is the requirement that
the complete components (such as generator, gearbox, and control system) of the
HA-WT be located at the top of the WT which makes maintenance difficult at such
heights [38]. Secondly, when the wind changes direction, the HA-WT should be
reoriented to be aligned with the change in direction [39, 40].

1. Upwind and Downwind Horizontal Axis WTs

Upwind WTs have the rotor facing the wind to make the wind hit the blades before
the tower as shown in Fig. 4a [41–45]. This technique has the following features:

• Remedy the problem of spikes on the WT’s output voltage due to the wind shade
that the tower causes when the blades move in front of the tower especially in
constant speed systems.

• It decreases the power fluctuations.
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Fig. 4 Wind direction facing the wind turbine generator

• Because the blades can hit the tower it requires a rigid hub with rigid blades away
from the tower to avoid touching the tower.

• This design is prominent in very large scale WTs.

Downwind WTs have the rotor on the flow-side as shown in Fig. 4b. This config-
uration is paramount in small and medium-size WTs. This configuration may not
need a yaw mechanism if it is equipped with the streamlined body in the nacelle that
will make it follow the wind [46–49]. It has the following features:

• The rotor blades are more flexible as they can bend away from the tower.
• It does not require a rigid tower as in the case of upwind.
• It suffers from the variation in output voltage and power due to the effect of the

wind shadow caused by the tower.

1.2 Vertical Axis WTs (VA-WTs)

VA-WTs type is less available as compared to the HA-WTs as a result of some
design constraints. In addition to the VA-WTs having a narrow range of rated output
power, it also requires a starting motor and has a high comparative cost [50–52].
The main advantages of VA-WTs, are that; no additional cost is required to change
the VA-WTs direction when the wind direction changes and the gearbox, generator,
and control system are at the ground level thus making maintenance is very simple.
Figure 5 shows different VA-WTs configurations.
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Fig. 5 VA-WTs configurations [51]

1.3 Wind Resource

Wind resources are categorized into wind regimes according to the mean speeds
of the sites. To install small wind turbines of less than 100 kW, annual mean wind
speeds of 4.0–4.5 m/s (14.4–16.2 km/h; 9.0–10.2 mph) are required to make the
system cost-effective [53]. The wind energy conversion system (WECS) most often
referred to as the WT for short should be decided upon only after assessing the site
wind resources. The most important data is hourly mean wind speed taken over for
at least twelve months. Many years’ data will provide a more accurate estimation of
the annual mean wind speed of the site [54].

All nations have nationalmeteorological administrations that record and distribute
climate-related information, including wind paces and headings. The strategies are
settled and composed inside the World Meteorological Association in Geneva, with
the principle point of giving constant runs of information for a long time. Information
have a tendency to be recorded at amoderately few for all time staffed official stations
utilizing strong and confided in gear. Sadly, for wind control forecast, official esti-
mations of wind speed tend to be estimated just at the one standard stature of 10 m,
also, at stations close to airplane terminals or towns where protection from the breeze
might be a characteristic component of the site. Such information are, in any case,
critical as fundamental “stays” for automated breeze displaying, yet are not appro-
priate to apply straightforwardly to foresee wind control conditions at a particular
site. Standard meteorological breeze information from the closest authority station
are just valuable as first-arrange gauges; they are not adequate for definite arranging,
particularly in sloping (complex) landscape. Estimations at the designated site at a
few statures are expected to foresee the power created by specific turbines. Such esti-
mations, notwithstanding for a couple ofmonths yet best for a year, are contrasted and
standard meteorological information so that the fleeting correlation might be utilized
for longer term expectation; the strategy is called “measure-connect foresee”. Also,
data is held at expert breeze control information banks that are gotten from air ship
estimations, wind control establishments and scientific demonstrating, and so forth.
Such composed and open data is progressively accessible on the Internet. Wind
control forecast models empower point by point wind control forecast for forth-
coming breeze turbine destinations from moderately meager nearby information,
even in uneven territory [54, 55].
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2 Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS)

WTcan be one of the renewable energy components of the HRES.WTs are classified
from several viewpoints as discussed before. From the rotational speed perspective,
there is fixed speed (FS), limited variable speed (LVS), and variable speed (VS)
WTs. From the power regulation perspective WTs are classified into stall and pitch
control. From the side of drive train WT is grouped into direct drive (DD) and gear
drive (GD). The FS type uses a gearbox, squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG),
and classified as stall, active stall, and pitch control WT. Most of the HRES are using
a smallWT size lower than 250 kW that may use PMSGwith DC or AC output power
[55, 56]. The integration configuration of the WTs depends on the output voltage
type (AC or DC) as will be discussed below.

WTs can be classified according to the rotational speed concept, variable, and
constant rotational speed. The variable speed operation has many advantages over
constant speed operation such as increased energy capture, operation at MPPT over a
wide range of wind speeds, high power quality, reduced mechanical stresses, aerody-
namic noise improved system reliability, and it can provide (10–15%) higher output
power and has less mechanical stresses in comparison with the operation at a fixed
speed [57]. Also, WTs can be classified according to the type of drive train into
direct drive (DD) and gear drive (GD). The DD operation WTs have no gearbox
and have been used with small and medium-size WTs employing permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) with higher numbers of poles to eliminate the need
for gearboxwhich can be translated to higher efficiency. TheGD type uses a gearbox,
squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG), and classified as stall, active stall, and
pitch control WT and work in constant speed applications. The variable speed WT
uses doubly-fed induction generator, (DFIG) especially in high rating WTs. PMSG
appears more and more attractive, because of the advantages of permanent magnet,
(PM)machines over electrically excitedmachines such as its higher efficiency, higher
energy yield, no additional power supply for the magnet field excitation, and higher
reliability due to the absence of mechanical components such as slip rings. Besides,
the performance of PM materials is improving, and the cost is decreasing in recent
years. Therefore, these advantagesmake direct drive PMWT systemsmore attractive
in the application of small and medium-scale WTs [57].

The robust controller has been developed in many literature [58–60] to track the
MP available in the wind. They include tip speed ratio (TSR) [61], power signal
feedback (PSF) [62], and the hill-climb searching (HCS) [59] methods. The TSR
control method regulates the rotational speed of the generator to maintain an optimal
TSR at which power extracted is maximum [61]. For TSR calculation, both the
wind speed and turbine speed need to be measured, and the optimal TSR must be
given to the controller. The first barrier to implement TSR control is the wind speed
measurement, which adds to system cost and presents difficulties in practical imple-
mentations. The second barrier is the need to obtain the optimal value of TSR, this
value is different from one system to another. This depends on the turbine generator
characteristics results in custom-designed control software tailored for individual
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WTs. In PSF control [62], it is required to have the knowledge of the wind turbine’s
MP curve, and track this curve through its control mechanisms. The power curves
need to be obtained via simulations or offline experiments on individual WTs or
from the datasheet of WT which makes it difficult to implement with accuracy in
practical applications [63]. The HCS technique does not require the data of wind,
generator speeds, and turbine characteristics. But, this method works well only for
very small WT inertia. For large inertia WTs, the system output power is interlaced
with the turbine mechanical power and rate of change in the mechanically stored
energy, which often renders the HCS method ineffective [59]. On the other hand,
different algorithms have been used for MP extraction from WT in addition to the
three methods mentioned above. For example, reference [55] presents an algorithm
for MP extraction and reactive power control of an inverter through the power angle,
δ of the inverter terminal voltage, and the modulation index,ma based variable speed
WT without a wind speed sensor. Reference [64] presents an algorithm for MPPT
via controlling the generator torque through q-axis current and hence controlling the
generator speed with a variation of the wind speed. These techniques are used for
a decoupled control of the active and reactive power from the WT through q-axis
and d-axis current individually. Also, reference [65] presents a decoupled control of
the active and reactive power from the WT, independently through q-axis and d-axis
current but MPP operation of turbine system has been produced through regulating
the input dc current of the dc/dc boost converter to follow the optimized current
reference [65]. Reference [66] presents an algorithm for MPPT through directly
adjusting DR of the dc/dc boost converter and modulation index of the PWM–VSC.
Reference [67] presents the MPPT control algorithm based on measuring the dc-link
voltage and current of the uncontrolled rectifier to attain the maximum available
power from wind. Finally, references [68, 69] present MPPT control based on a
fuzzy logic control (FLC). The function of FLC is to track the generator speed with
the reference speed for MP extraction at variable speeds. The MPPT algorithms can
be divided into two categories, the first one is MPPT algorithms for WT with wind
speed sensor and the second one is MPPT algorithms without a wind speed sensor
(sensorless MPPT controller). The wind speed sensor is normally used in conven-
tional wind energy conversion systems, WECS for implementing the MPPT control
algorithm. This algorithm increases cost and reduces the reliability of the WECS in
addition to inaccuracies inmeasuring thewind speed. Therefore, someMPPT control
methods estimate thewind speed; however,manyof them require the knowledgeof air
density and mechanical parameters of theWECS [57]. Such methods require turbine
generator characteristics that result in custom-design software tailored for individual
WTs. Air density, on the other hand, depends upon climatic conditions and may
vary considerably over various seasons. Therefore, this technique is not favorite in
the modern design of WT and a lot of research efforts are focused on developing
wind speed sensorless MPPT controller which does not require the knowledge of
air density and turbine mechanical parameters. Therefore, the cost and maintenance
of the power control system are decreased and implementation of the power control
system is not difficult compared to the sensor MPPT controller [70].
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According to [71], only a portion of the kinetic energy of the wind that reaches
the area of the turbine blades is converted into the rotational energy of the rotor. This
conversion of part of the kinetic energy of the winds causes a reduction in its speed
right after it passes through the blades of the wind turbine. If we try to extract all the
kinetic energy from the incident wind, the air would end at zero speed, that is, the air
could not leave the turbine. In this case, we would not be able to extract energy, since
obviously all the air would also be prevented from entering the turbine rotor. In the
other extreme case, the wind speed after passing through the blades would remain
the same as the speed before passing. With that, we would not have extracted energy
from the wind either.

It is possible to assume that there must be some form of a reduction in the speed
of the wind that is between these two extremes and is the most efficient situation to
convert the kinetic energy of the winds into rotational energy in the rotor. According
to [71], the answer is to reduce the wind at the turbine output to 2/3 of its original
speed. This ideal operating point is known as Betz’s Law, whose main result says
that the maximum portion of the kinetic energy of the wind that can be converted
into mechanical energy by a wind turbine is 59% [72].

The portion of the wind power converted into rotational energy of the rotor and
which will be transmitted to the electric generator through the gear system is then
defined by multiplying the power coefficient by the total wind power:

Pm = 1

2
CP(λ, β) ρ A u3 (1)

where,

Cp Turbine power coefficient.
ρ Air density (kg/m3).
A Turbine sweeping area (m2).
u wind speed (m/s).
λ tip speed ratio of the WT which is given by the following equation [57];

λ = rm ωr

u
(2)

where, rm is the turbine rotor radius, ωr is the angular velocity of the turbine (rad/s).
The turbine power coefficient,Cp, describes the power extraction efficiency of the

WT. It is a nonlinear function of both tip speed ratio, λ, and the blade pitch angle, β.
While its maximum theoretical value is approximately 0.59, it is practically between
0.4 and 0.45. There are many different versions of fitted equations for Cp made in
the literature. A generic equation has been used to model Cp(λ, β) and based on the
modeling turbine characteristics as appeared in the following equation [57]:
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Fig. 6 Aerodynamic power
coefficient variation against
λ and β
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The Cp-λ characteristics, for different values of the pitch angle β, are illustrated
in Fig. 6. The maximum value of Cp is achieved for β = 0°. The particular value of
λ is defined as the optimal value (λopt). Continuous operation of WT at this point
guarantees the maximum available power which can be harvested from the available
wind at any speed.

2.1 Electric Generators—Variable Speed Turbines

1. Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)

DFIG generators are of the induction type with a coiled rotor and use brushes to feed
the rotor windings. The brushes receive energy through a power converter, which
can decouple the operating frequency from the grid from the operating frequency of
the turbine rotor. The stator is supplied directly by connecting to the grid. Usually, a
circuit element called a “crowbar” is used to protect the converter. It has the function
of providing a path for the overcurrent arising from electrical transients in the system
when they exceed a certain level of design.

The main advantages of this type of machine are the operation with maximum
efficiency, the control of active and reactive power, in addition to using lower capacity
converters when compared to the FRC configuration. The main disadvantage is the
need for slip rings with brushes, thus requiring constant maintenance [73–75]. A
typical composition of this wind turbine configuration is shown in Fig. 7 [76].
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Fig. 7 Typical configuration of DFIG turbines

2. Fully Rated Converter Wind Turbine (FRC)—Wind Turbine with Full
Converter

This type of configuration is quite versatile, as it may or may not need a speed
multiplier and, besides, a range of electric generators can be used: squirrel cage and
synchronous generators. As all of the turbine energy flows through converters, the
dynamic operation of the generator is isolated from the grid [76].

This isolation is essential for operating at variable speed, as the operating speed
of the turbine and, consequently, the operating frequency varies with the wind speed,
while the network frequency is stable and varies very little under normal operating
conditions. Thus, it is noticed that the power converter is the fundamental device to
obtain harmonic integration betweenvariable speed turbineswith electrical networks.
A typical configuration for this type of system is shown in Fig. 8 [77].

As can be seen in Fig. 8, converters associated with a dc bus can be used
interconnecting the turbine with the network output transformer.

A typical operating configuration is to use the grid side converter to keep the
voltage level constant, while the converter next to the generator acts to control the
generator torque. An alternative way of working is to control the torque of the turbine
through the converter next to the grid, while active power is transmitted from the
generator to the converters [78].

This system has a disadvantage with the cost of the power converter, since now
as all the energy flows through it, it will be necessary to increase the rated power of
the converter and thus increase the system.
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Fig. 8 Typical configuration of FRC turbines [77]

2.2 Wind Generators—Impacts on the Electrical Network

Wind turbines have their peculiarities of operation and integration with the electricity
grid when compared to traditional means of power generation (hydroelectric, ther-
moelectric, and nuclear). Some differences in basic information can be cited [79,
80]:

• The control system for wind turbines is different, with the use of power converters
being quite common;

• The driving force that generates energy, the wind, is typically a phenomenon
subject to occasional variations and is therefore not controllable;

• The dimensions of the wind generator are much smaller when compared to those
of conventional generators and, therefore, a large number of units make up the
plant.

Thus, the behavior of the wind turbine in relation to the electrical networks is
different, requiring detailed treatment.

1. Impact on Local Networks
– Voltage control

The influence of wind turbines on local energy networks depends on the type of
operation chosen, that is, operation at fixed or variable speed.

For fixed speed, the generator used is the squirrel cage induction generator, which
has advantages such as being more economical and easier maintenance compared
to other models. However, it is not able to control the grid voltage alone. Thus,
the voltage control is done by inserting reactive power through the use of elements
external to the system, as in the case of capacitor banks in parallel.
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Variable speed turbines are able, in principle, to vary the reactive power exchanged
with the grid and, thus, influence the stabilization of the voltage level in the local
power grid. This characteristic will depend on the type of converter used specifically
for each turbine [81–84].

– Protection Coordination

As wind turbines that operate at fixed speed use induction generators, in the event
of balanced faults, these only contribute to sub-transitory currents. For unbalanced
faults, the contribution of wind turbines to the fault current value is integral.

For turbines operating at variable speed, DFIG generators have at first also
contributed to the fault currents in the network. However, as these generators are
usually associated with power converters and these converters are quite sensitive
to over-currents and have to be quickly disconnected from the grid [85, 86]. Thus,
by design, these turbines are quickly disconnected from the network in the event
of faults, except for some caveats that are imposed by network codes for the “Ride
through Fault” capability.

– Energy Quality

Harmonic distortions aremore associatedwith turbines that operate at variable speed,
as they use power converters that are great sources of high-frequency harmonic
currents. In turbines operating at fixed speed, variations in wind speed are directly
transmitted to the generator’s output power, thus causing small voltage variations.
If the network to which these turbines are connected is “weak”, these small voltage
variations will be able to generate the phenomenon known as voltage fluctuations
and, consequently, flicker [87].

2. Impact on Global Networks
– Grid stability

For turbines operating at fixed speed using an induction type generator with a squirrel
cage rotor, a serious problem that can occur is the rotor’s over-speed. The trip occurs
due to the occurrence of a fault in the system and the consequent voltage drop of
that fault will generate a serious imbalance between the mechanical power generated
by the wind and the power generated to the network. After the fault ceases, another
problem occurs, which is the absorption of reactants from the generator through the
network, contributing to delay in the recovery of voltage in the network. If the system
voltage is not restored to nominal values quickly, the turbines tend to accelerate and
absorb more reactive power. Thus, it is noticed that fixed speed turbines composed
of squirrel cage generators are not able to help maintain the stability of the network,
a fact that is essential for delivering quality energy to the consumer.

For variable speed turbines, a risk to the stability of the system is the high sensi-
tivity of the power converters to variations in voltage and current. Thus, if the system
has a large presence of this type of turbine (currentmarket trend), and these disconnect
for small and medium voltage variations, a large voltage drop will affect the entire
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energy system. To avoid this problem, the network codes in general establish the
levels of voltage sags to which wind turbines must withstand without disconnecting,
thus avoiding large losses of generation power [88, 89].

3 MPPT Control Strategies for the WECS

3.1 Power Signal Feedback (PSF) Control

In PSF control, it is required to have the knowledge of the wind turbine’s MP
curve, and track this curve through its control mechanisms. The MP curves need
to be obtained via simulations or offline experiments on individual WTs or from the
datasheet of WT which makes it difficult to implement with accuracy in practical
applications. In this method, reference power is generated using an MP data curve or
using the mechanical power equation of the WT where wind speed or the rotational
speed is used as the input. Figure 9 shows the block diagram of a WECS with the
PSF controller forMP extraction. The PSF control block generates the optimal power
command Popt which is then applied to the grid side converter control system for MP
extraction as appeared in the following equation [72]:

Popt = Kopt ∗ ω3
r (5)

The actual power output, Pt is compared to the optimal power, Popt and any
mismatch is used by the fuzzy logic controller to change the modulation index of
the grid side converter, PWM-VSC as appeared in Fig. 9. The PWM-VSC is used to
interface the WT with the electrical utility and will be controlled through the power
angle, δ, and modulation index, ma to control the active and reactive power output
from the WTG [72].

Fig. 9 The block diagram of power signal feedback control [72]
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3.2 Optimal Torque Control

The torque controller aims to optimize the efficiency of wind energy capture in a
wide range of wind velocities, keeping the power generated by the machine equal to
the optimal defined value. It can be observed from the block diagram represented in
Fig. 10, that the idea of this method is to adjust the PMSG torque according to the
optimal reference torque of theWTat a givenwind speed.A typicalWTcharacteristic
with the optimal torque-speed curve plotted to intersect the CP-max points for each
wind speed is illustrated in Fig. 11. The curve Topt defines the optimal torque of
the device (i.e. maximum energy capture), and the control objective is to keep the
turbine on this curve as the wind speed varies. For any wind speed, the MPPT device
imposes a torque reference able to extract the MP. The curve Topt is defined by the
following equation [70]:

Topt = Kopt ∗ ω2
opt (6)

Fig. 10 The block diagram of optimal torque control MPPT method

Fig. 11 Wind turbine characteristic for MP extraction [70]
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where, Kopt = 0.5 ∗ ρ A ∗
(

rm
λopt

)3 ∗ CP−max.

4 Decoupled Control of the Active and Reactive Power

In this study, a simple ac-dc-ac power conversion system and proposed a modular
control strategy for grid-connected wind power generation systems have been imple-
mented [65]. Grid side inverter maintains the dc-link voltage constant and the power
factor of the line side can be adjusted. Input current reference of DC/DC boost
converter is decided for the MPPT of the turbine without any information on wind or
generator speed. As the proposed control algorithm does not require any speed sensor
for wind or generator speed, construction and installation are simple, cheap, and reli-
able. The main circuit and control block diagrams have appeared in Fig. 12. For a
wide range of variable speed operations, a dc-dc boost converter is utilized between
a 3-phase diode rectifier and PWM-VSC. The input dc current is regulated to follow
the optimized current reference forMPP operation of the turbine system. Grid PWM-
VSC supply currents into the utility line by regulating the dc-link voltage. The active
power is controlled by q-axis current through regulating the dc-link voltage whereas
the reactive power can be controlled by d-axis current via adjusting the power factor
of the grid side converter. The phase angle of utility voltage is detected using Phase
Locked Loop, PLL, in d-q synchronous reference frame [65].

Fig. 12 Block diagram of system control [65]
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4.1 Co-Simulation (PSIM/MATLAB) Program
for Interconnecting Wind Energy System with Electric
Utility

In this study, the WECS is designed as PMSG connected to the grid via a back-to-
back PWM-VSCas appeared in Fig. 13.MPPTcontrol algorithmhas been introduced
using FLC to regulate the rotational speed to force the PMSG towork around itsMPP
in speeds below rated speeds and to produce the rated power in wind speed higher
than the rated wind speed of theWT. An indirect vector-controlled PMSG system has
been used for this purpose. The input to FLC is two real-timemeasurementswhich are
the change of output power and rotational speed between two consequent iterations
(ΔP, and Δωm). The output from FLC is the required change in the rotational speed
Δωm-new*. The detailed logic behind the newly proposed technique is explained in
detail in the following sections. Twoeffective computer simulation software packages
(PSIM and SIMULINK) have been used to carry out the simulation effectively where
PSIM contains the power circuit of the WECS and MATLAB/SIMULINK contains
the control circuit of the system. The idea behind using these two different software
packages is the effective tools provided with PSIM for power circuit and the effective
tools in SIMULINK for control circuit and FLC.

4.2 Wind Energy Conversion System Description

Figure 14 shows a co-simulation (PSIM/SIMULINK) program for interconnecting
WECS to electric utility. The PSIM program contains the power circuit of the
WECS and MATLAB/SIMULINK program contains the control of this system. The
interconnection between PSIM and MATLAB/SIMULINK has been done via the
SimCoupler block. The basic topology of the power circuit which has PMSG-driven
WTconnected to the utility grid through the ac-dc-ac conversion systemhas appeared
in Fig. 13.
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SimCoupler Block
(Power circuit)

Generator-side 
controller

Grid-side 
controller

Simuliink
(control circuit)

From
PSIM

To
PSIM

Fig. 14 Co-simulation block of wind energy system interfaced with the electric utility

The PMSG is connected to the grid through back-to-back bidirectional PWM
voltage source converters VSC. The generator side converter is used as a rectifier,
while the grid side converter is used as an inverter. The generator side converter
is connected to the grid side converter through dc-link capacitor. The control of
the overall system has been done through the generator side converter and the grid
side converter. MPPT algorithm has been achieved by controlling the generator side
converter using FLC. The grid side converter controller maintains the dc-link voltage
at the desired value by exporting active power to the grid and it controls the reactive
power exchange with the grid.

1. PMSG Model

The voltage equation of the three-phase PMSG type is defined as follows [73].
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⎡
⎢⎣
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⎤
⎥⎦ +

⎡
⎢⎣
eas
ebs
ecs

⎤
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(7)

where vas, vbs, and vcs are stator a, b, and c phase voltages, and ias, ibs, and ics are stator
a, b, and c phase currents. The electromotive force induced in the stator windings of
phases a, b, and c are eas, ebs, and ecs, Rs is the stator winding resistance, ls is the
leakage inductance of the stator winding, and M is the mutual inductance between
the stator windings. In a balanced 3-phase circuit, the sum of each phase current
becomes 0, and when Ls = ls + (3/2)M (equivalent inductance (Ls)), the voltage
equation is simplified as follows:
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⎡
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vas = Rsias + Ls
d

dt
ias + eas (9)

vbs = Rsibs + Ls
d

dt
ibs + ebs (10)

vcs = Rsics + Ls
d

dt
ics + ecs (11)

Equations (9)–(11) can be integrated into a vector form as follows:

vabcs = Rs Iabcs + Ls
d Iabcs
dt

+ Eabcs (12)

If the number of fluxes crossing the stator winding by the rotor of the PMSG is
called epsa, epsb, and epsc, and the maximum value of the flux is epsf , the magnitude
of the flux crossing the stator winding is as follows:

�a = � f cos θ

�b = � f cos

(
θ − 2

3
π

)

�c = � f cos

(
θ + 2

3
π

)
(13)

At this time, the synchronous phase angle θ was calculated as the rotational speed
ωr . If θ = ∫

ωrdt, the electromotive force induced in the three-phase stator winding
is defined as follows:

eas = −ωr� f sinθ

ebs = −ωr� f sin

(
θ − 2

3
π

)

ecs = −ωr� f sin

(
θ + 2

3
π

)
(14)

To convert a 3-phase state equation to a d-q stationary reference frame (ω = 0),
multiply the following transformation matrix:
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T (0) =
[
1 0 0
0 1√

3
−1√
3

]
(15)

Multiplying Eq. (12) by Eq. (15):

T (0)vabcs = RsT (0)Iabcs + Ls
d Iabcs
dt

T (0) + T (0)Eabcs

V S
dqs = Rs I

S
dqs + Ls

d

dt
I Sdqs + ES

dqs (16)

The electromotive force induced to the stator is obtained as follows by substituting
Eq. (13) into Eq. (16) as follows:

Eabcs =
[−ωr� f sin θ

ωr� f cos θ

]
(17)

The flux linkage of the stationary system is as follows:

[
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]
(18)

To perform the control of a rotating device, the state equation of the stationary
coordinate system must be converted into a synchronous coordinate system:

V S
dqs = Rs I

e
dqs + Ls

d

dt
I edqs + Ls

[
0 −ωr

−ωr 0

]
+ E

e

dqs

(19)

If the 3-phase state equation is changed to the synchronous coordinate system
d-q, it is as shown in Eq. (19), and rearranged as follows:

[
ve
ds

ve
qs

]
=

[
Rs + dLs

dt −ωr Ls

−ωr Ls Rs + dLs
dt

][
i eds
i eqs

]
+

[
eeds
eeqs

]
(20)

The stator induced EMF can be expressed as follows:

[
eeds
eeqs

]
=

[
0

ωr� f

]
(21)

Finally, the PMSG’s synchronous coordinate system d-q voltage equation can be
obtained.
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[
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Since the rotor of the PMSG has no energy input and output, it can be regarded
as electromagnetic torque, which can be expressed as follows:

Te = 3

2
PψF iqs (23)

where, P is the number of pole pairs.

5 Control of the Generator Side Converter (PMSG)

The generator side controller controls the rotational speed to produce the maximum
output power via controlling the electromagnetic torque according to Eq. (10), where
the indirect vector control is used. The proposed control logic of the generator side
converter appears in Fig. 15. The speed loop will generate the q-axis current compo-
nent to control the generator torque and speed at different wind speed via estimating
the reference value of iα , iβ as appeared in Fig. 15. The torque control can be achieved
through the control of the isq current. Figure 16 shows the stator and rotor current
space phasors and the excitation flux of the PMSG. The quadrature stator current
isq can be controlled through the rotor reference frame (α, β axis) as appeared in
Fig. 16. So, the reference value of iα , iβ can be estimated easily from the amplitude
of isq* and the rotor angle, θ r . Initially, to find the rotor angle, θ r , the relationship
between the electrical angular speed, ωr, and the rotor mechanical speed (rad/s), ωm

may be expressed as:

Fig. 15 Control block diagram of PMSG
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Fig. 16 The stator and rotor current space phasors and the excitation flux of the PMSG

ωr = P

2
ωm (24)

So, the rotor angle, θ r , can be estimated by integrating the electrical angular speed,
ωr . The input to the speed control is the actual and reference rotor mechanical speed
(rad/s) and the output is the (α, β) reference current components. The actual values
of the (α, β) current components are estimated using Clark’s transformation to the
three-phase current of PMSG. The FLC can be used to find the reference speed along
which tracks the MPP.

5.1 Fuzzy Logic Controller for MPPT

At a certain wind speed, the power is maximum at a certain ω called optimum
rotational speed, ωopt . This speed corresponds to the optimum tip speed ratio, λopt

[71]. So, to extract MP at variable wind speed, the turbine should always operate at
λopt . This occurs by controlling the rotational speed of the turbine. Controlling the
turbine to operate at optimum rotational speed can be done using the fuzzy logic
controller. Each WT has one value of λopt at variable speed but ωopt changes from
certain wind speed to another. From Eq. (6), the relation between ωopt and wind
speed, u, for constant R and λopt can be deduced as appeared in (25):
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ωopt = λopt

R
u (25)

From Eq. (25), the relation between the optimum rotational speed and wind speed
is linear. At a certain wind speed, there is an optimum rotational speed which is
different at another wind speed. The fuzzy logic control is used to search (obser-
vation and perturbation) the rotational speed reference which tracks the MPP at
variable wind speeds. The fuzzy logic controller block diagram appears in Fig. 17.
Two real-time measurements are used as input to fuzzy (P, and ωm*) and the
output is (ωm-new*). Membership functions appear in Fig. 18. Triangular symmet-
rical membership functions are suitable for the input and output, which give more
sensitivity especially as variables approach zero value. The width of variation can

Fig. 17 Input and output of fuzzy controller

-30 30

N++ NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB P++

-0.15 0.15

N++ NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB P++

ZE PN

-0.15 0.15

Input membership functions

Output membership functions

Fig. 18 Membership functions of the fuzzy logic controller
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Table 1 Rules of fuzzy logic controller
P
ωm

N++ NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB P++

N P++ PB PM PS ZE NS NM NB N++

ZE NB NM NS NS ZE PS PM PM PB

P N++ NB NM NS ZE PM PM PB PB

be adjusted according to the system parameter. The input signals are first fuzzified
and expressed in fuzzy set notation using linguistic labels which are characterized by
membership functions before it is processed by the FLC. Using a set of rules and a
fuzzy set theory, the output of the FLC is obtained. This output, expressed as a fuzzy
set using linguistic labels characterized by membership functions, is defuzzified and
then produces the controller output. The fuzzy logic controller doesn’t require any
detailed mathematical model of the system and its operation is governed simply by
a set of rules. The principle of the fuzzy logic controller is to perturb the reference
speed ωm* and to observe the corresponding change of power, P. If the output
power increases with the last increment, the searching process continues in the same
direction. On the other hand, if the speed increment reduces the output power, the
direction of the searching is reversed. The fuzzy logic controller is efficient to track
the MPP, especially in case of frequently changing wind conditions.

Figure 18 shows the input and output membership functions and Table 1 lists the
control rule for the input and output variable. The next fuzzy levels are chosen for
controlling the inputs and output of the fuzzy logic controller. The variation step of
the power and the reference speed may vary depending on the system. In Fig. 18, the
variation step in the speed reference is from −0.15 to 0.15 rad/s for power variation
ranging over from −30 to 30W. The membership definitions are given as follows: N
(negative), N++ (very big negative), NB (negative big), NM (negative medium), NS
(negative small), ZE (zero), P (positive), PS (positive small), PM (positive medium),
PB (positive big), and P++ (very big positive).

5.2 Control of the Grid Side Converter

The power flow of the grid side converter is controlled in order tomaintain the dc-link
voltage at reference value, 600 V. Since increasing the output power than the input
power to dc-link capacitor causes a decrease of the dc-link voltage and vice versa,
the output power will be regulated to keep dc-link voltage approximately constant.
To maintain the dc-link voltage constant and to ensure the reactive power flowing
into the grid, the grid side converter currents are controlled using the d-q vector
control approach. The dc-link voltage is controlled to the desired value by using a
PI-controller and the change in the dc-link voltage represents a change in the q-axis
(iqs) current component. Figure 19 shows a control block diagram of the grid side
converter. The active power can be defined as appeared in the following equation:
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Fig. 19 Control block diagram of grid side converter [55, 56]

Ps = 3

2

(
vdsids + vqsiqs

)
(26)

The reactive power can be defined as:

Qs = 3

2

(
vqsids − vdsiqs

)
(27)

By aligning the q-axis of the reference frame along with the grid voltage position
vds = 0 and vqs = constant because the grid voltage is assumed to be constant. Then
the active and reactive power can be obtained from the following equations:

Ps = 3

2
vqsiqs (28)

Qs = 3

2
vqsids (29)

6 Simulation Results and Discussion

A co-simulation (PSIM/SIMULINK) program has been used where PSIM contains
the power circuit of the WECS and MATLAB/SIMULINK has the whole control
system as described before. Themodel ofWECS in PSIMcontains theWTconnected
to the utility grid through a back-to-back bidirectional PWM converter. The control
of the whole system in SIMULINK contains the generator side controller and the
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grid side controller. The generator can be directly controlled by the generator side
controller to track the MP available from the WT. The wind speed is variable and
changes from 7 to 13 m/s as input to WT. To extract MP at variable wind speed,
the turbine should always operate at λopt . This occurs by controlling the rotational
speed of theWT. So, it always operates at the optimum rotational speed.ωopt changes
from certain wind speed to another. The fuzzy logic controller is used to search the
optimum rotational speed which tracks the MPP at variable wind speeds. Figure 20a
shows the variation of the wind speed which varies randomly from 7 to13 m/s. On
the other hand, Fig. 20b shows the variation of the actual and reference rotational
speed as a result of the wind speed variation. At a certain wind speed, the actual
and reference rotational speed has been estimated and this agreement with the power
characteristic of the WT appeared later in Fig. 14. i.e. the WT always operates at the
optimum rotational speed which is found using FLC; hence, the power extraction
from wind is maximum at variable wind speed. It is seen that according to the wind
speed variation the generator speed varies and that its output power is produced
corresponding to the wind speed variation. The fuzzy logic controller works well
and it gives a good tracking performance for the MPP. The fuzzy logic controller
makes WT always operates at the optimum rotational speed. On the other hand,
the grid side controller maintains the dc-link voltage at the desired value, 600v, as
appeared in Fig. 20c. The dc-link voltage is regulated by exporting active power to
the grid as appeared in Fig. 20d. The reactive power transmitted to the grid appears
in Fig. 20e.

7 Conclusion

Variable speed operation and direct drive wind turbines (WTs) have been considered
as the modern aspects of wind energy conversion systems (WECS). In this chapter,
a fuzzy logic controller (FLC)-based MPPT strategy for (WECS) is proposed. The
generator side controller has been used to track the maximum power generated from
WTs through controlling the rotational speed of theWTusing FLC. The performance
of the proposedMPPT strategy is analyzedmathematically and verified by simulation
using MATLAB/PSIM/Simulink software. The PMSG has been controlled in an
indirect vector field-oriented control technique and its speed reference has been
obtained from FLC. The simulation outcomes have been conducted to approve the
performance of the proposed MPPT strategy, and all results have confirmed the
adequacy of the proposed MPPT strategy.
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Fig. 20 Different simulation waveforms: awind speed variation (7–13) m/s. b actual and reference
rotational speed (rad/s). c dc-link voltage (V). d Active power (W). e Reactive power (Var)
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Fig. 20 (continued)
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Abstract The hybridization of two algorithms is recently emerging to find superior
solutions to the optimization problems. This paper exhibits a new hybrid cuckoo
search algorithm and grey wolf optimizer (CSA-GWO)-based on control scheme to
enhance the transient stability of the grid-tied variable-speed wind energy conver-
sion system. The variable-speed wind turbine (VSWT) direct drive permanent-
magnet synchronous generator, which is interlinked to the network through a full-
scale converter. The generator- and grid-side converters are controlled by using
an optimum proportional-integral (PI) controller. Each vector control scheme for
the generator/grid-side converters has four CSA-GWO-based PI controller. In this
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1 Introduction

Increase in oil prices, depletion of fossil fuel, environmental needs and the growth
in energy demand are the main reasons to transfer from traditional energy sources
to renewable energy. Among several renewable energy sources, which include solar,
geothermal,wind andbiogas,wind energyhas become the fastest growing.According
to the latest statistics, it is expected that new installations of more than 55 GW will
be added in the grid each year until 2023 [1].

Based on the enormous level of wind energy participation in the existing electrical
grid, some problems have arisen. Some of these problems are the output power
fluctuations and the low voltage through (LVRT) [2] capability. The major issue in
the wind energy conversion system is the variable nature of the wind speed. The
continuous changing of the wind speed led to a big impact on the output power for
the wind farm. The minor change in wind speed causes significant variation in the
output power. So, it is important to enhance the dynamic response of the wind farm
by mitigating the fluctuations of the wind generator output power. The output power
smoothing can be achieved by enhancing the control scheme or using energy storage
system.

The grid disturbances such as voltage dips cause outing of wind farms to protect
the apparatus from damage due to a high current flowing. The islanding of large-
scale wind farms will impact on the network stability, so the wind farm should keep
on connecting to the network during the low voltage for a specific time (LVRT) to
support the network stability restoring. The LVRT capability can be achieved by
enhancing the control scheme for the generator/grid-side converters or using energy
storage system.

The system of a grid-connected wind turbine includes many components that
achieve their specific functions in the energy conversion process. Wind energy
conversion system (WECS) is composed of aerodynamic andmechanical parts (aero-
dynamic rotor and gearbox), the electrical parts (electrical generator and power elec-
tronic converter), coupling parts are the transmission lines and the transformer, and
collection point, which is the point of common coupling (PCC) to the power network.
The turbine is one of the most critical part used in WECS, which is employed to
convert the kinetic energy of wind into mechanical energy, the generated energy
depends on the wind speed. There are various types of wind turbine generator that
have dominated the power system applications. These types are classified according
to the orientation of the spin axis: horizontal-axis, vertical-axis [3–5]. The main
difference between these two types is how the efficiency of the rotor would be
limited for different wind speed conditions. The horizontal axis has many merits
than the vertical axis such as blades are to the side of the turbine which is the center
of gravity, helping stability, it can produce power at low cut-in wind speeds and it
has the capability of self-starting due to its elevation from the tower. The electrical
subsystem of the WECS consists of the generator, power converter double circuit
transmission line and transformer. There are various types of generators studied with
the wind turbine, among them the Squirrel-Cage InductionGenerator (SCIG) [6–10],
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Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) [11–20], Wound Rotor Induction Gener-
ator (WRIG) [21–23], Permanent-Synchronous generator (PMSG) [24–34], Wound
Rotor Synchronous Generator (WRSG) [35]. Those various generators are used with
WECS according to the rotational speed of the rotor fixed or variable-speed wind
turbine (FSWT or VSWT). Depending on the generator type, the wind turbine shaft
connected to a generator through a gearbox or direct drive. So, there are various
configurations of grid-connected wind generator. (i) Fixed-speed using SCIG and a
three-stage gearbox [6–9], the generator connects to the wind turbine rotor through a
three-stage gearbox, the fixed speed is designed to extract maximum power at certain
wind speed, there are some drawbacks for this method: this type needs goodmechan-
ical design to endure the mechanical stresses, and there are high fluctuations in the
output electrical power due to the wind speed variations. (ii) Limited variable-speed
using WRIG and a three-stage gearbox [21–23], in this configuration the generator
system connects to thewind turbine shaft through the three-stage gearbox. The power
converter consists of a diode rectifier and a chopper. With adjusting the rotor speed,
the torque-speed characteristic of the generator is affected. The most suitable char-
acteristic is chosen to get the optimal operating point. The capacitor bank is used for
reactive power compensation. (iii) Variable-speed [24–34] concept has many merits
than FSWT as follows: reducing the noise, ability to capture the maximum power, it
can reduce the mechanical stresses of the drive train of the wind turbine. The VSWT
used the maximum power tracking technique (MPPT) to get the maximum output at
each wind speed. The generator is coupled with the grid through power controller to
adjust output frequency with the grid frequency.

There are various types of electrical generator used in the VSWG, such as (i)
DFIG with a three-stage gearbox, the generator delivers power to the grid from
the stator. The stator is coupled directly to the grid and the rotor connects to the
grid through the power converter, and it can absorb or deliver the power to the grid
according to the rotor speed, the power converter is a back-to-back converter with an
intermediate DC-link capacitor (CDC ). The power converter consists of rotor/grid-
side converters. There some drawbacks to this configuration: it has a high sensitivity
to the grid disturbances, need to the gearbox, it needs frequent maintenance due to
the brushes and the slip-rings, need to synchronization circuit between the stator
and the grid to decrease the start-up current. (ii) PMSG has many advantages, for
example, not need of power supply for its excitation circuit, it can operate at low
speed, so there is not need for the gearbox, can control the active and reactive power,
not need forslip-rings or brushes, so less maintenance will be required, it allows the
variable-speed operation for the wind turbine so the MPPT can be achieved. The
PMSG is excited by permanent magnet. The power is extracted from the stator. The
generator is coupled to the grid through full-scale frequency converter (FC). The
frequency converter has a critical goal such as, to work as an energy buffer, enable
to control active and reactive power, adjust the terminal and DC-link voltage to be
constant at different operation conditions.

In this study themodel system is composed of grid-tiedVSWTdirect drive PMSG,
and the generator is connected to the grid through full-scale FC. The FC composes of
a force-commutated rectifier and a force-commutated inverter, and each is composed
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of six IGBTs connected with commonCDC . The ac voltage of the PMSG is converted
to dcwhich is connected to theDC-link at the generator side converter (GSC) and then
converted to ac at the grid-side inverter (GSI)with a certain frequency according to the
network frequency. So, the GSCworks as a rectifier and the GSI works as an inverter.
Each control scheme forGSCandGSI consists of four optimumproportional-integral
controller. The GSC is capable to extract maximum power from the generator to the
grid at unity power factor and the GSI has the responsibility to adjust the terminal
voltage (VPCC) and the DC-link voltage (VDC ) at certain value during the different
operation conditions. The CDC is protected by using over voltage protection scheme
(OVPS) from damage during the fault. There is another coupling component to the
grid such as two parallel transmission line and set-up transformer.

In this study, the vector control depends on the PI [30–34, 36–40] controller. The
proportional-derivative (PD) and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers
are not more attractive to be used in the industry due to the demerits of derivative
control action, where it amplifies the input frequency of any harmonics to the system,
and to avoid this problem, a designed filter should be used. Therefore, PI controller
is commonly used in the industry. PI controllers have characterized by having a large
stability limit, although they are affected by the variation of the parameters. Four
PIs are utilized for each converter, so the fine-tuning of these controllers is arduous,
especially in the nonlinear system.

Classical PI controller is used inmany applications due to their robust, strength and
stabilization. Generally, a cascaded control scheme is considered as amain controller
technique that can be used in the converter systems. It consists of two loops, inner
and outer loop, where each loop consists of two PI controllers. This control structure
is very complicated and consumes a long time.

Many approaches are utilized to reach the optimal parameters of the PI controller.
Traditionally, Newton-Raphson (NR) and Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) approaches are used
to fine-tune the PI controller, but these optimizations methods are affected by the
type of solver and the initial conditions. Besides, the heuristic approaches, such as
the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [41], a genetic algorithm (GA) [42], the
particle swarm algorithm (PSO) [43], a grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [44], and the ant
colony optimization (ACO) are used to obtain the optimal values of the PI controllers.
But these methods suffer from some drawbacks in finding the ideal solution. The GA
technique can be applied for both continuous and discrete parameters, but it requires
a complex analysis, a long time, and can be trapped into local optima. The PSO
has some advantages such as its simplicity and it has few parameters to adjust. But,
PSO can have difficulty to get the initial design parameters, and it can converge
early and can be trapped into local optimum solutions with complex problems. GSA
depends on Newton’s law of mass attraction and gravity. GSA has some merits,
including the ability to solve highly nonlinear optimization problems and has stable
convergence characteristics. But, GSA has drawbacks such as slow searching speed
in the last iterations and long computational time. ACO can give rapid discovery of
reasonable solutions and has guaranteed convergence. But, ACO has an uncertain
time to convergence and has a complicated theoretical analysis. The GWO has some
demerits, such as slow convergence and inadequate local searching ability.
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The main characteristics of the optimization process are the balance between the
exploration and the exploitation to reach the optimal solution. This article presents the
application of cuckoo search algorithm and grey wolf optimizer (CSA-GWO) [45]-
based PI to control the FC. The GWO is inspired by the unique predator strategy and
organization systemof greywolves. Since theGWOalgorithm is easy to fall into local
optimum especially when it deals with high dimensional data. By using global search
ability of CSA [46, 47] in GWO to update the solution of GWO, the search ability of
GWO is strengthened, and the shortcoming of GWO is offset. The CSA-GWO has
many merits, such as better capability to escape from local optima solution and has
a faster convergence rate. The performance of CSA-GWO is ensured by comparing
the results that are achieved by CSA-GWO-based PI controller with that obtained
from the application of a GA-based PI controller. The various types of faults are
considered in this comparison. These simulation results are performed by utilizing
the MATLAB/Simulink programming. With the CSA-GWO-based PI controller, the
dynamic and transient stability of grid-connected wind generator systems can be
enhanced.

2 Model System

Figure 1 shows the model system of the grid-tied VSWT direct drive PMSG. The
output power of the PMSG is controlled by using full-scale FC. The components
of the FC are two full-scale power converters at the generator and grid-side, CDC .
The capacitor is protected by an OVPS during the fault. The OVPS consists of an
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) connected in series with a resistance. The
ac output voltage of the PMSG is converted to dc voltage at the GSC and linked
with CDC and then converted to ac voltage with adjusted frequency according to
network frequency at the GSI. So, the grid-side converter works as a rectifier and
the grid-side inverter work as an inverter. Each vector control scheme has four PI
controllers to control the generator and grid-side converters. The GSC is managed to
extract maximum power at unity power factor from the generator. The VPCC and the
DC voltage VDC are regulated by the GSI. The VSWT-PMSG is coupled with the
network through the step-up transformer and double circuit transmission line. The
parameters of PMSG are demonstrated in Table 1. The system base is considered as
1.5MVA.

f

PMSG 

F=20Hz

AC-DC DC-AC 
1.25/6.6 

kV 0.1+j0.6OVPS 

j0.15
VPCC ∞

F=50

0.1+j0.6

Fig. 1 System model
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Table 1 Generator
parameters

Prated 1.5 MW RS 0.006 pu

Vrated 275 V Xd 0.7 pu

Frequency 20 Hz Xq 0.3 pu

Poles No. 48 Field flux 0.9 pu

3 Wind Turbine Model

The relation among thewind speed andmechanical power can be presented as follows
[24]:

Pω = 0.5 ρπR2V 3
ωCP(λ, β) (1)

where Vω is the speed of the wind, ρ is the density of air, R is the blade radius, CP

presents the power coefficient, which depends on turbine pitch angle, β and tip speed
ratio, λ and it can be modeled as:

λ = ωr R

Vω

(2)

Li = 1(
1

λ+0.02β

)
−

(
0.03
β3+1

) (3)

Cp(λ, β) = 0.73

((
151

Li

)
− 0.58β − 0.002

(
β2.14

) − 13.2

)
e−18.4/Li (4)

where ωr means the rotational rotor speed.
VSWT is preferred over the FSWT inWECS due to its ability for maximizing the

extracted wind power under wind speed variations. The value of the power coeffi-
cient can be controlled by the value of tip speed ratio, which maximizes the capture
power at any speed. This technique is defined as maximum power point tracking
(MPPT). Figure 2 exhibits the dynamic characteristic of the turbine. It is noted that
there are different curves for the extracted power at various wind speeds. For each
curve, a specific point where the maximum power can be captured. So, the adjustable
controller has to follow the particular rotational speed to get the maximum power at
each wind speed.

To get Pmax in terms of ωr utilize the following equation [3]:

Pmax = 0.5ρπR2

(
ωr R

λopt

)3

CP−opt (5)
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Fig. 2 Wind turbine
characteristic with MPPT
curve

where Cp−opt is the coefficient of optimum power and λopt is the optimum value of
the tip speed ratio. The rated power will be otherwise called the optimum power,
Popt which is utilized as the controlling point for the power at FC.

4 Control of FC

The FC is utilized in controlling the behavior of the grid-connected VSWT-PMSG,
to extract Pmax from the generator and adjusting the VPCC , VDC at various operating
conditions. It composes of the GSI, GSC, and intermediate capacitor.

4.1 Generator-Side Converter (GSC)

The GSC has the responsibility to deliver Pmax from the generator at power factor
equal one. This output is obtained by adjusting the dq-axes components of the stator
current (Id , Iq ).

The Pmax from the generator is achieved by adjusting the Iq according to the set-
point (Popt ), which is obtained fromMPPT. The Id is adapted to deliver the power at
unity power factor. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the controlling of the GSC is based on four
PI controllers to create the reference voltage in the dq-axes components (V ∗

d,q ). These
components are transformed into three-phase components (V ∗

a,b,c). A comparison is
occurred between V ∗

a,b,c and a triangular carrier waveform (TCW) with 1.0 kHz, to
get firing pulses (FP) for the converter. The transformation from dq-axes to abc-axes
frame is occurred by utilizing the transformation angle (θr ), which is elicited from
the ωr .
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Fig. 3 The GSC block diagram

4.2 Grid-Side Inverter (GSI)

The GSI has the responsibility to control VDC and VPCC by adjusting the d-axis and
q-axis grid current components (Idn , Iqn). The Iqn is adjusted to control the VDC , and
the Idn is regulated to maintain the VPCC to be constant at severe disturbances. In
this analysis, the C is selected as 10 mF with a rated voltage with rate value equal
to 1.15 kV. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the grid-side inverter control block diagram,
which consists of four PI controllers, are utilized to extract the reference voltage
(V ∗

dn,qn). The V
∗
dn,qn are transformed into three-phase signals V ∗

an,bn,cn by utilizing a
transformation angle (θt ). A comparison is occurred between V ∗

an,bn,cn with a TCW
with 1050 Hz to produce FP to the inverter. To extract (θt ), a phase-locked-loop
(PLL) is utilized.

4.3 Over Voltage Protection Scheme (OVPS)

During the fault condition, the reactive power (Qr ) is delivered to the grid.At the same
time, no real power (Pr ) is transmitted to the network, which results in increasing
the VDC and leading to destroy the CDC . The OVPS is needed to protect the C from
damaging. The components of the OVPS are the controlled IGBT with series in
resistance [30, 31]. When VDC exceeds 20% above the nominal value of the VDC ,
IGBTwill operate to dissipate the power through the resistance. So, OVPSwill avoid
the destruction of the intermediate CDC .
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5 Optimization Design of Cascaded PI Controller

5.1 GWO Algorithm

GWO is considered one of the recent algorithms in the meta-heuristic optimization
technique and is highly useful to deal with the optimization problems. GWO algo-
rithm mimics the lifestyle of the grey wolves in nature in connection with hierarch
of society and hunting techniques. Due to the clear division of labor, the population
of grey wolf is divided into four hierarchical systems. The selected types of grey
wolves are α, β, δ and ω. The main steps of the hunting process for optimization
execution are searching and tracking the prey then encircling and harassing the prey,
and eventually attack the prey. There are many merits in GWO that are more flexible,
simple. The first step in the GWO optimization procedure is the creation of a random
population of grey wolves. In each iteration the possible position of the prey can be
estimated by α, β, δ wolves to represent the optimal solution. The position of the
grey wolves is updated according to the distances between the grey wolves and the
prey.
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5.2 CSA

CSA is one of the meta-heuristic algorithms, which is inspired by nature. CSA is
a stochastic optimization algorithm, which is based on population. CSA is fast and
highly capable algorithm. The CSA can look for the best optimum value through
the specified search space in a better approach than other techniques. As the CSA
has memory mechanization for helping to record the local minimal and participate
to pick out the best. The CSA mimics the lifestyle and reproductivity for a sort of
bird called cuckoo bird. The basic steps of CSA are as follows:

1- Each cuckoo puts one egg at a time in a randomly selected nest.
2- The best nests of high-quality eggs only will be transferred to the following

generation.
3- The host bird may discover the foreign egg of a cuckoo.

5.3 CSA-GWO

The hybridization of two algorithms is recently emerging to find superior solutions
to the optimization problems. The main characteristics of the optimization process
are the balance between the exploration and the exploitation to reach the optimal
solution.

GWO inspects an individual with a high fitness value, and accordingly has a weak
ability to get the global optimum solution, and easy to fall-into the local optimum.
By using global search ability of CSA in GWO to update the solution of GWO,
the search ability of GWO is strengthened, and the shortcoming of GWO is offset.
According to this, CSA is a very helpful tool for GWO improvement. The flowchart
for CSA-GWO is described in Fig. 5.

The key group parameters in GWO are updated by cuckoo search’s position
updating formula as shown in the flow chart. The position updated equation of the
CSA is applied to update the position, speeds and convergence behaviors of the
grey wolf agent (α) to balance between the exploring, exploiting and expanding
convergence behaviors of the GWO algorithm. The remaining process of the GWO
algorithm is considered as it is. The analytical solution obtained using the new hybrid
CSA-GWO-based PI controller is compared with another meta-heuristics approach
GA-based PI controller to examine the efficiencies of the design parameters.

5.4 Problem Formulation

Choosing of the objective function in our problem is done by using integral square
error (ISE) criterion, as expressed:
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I SE = t∫
0
(
(
e21 + e22 + e23 + e24

) + (
e25 + e26 + e27 + e28

)
).dt (8)

where e1, e2, e3 and e4 are the actuating errors of Popt , Iq , Qpmsg and Id , respectively,
for generator-side and e5, e6, e7 and e8 are the actuating errors of VDC , Idn , VPCC

and Iqn , respectively, for the grid-side.

6 Simulation Results

The simulation results are achieved by utilizing the MATLAB/Simulink program.
The time step in the simulation is five micro sec. The results of the CSA-GWO-based
PI controller are compared with that are produced by the GA-PI controller to confirm
the CSA-GWO-based PI efficacy under the various disturbances.

The three-line to ground fault (3LG) is occurred at 1.7 s at point f, as shown in
Fig. 1. At 1.8 s, the circuit breaker at the faulted line is opened and then reclosed at
2.1 s after clearing the fault.
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Figure 6 shows the response of the active/reactive power, which is transmitted
to the network, and the terminal/DC-link voltage by using the CSA-GWO-based
PI controller and GA-based PI controller, when the 3LG is considered. Figure 6a
illustrates the response of the Pr, which is transmitted to the network. It is notable,
the CSA-GWO-based PI controller helps the Pr response to reach rapidly to its
pre-fault value. As shown in Fig. 6b, the response of the Qr is improved by using
CSA-GWO-based PI controller than that is obtained by the GA-PI. Notably, low

Fig. 6 Responses for 3LG
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Fig. 6 (continued)
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fluctuations and low over-shoot in the response of theQr is obtained by using CSA-
GWO-based PI controller. Figure 6c illustrates the response ofVDC. It is noticed that
the response of VDC has a better-damped response by utilizing CSA-GWO-based PI
controller than that is achieved by GA-based PI controller. Figure 6d presents the
VPCC response. Notably, at the steady-state, the response ofVPCC using CSA-GWO-
based PI controller has low settling time and has a small steady state error than that
is obtained by utilizing GA-based PI controller.

For more verification of the proposed methodology, unsymmetrical fault condi-
tions are considered in the analysis, such as single-line-to-ground (LG), line-to-line-
to-ground (LLG) and line-to-line (LL), utilizing both control approaches. Figure 7a–c
describe the response of the Pr , Qr , VPCC under (LLG). Figure 8a–c describe the
response of the Pr , Qr , VPCC under (LL). Figure 9a–c describe the response of the
Pr , Qr , VPCC under (LG).

The simulation results prove the efficiency of using CSA-GWO-based PI
controller in enhancing the transient characteristics of the grid-tied VSWT-direct
drive PMSG. The CSA-GWO-based PI can obtain accurate, reliable and satisfac-
tory responses compared with the using GA-based PI controller in the wind energy
conversion system.

7 Conclusion

This article has exhibited an implementation of the CSA-GWO-based PI controller
to improve the behavior of the grid-tied VSWT-direct drive-PMSG. The CSA-GWO-
based PI is legalized by comparing its results with that achieved by utilizing GA-
based PI controller. The suggested strategy is utilized in controlling the FC to extract
maximum power from the PMSG at unity power factor, then transmitted Pr with
enhanced transient characteristics to the network, and to adjust the terminal/DC-link
voltage to be constant at various operating conditions. The comparison between simu-
lation results of the CSA-GWO-based PI controller and the GA-based PI controller
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Fig. 7 Responses for LLG
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is used to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy, taking into
consideration subjecting the system to various network disturbances. It is clear from
the simulation results that the transient system responses using CSA-GWO-based
PI controller have better-damped responses and minimum oscillations than that are
obtained using GA-based PI. The efficiency of the CSA-GWO-based PI is checked
under various fault conditions. The CSA-GWO-based PI controller has the efficiency
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Fig. 8 Responses for LL
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to dealwith controlling the nonlinear system. Therefore, the proposed control scheme
can be used to obtain enhanced response in other renewable energy systems, smart
grids and storage energy systems.
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Fig. 9 Responses for LG
temporary fault a Pr. b Qr.
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Wind Energy System Grid Integration
and Grid Code Requirements of Wind
Energy System

Kishor V. Bhadane, Tushar H. Jaware, Dipak P. Patil, and Anand Nayyar

1 Introduction

Energy is indeed an integral element for daily life. Energy has become a highly
vital utility for every country and also its availability will impact the entire output of
financial resources in a dynamic manner [33].

Energy is produced in numerous ways; however electrical energy is among the
major sources. Modern world community is heavily dependent aon the usage of
electrical energies. This makes it an important part of our lives. Therefore, electricity
has a prime role in industrial civilization. The fundamental need for civilization and
the industrial sector is to thrive the reasonably cheap and constant production of
electrical energy. The benefit of electrical power has rendered it preferable to several
other sources of electricity [20].

In India, for vast quantities of power generation, natural energy options such as
fossil fuels, nuclear energy, hydropower, etc., have been utilized. Because of these
resources, the climate is adversely affected; these sources will also be costly and
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stressful in the years ahead. The cost reduction of solar green energy is achieved due
to technical improvement [26].

Wind and solar power, in grid-connected or isolated dispersed form, are the glob-
ally used renewable and alternative energy resources [1]. Wind energy is one of the
renewable energy resources that save our environment from being polluted.

Outline of the Chapter
This chapter focuses on the actual and potential energy scenarios for the existence
and usage of different forms of renewable and non-renewable energy supplies in India
compared to other nations. There is a necessity of wind energy, the development of
the power sector, main challenges to production for wind energy, issues regarding
implementation, the importance of the quality of electricity and customized power
devices were addressed.

It represents wind energy technologies, together with its grid codes, and various
subcomponents and categories. The various wind power system topologies are
explained. The technological specifications regarding power quality problems for
the wind turbine system are being specified according to the wind grid codes.

2 Energy Development

In the energy sector, Bharat is the largest customer worldwide, after China, the US,
and Russia. India’s energy demand is increasing at an annual growth rate of 2.8%,
owing to its continuing growth in the economy [34].

In order to reduce the disparity between demand and the availability of energy
resources, substantial measures are needed to boost energy supplies.

India’s budget for importingoil is almost 80%, so energy-related security problems
will be emphasized in the near future. The major portion of electricity generation in
India is from traditional sources of energy and raw fuels are limited. It thus impacts
the production of electricity and becomes more highly dependent on imports of coal.
Similarly, besides the power generation, the supply of gas is limited to address the
need for fuel. Through the use of nuclear power andmassive hydropower plants, there
are many significant issues mostly for the production of electricity. Therefore, power
cuts and load shedding are a growing concern. Due to modern civilization, economic
growth, energy demand is growing rapidly; per capita consumption has increased too
with income and further energy usage. It therefore adds to the imbalance between
energy supplies and demand. Due to power shortages, several industries such as
domestic, commercial, and industrial use more diesel as well as furnace oil as backup
to satisfy their demand for power. The challenge of load shedding is confronted by
the rural population who are using kerosene as an interim solution to deal with this
issue. This results in a rise within the expense of different subsidies and thereby
limits the economic growth of the country’s oil imports.

Even after several years of Indian independence, village’s citizens often experi-
ence a lack of electricity available. As electricity consumption has not risen with
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Fig. 1 Installed capacity in different five-year plans (Source EY Analysis) (Source MNRE, GoI;
CEA Statistics)

population growth, there is a potential to balance the demand and power supply gap.
This can be accomplished by significantly rising the potential of natural renewable
energy production [35].

3 Enhancement of Power Zone

3.1 Power Development in India

India is ranked fifth in the universe in power production. India’s current capacity for
power generation is around 60%, especially for coal. India relies on importing oil and
coal to meet the demand for electricity. In the recent years India’s installed capacity
has increased significantly to 272.5 GW [27]. In terms of energy consumption, India
achieved fourth place in the world compared with 7th in 2000 [29].

During the five-year plan and the twelfth five-year plan, accumulated installed
capacity is stated in Fig. 1. There are about 45GW of renewable electricity.

Figure 2 illustrates India’s current energy scenarios. It is stated that the overall
installed and renewable energy capacities are 264 and 35 GW. The renewable energy
is 13.1 GW, out of which 8.6 GW is wind energy.

3.2 Progressive Status of Renewable Energy (RE) in India

By May 2015, the production of electricity in India is 272.5 GW and out of that the
renewable energy power is 35.8GW[28]. The Indian renewable energy [RE] capacity
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Fig. 2 Existing power development of India in 2015

is currently valued at around 895 GW [29]. This ability needed to be developed then
utilized. This potential lies in solar, wind, biomass, and hydro types that are abundant
in our nation in massive quantities. There is tremendous wind and solar capacity in
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka, to name only a
few. Figure 3 reveals the RE Installed Capacity in India (May 2015). UntilMay 2015,
the contributions of wind power were reported as 64%.

India’s global position in RE installed capacity
Figure 4 illustrates the status of the globally deployed RE power.

The World Wind Power potential in GW can be seen in Fig. 5. It shows that, with
a total installed wind energy capacity of 114.6 GW, China is playing a leading role.
With an installed wind energy capacity of 22.6 GW, India is in the fifth position.

RE capability in India.

Fig. 3 RE existing
capability in India (May
2015) [1]
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Fig. 4 Global RE
installations

Fig. 5 Country wise wind
power in GW (Source of
Figs. 4 and 5: As on Dec
2014: Global Wind Energy
Council, As on Jan 2014,
IEA PVPS)

The source wise renewable capacity of 9389–34351 MW from 2007 to 2015 is
depicted in Fig. 6. The wind energy production in 2007 was 5200 MW. While it
reached 22645 MW by the end of March 2015. The renewable energy capacity of
MW is represented in Table 1 including its status and updated targets. Renewable
energy is 24,914 MW at the ending of the 11th plan (March 2012), while the present
deployed renewable capacity is 34351 MW prior to March 2015. In the 12th plan
(March 2017), the renewable energy target is 54914 MW. The revised RE target was
expected to be 1,75,000 MW by 2022.

Fig. 6 RE capacity according to source
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Table 1 Renewable energy capacities in MW

Capacities in MW

Source Installed capacity
by end of 11th
plan (March 2012)

Current installed
capacity (March
2015)

Target as per 12th
plan (March 2017)

Revised targets
till 2022

Solar power 941 3383 10,941 100,000

Wind power 17,352 22,654 32,352 60,000

Biomass power 3225 4183 6125 10,000

Small hydro 3395 4025 5495 5000

Total 24,914 34,351 54,914 175,000

Fig. 7 Predictable power capability and requirements (Source Central Electricity Authority)

Predictable power obligation
The energy demand is predicted in Fig. 7.

Wind energy across states: As specified by the Center forWind Energy Technology
(CWET) guidelines. The power of Indianwind energy is 22645MW.The distribution
of wind energy is shown in Fig. 8.

4 Need for Wind Power

It has greater advantages for the environment. There is no pollution. It doesn’t need
any gasoline. In remote areas, distributed power generation is possible [2, 11]. At
the global level the installed RE is 674 GW and out of which wind energy capacity
is 371 GW. India, with a capacity of 23 GW at the end of November 2015, is in the
fifth place [36].
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Fig. 8 Wind energy across
states (Source Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy)

Key obstacles to Wind Energy Development:

• A high investment cost is a major challenge in the development of wind energy.
• Scarcity in the supply of financial lending and high interest rates are significant

issues for the wind industry.
• In rural areas, the incorporation of wind energy into the poor grid poses techno-

logical difficulties such as power quality problems. In lower wind velocity areas,
wind energy system output may be impaired.

• The wind sector faces infrastructure and supply chain problems as well.
• Due to various low import taxes on component parts of wind energy relative to raw

materials utilized in the wind industry, people prefer to manufacture component
parts of wind energy over local production components.

5 Significance of Electrical Power Quality in Wind Power
System

Power quality is defined as power system load capabilities work satisfactorily under
normal operating conditions without affecting its power output [2, 7, 8, 19]. The
deployment of renewable power into the grid is accountable for impacting the wind
energy system’s power output [10]. The evaluation of power quality problems in such
disruptions is thus necessary as well as the effect of low power quality on the health
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and economy of different power system equipment and networks is inferred [3–
6]. The low energy efficiency in the grid-connected wind energy system is liable for
different reasons [PQ-14]. Effect of low power quality such as harmonics, swelling of
voltage, dip, instability, fault state, reactive power, and interference problems affect
the production of wind power, extra losses, impacting the existence of electrical
equipment utilized in the wind power system, direct effect on the grid system with
chances of grid breakdown, breach of grid rules, influencing the penetration of wind
power. The impact of low power quality problems on the economy of the power
system network in the implementation of wind energy is therefore necessary to
evaluate.

6 Integration Issues in Grid-Connected Wind Energy

In weak grid areas of the country, the expansion of the wind energy sector has an
impact on wind farm dynamics. The essence of electricity output will be influenced
because of the increased penetration of the wind energy system into the grid for the
aforementioned purposes,

(1) The behavior of the wind energy system is distinct relative to traditional power
generation.

(2) In a weak grid, a large number of wind towers are fastened to create a wind
farm.

(3) It is not able to support the penetration of strong wind power according to the
new weak grid structure.

As per wind grid codes, the power quality problems and dynamics study of wind
energy systems are therefore very relevant. The complexities of incorporating wind
power into the grid are as follows [31].

7 Effect of Power Quality Issues

7.1 Impact on the Transmission Grid

More VAR usage, reasonable voltage variations, voltage control problems, wind
turbine disconnection caused by irregular high or low voltage, wind power output
capacity shifts as per wind speed variations, frequency problems, grid extension
difficulties, wind power penetration into the grid is restricted, the essence of power
injection into the grid within the protection system.
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7.2 Impact on the Distribution Grid

The consequences of PQ problems on the distribution grid are voltage dip due to
inrush current during system initialization, voltage flicking due to power output
fluctuations or tower shadowing effects, and the nature of harmonics with absolute
interference of voltages and currents by harmonics.

7.3 Impact of Utility on Wind Farms

The specific conditions for interconnection are the impact of PQ problems on infras-
tructure and wind farms. Unnecessary wind energy system activation due to steady-
state voltage variations on the grid. The Gearbox can be disabled due to abrupt
changes in grid voltage. Due to the intrinsic voltage dip on the grid, unwanted trip-
ping of the wind cluster can be possible. Similarly, phase voltage harmonics and
unbalancing have had a significant influence on wind energy and utility efficiency.

8 Importance of Custom Power Devices (CPD)

N. Hingorani developed the CPD. It is relevant to the power electronics technology
family and offers the delivery system solution for power efficiency. It is common
due to the tremendous technical advancement and the ample usage of low-cost high-
power switching equipment such as IGBT, GTOs, etc., and recent microcontrollers,
microprocessor-based technology. The use of electronic power technologies in the
electrical power grid for the benefit of consumers is recognized by custompower.Due
to its rapid dynamic reaction, CPD is used as a robust reactive power compensator
at the level of delivery and transmission. It is used as a device that integrates among
consumer devices and the grid system. It helps to improve the quality of electricity
by compensating for electrical disruptions [3–6].

Grid-related wind energy there have been two approaches to resolve the power
quality problems either on the grid side or from the wind energy and load side. The
first approach is to allow the operation as a load conditioning system under poor
quality and another is to be using line conditioning systems to correct for disruptions
in power quality. In addition, the supercapacitor, battery, flywheel, and many other
storage devices are used to boost PQ problems.

The framework forwind energy requires voltage balance, harmonic load balancing
reduction, power factor correction are done by means of a custom power unit shunt
linked, i.e., DSTATCOM. The responsive load of wind energy defends against inter-
ference by using customized control units linked in sequence, i.e., the dynamic
voltage recover. DVR is also used as an active filter in sequence. UPQC is defined as
the mixture of active series/shunt filter. The wind and grid-side electricity efficiency
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problems are addressed by equivalently trying to compensate the supply side as well
as the user side with UPQC.

The goals of custom power systems for connected wind energy are as described
in the following,

(1) Effective and cheaper implementations of the wind power penetration code of
the Indian wind grid.

(2) Choice of introducing new wind power into the grid structure.
(3) Attempting to increase the life of the wind farm and its auxiliary facilities to

sustain good power output in the linked wind farm network.
(4) Attempting to reduce the unnecessary load of grid reactive capacity compen-

sation for induction generators to custom power devices with a smart energy
storage system.

(5) Improving LVRT and preventing the undesirable interruption of the wind power
system linked to the grid during failure.

(6) If adequate load demand is missing during sufficient wind power generation,
then the wind power is deposited for a limited period of time in the smart energy
storage system and used for internal wind turbine work. This extends equally
to the operation of low wind speeds.

(7) Scope for the establishment of a custom power park for potential wind energy
as a smart grid technology-focused Power Park.

Grid Code Requirements in Wind Energy System: Power Quality Point of View

9 Introduction

Wind energy is a renewable, inexpensive as well as environmentally friendly means
of electric power generation. The major aspect of the wind energy system is the
energy transfer from kinetic to mechanical and mechanical to electrical energy.

Due to its accurate variable characteristics, wind power is unstable and thus the
variable output is obtained. This raises the complexities of injecting tremendouswind
energy into the grid system. For the efficient synchronization dependent interaction
ofmassive wind energy system to the grid requires the consideration of wind turbines
link and its specifications to the grid is referred to as grid codes.

From day to day, efficiency and technological development in the power sector
together with renewable energy are growing as well as domain knowledge needs to
be framed in terms of rules and regulations for the efficient introduction of electric
generators into the grid system. It must be assured that the electric power grid is
continuously running. This technological guidance is recognized as the grid code
that facilitates the enhancement of the efficiency of the electric power system, for
the efficient integration of electric generators to the grid.

Although certain general electric grid codes in grid-connected wind energy are
not feasible, the exception from such grid code is thus necessary because meeting the
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relevant grid codes in the wind farm is economically unfeasible. Therefore, a special
grid code is needed for the efficient interaction of wind energy with the grid system.
For the effective use of wind power penetration, these grid codes were introduced in
different countries. In India, standardized attempts are now being made to introduce
wind grid codes efficiently in different regions [8–11, 13].

10 Wind Energy System

Wind energy is an inexpensive and environmentally sustainable way to produce
electricity from different renewable sources and therefore has grown rapidly. The
remarkable development of wind energy technology in the previous era is illustrated.
Due to cheaper characteristics, it became a clear competitor between different power
generation services.

11 Basic Concept

Wind mills are available in varying sizes and forms, but they operate the same way.
Thewind turbine design is normally the same. Similarly, the nacelle begins to spin due
to wind, which involves the electric motor and drive train mechanism. It incorporates
rotor blades that serve like a turbine. The mechanical power is acquired from the
previous case and converted into electrical energy by the generator. The energy
transfer of the wind power system at different levels is seen in Fig. 9.

12 Wind Turbine (WT) Technology

The first commercial wind turbine was built in the 1980s and the comprehensive
enhancement of the wind turbine in terms of design, power, and efficiency later took
place.

Horizontal axis wind turbines are used, with three blades being evenly spaced.
The rotor is attached to these blades and power is transmitted via the gearbox to the
electric generator. The electric generator and gearbox are included in the Nacelle.
The gearbox is missing in a direct drive wind turbine. The injection of wind power
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into the grid is derived by using a converter. For the efficient running ofwind turbines,
the wind speed is within 3–25 m/s. Using the new technologies, variable speed wind
turbines are used to harness variable wind speed and expand their ability to satisfy
grid service requirements. The average installed wind power output was 1.5 MW in
2007. Nowadays, with a rotor diameter of 126 m, the largest wind turbine is 6 MW.
Taller and bigger turbines are being used based on new technologies. The new size
of wind turbines is 100 times larger than that seen in the 1980s. Similarly, it raises
the rotor diameter by eight times. Wind turbines with a power ranging from 1.25–
3 MW are commonly utilized on coastline. The weight of blades as well as load of
the drive train mechanism now is minimized owing to effective studies within wind
energy system. The control system and reliability criteria have now been improved
and successful wind turbine–grid integration has been achieved.

13 Basic Mechanism of a WT

In a WT, three blades usually move around a hub. The nacelle is linked to the hub.
The nacelle is made up of an electric motor linked by a gearbox. The specific parts
of the WT described in Fig. 10 are discussed as below:

Blades of Rotor: A significant element of the wind turbine is the rotor blade.
The smaller the diameter, the greater the output power of the wind turbine. Blade
design and material are also key variables in a rotor. Wind turbine blades are made
of vacuum infusion rubber, epoxy wood, or polyester bonded fiberglass.

Tower: The rotor and nacelle are assisted by it. When erecting a tower, a solid
base is installed, acknowledging its sustainability, even throughout situations such
as earthquakes. In the tower that descends from the electric motor, a wire is threaded
and runs into the converter, which is ultimately attached to the electrical grid.

Nacelle: It is placed on the top of the tower and attached to the blades of the rotor.
It consists of a gearbox, electric motor, yaw system, wind vane and anemometer,
brake, various sensors, etc. in descending or ascending sequence.

Direct drives and Gearboxes: The gearbox is used to adjust the electric gener-
ator’s rpm. The new technology is used to drive generators, so more costly gearboxes
are not needed.

Brake: The WT blades are halted during heavy storms by a specialized braking
mechanism for safety purposes.

Controller: The wind generator module regulates the speed of the blades as
well as different electrical components that control the start and stop of the rotor
[18, 21, 23, 24].

Electric Generator: Electrical power generation is achieved from it. In the new
WT technologies, the sensors are attached to the yaw system, such as wind vanes,
anemometers, etc. The direction ofwind, the degree ofwind speed ofWT, is observed
by these elements.

Base: On a concrete support base, strong WTs are rendered [2].
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Fig. 10 Basic major components of a wind turbine [2]

14 Vertical Axis WT

The gearbox and the electric generator is centered on the floor and therefore, do not
need any tower. The yaw mechanism is not necessary to rotate the rotor against the
wind. The downside of the vertical axis wind turbine is that it is not quite inspirational
in its performance. In Fig. 11, the Vertical Axis WT is seen.

15 Horizontal Axis WT

The WT shaft is centered on the horizontal axis, and the HAWT travels along the
generator’s horizontal axis. A traditional horizontal axis wind turbine is represented
in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11 Vertical axis wind turbine [2]

Fig. 12 HAWT [31]

16 Installation Location of Wind Turbine

There are two types of wind turbines, depending on construction sites as WT inland
and onshore. Availability of steady wind speeds and strong efficiencies are the
strengths of offshore WT. Though visual effects, noise, and restrictions are reduced
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land availability, land use construction, and mountain disputes are often seen as
negative of offshore wind turbines.

17 WT Power Output [2]

The power obtained from WT is denoted by symbol Cp and it is called power
co-efficient.

Pm = Cp
1

2
ρAυ3 = CpPm −W (1.1)

R: radius of blade [m], υ: wind velocity [m/s], Pm: Power extraction, ρ: air
density [kg/m3],

Co-efficient of power: Cp, Cp is a function of tip speed ratio and blade pitch
angle, where tip speed ratio is defined as

λ = Rω

υ
(1.2)

ω: angular velocity ofWT in rad/s, Theω is calculated from the speed n (Rev/min)
by

ω = 2πn

60
rad/s (1.3)

Cp = 1

2
(λ − 0.022β2 − 5.6)e−0.17λ (1.4)

18 Design Speed of Wind Turbine

It is compulsory to choose the correct speed level when designing theWT specified in
Fig. 13. Wind output power to achieve the most favorable usage of WT, it is essential
to choose the appropriate speed level while designing a wind turbine: cut-in speed;
rating speed; and cutoff speed as depicted in Fig. 13 as well as in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13 WT power curve showing three speeds [2]

Fig. 14 Wind speed variations
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19 Pitch Mechanism

The optimization of power fromwind turbine blades is accomplished by pitch modu-
lation and methods of stall control. The optimization of WT power extraction is
accomplished by employing the process of pitch and stall function [2].

20 Topologies of Wind Generator [37]

20.1 Introduction

Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECSs) are a significant feature of the wind
energy system and the unit fromwhich electricity is collected and produced is known
as the wind generator (WG) [12, 15, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25].

20.2 Fixed-Speed Type a WECS

The aerodynamic rotor driving gearbox and the low-speed–high-speed shaft and
asynchronous electrical generator are easy to construct. Figure 15 demonstrates the
structure of a Type A WECSS fixed-speed. It requires an asynchronous generator
connected through a transformer to the grid. For this case, the running slip fluctuations
are normally less than 1%, referred to as a constant speed generator.

Fig. 15 Fixed-speed type A WECS [37]
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The asynchronous induction generator consumes reactive power and thus capac-
itors are utilized to increase the power factor within every wind turbine. After the
start of the induction generator, the minimization of transient state is accomplished
by employing a soft starter so in this case the speed is more maintained than the
device by the feeding network voltage and drive train. Speed is at its natural velocity.
Figure 15 indicates Type A WECS Fixed-Speed.

20.3 Variable Speed WECS

The variable speed wind turbines have the most prevalent type among the built wind
mills. The performance of variable WT is the highest relative to fixed-speed WT.
In vector WT, maximum power extraction is possible and therefore it is termed as
Maximum Power Point Monitoring (MPPT). Consequently, relative to the variable
speed WEC, the structure of the fixed-speed WECS is plain. The WECS variable
consists of an induction generator (IG) connected directly to the grid through an
electronic power interface.

Fluctuations of power due to variable wind direction are controlled by adjusting
the speed of the rotor generator. This is done by the use of the converter system
for power electronics. Maximum power extraction, reduced mechanical tension, and
improved PQ are the merits of variable wind turbines.

The WECS variable speeds are the following.

1. Type B Limited variable speed
2. Type C Variable speed with partial scale frequency converter
3. Type D Variable speed with full-scale frequency converter.

1. Type B Limited variable speed

In this type, the rotor resistance variable is inserted to achieve a small variable rpm.
Therefore type B wound rotor generator is directly injected to the grid by variable
resistance as well as soft starter.

The reimbursement for reactive power is achieved by using the capacitor bank.
This converter, with its costly repair, overcomes the need for slip rings and brushes.
The rotor resistance is altered and the slip is controlled. This is the type of small
variable speed; B WT. Figure 16 indicates the Speed Type B WECS variable.

2. Type C Variable speed with partial scale frequency converter

This is often referred to as the DFIG (Double Fed Induction Generator). The WT
reactive power correction and its incorporation into the grid is carried out by a partial
frequency converter. Compared to type B wind turbine, the frequency converter size
and large speed regulation is as low as−40 to+30%. For lower frequency converters,
this scheme is more desirable and cost-effective. Figure 17 displays the Speed Type
C WECSS vector.
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Fig. 1.16 Variable speed type B WECS [37]

Fig. 1.17 Variable speed type C WECS [37]

3. Type D Variable speed with full-scale frequency converter

This generator, through a full-scale frequency converter, is connected to the grid.
The direct drive has a greater diameter multipole electrical generator which is imple-
mented there. The key role of the full-scale frequency converter is to communicate
with the grid efficiently and provide efficient compensation for reactive electricity.
The scheme uses coil rotor IG andwound rotor synchronous generators or permanent
synchronous generators. The scheme of form D is represented in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 1.18 Variable Speed type D WECS [37]

21 Grid Code Requirements in Wind Energy: Power
Quality Point of View

21.1 Introduction

Wind energy has variability and regional propagation characteristics. Hence, the
injection of WT electricity into the grid is a challenge. It is important to resolve
power quality problems in order to successfully incorporate wind power into the grid
system [2]. The integration of wind power into the energy grid. The standard techno-
logical rules and regulations for the interconnection of enormous WT have had to be
explained by different countries and sectors. These formal rules and regulations are
termedas gridCodes (GC) forWT interconnection to thegrid [12, 15, 17, 22, 24, 25].

21.2 Random Wind Speed Deviation: Normal Operation

There are direct influences on frequency, terminal voltage, electric wind generator
output power and they are fluctuating due to spontaneous wind speed deviation. The
PQ ofWTwas thus manipulated. The voltage and frequency of theWT and grid need
to be stabilized and some basic control scheme is needed to stabilize both voltage
and frequency.

21.3 Transient Stability and Power Quality Problems:
Abnormal Operation

The generator speed of the rotor raises and decreases the active power output along
with terminal voltage during a fault state in the electric grid network of the attached
wind generator. During defective conditions, wind speed is deemed stable. The
voltage level goes below 85% of the nominal voltage during such faults. The wind
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generator is then disconnected from the supply and WT is needed to increase the
capability of LVRT/FRT during the fault state.

21.4 Requirements of Grid Connection

New wind power generators are constantly introduced to the electric power grid
and it is also important to deal with WT to ensure constant frequency and voltage
during steady-state service and grid disruptions. Because of this situation, the grid
codes for the injection of WT to the grid are developed or already developed by
the different countries and their regular service is stabilized. The Grid Codes are the
basic guidelines and regulations for the management of grid reliability for generating
stations. The objectives of these grid codes are to confirm the critical implementation
of the power quality, reliability, and protection of the electricity system during wind
farm expansion.

21.5 Need for Grid Codes

1. Voltage operating range
2. Frequency operating range
3. Power quality
4. Reactive power control
5. Voltage control
6. Communications control
7. Fault ride through capability (FRT).

21.6 Necessity for Indian Wind Grid Code (IWGC) [38]

WT is installed at windy places in remote areas which do not have a solid grid.
During low wind power penetration, voltage fluctuations, reactive power usage, and
flicker are mainly affected and the overall power system is affected during high wind
power penetration. A common practice for wind turbines is established in terms of
grid code to address the above problems.
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21.7 Grid Behavior of Wind Turbines with Point of Common
Coupling (PCC)

For its reactive power compensation, often induction generators are being employed
in wind turbines, and the condenser banks are used. The inability to draw reactive
power from the electrical grid impacting a possible PCC profile is the result of insuf-
ficient capacitance. The synchronous wind turbine generator requires exposure to
harmonics and lack of reactive energy issues. Therefore, a standard operating proce-
dure for corresponding grid codes is needed for different types of wind generators
utilized in wind turbines.

If the voltage falls below the rated value in PCC, excessive WT retraction is
obtained from the grid. Thus, the excessive tricking of the WT is stopped, and WT
is in grid linked operating mode, which feeds the power in an appropriate reactive
power support during defective state.

21.8 World Situation of Grid Code

Their grid codes, which for wind turbine injection are considerable, are obligatory
for different countries such as Denmark, China, Germany, the USA, Spain, Ireland,
the Nordic Countries, and Canada. In Asian nations, including India, wind farm grid
codes have already been laid up and will be introduced in the days ahead.

21.9 Grid Code Requirements

• Active Power Control

In this case it is important to control WT’s active output power capability into the
power system network. The voltage variations and transient state of WT at start-
up and stop-condition of WT can also be accomplished by the maintenance of the
frequency.

This will prevent the congestion of the transmission line. If the malfunction has
been cleared, it is clean of power rises. Likewise, a wind turbine stays attached to
the grid and can solve a malfunction. The current frequency curve shows in Fig. 19.

• Frequency Requirements

The energy stability of a power system relative to demand, the reduction in elec-
tricity production contributes to frequency reductions below normal value and vice
versa. This state can be solved using the main and secondary control system of the
synchronous generator. The frequency of the grid can also be influenced by strong
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Fig. 19 Power-frequency
curve [39]

wind energy injection into the grid. During high frequency time the output power
can be smoothed.

• Voltage and Reactive Power Issues

Inductor turbines are primarily used in a wind farm, and condenser banks linked to
a wind generator or the grid provide their requirement for reactive power demand.
Reactive power absorption from the grid will lead to lines derated and overheated
and increased losses. This reactive power limitation is not applicable to the wind
farm based on the DFIG synchronous generator. For the wind farm seen in Fig. 20,
a power factor of 0.95–0.95 is typically preserved.

Fig. 20 power factor variation [2]
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Fig. 21 Typical fault/low voltage ride through capability [2]

• Fault Ride Through (FRT) Capability

The wind turbine’s ability to remain in the grid connection without tilting of the
grid after a certain point after a failure causing the collapse of the strain profile
on the computer. FRT time depends on the magnitude of the voltage and the time
needed to clear the defect to ensure regular activity at PCC under fault conditions.
During breakdown, a voltage failure which in turn raises the power demand of a
synchronous generator, which constantly increases, unless a wind generator and its
fulfillment from the grid are supplied with a power supply. So the system is becoming
unstable. Figure 21 shows the power ride for fault/low voltage.

• Power Quality Issues

(1) Power Quality

Power issues in voltage, frequency, current fluctuations resulted in equipment loss or
malfunction [38]. The numerous problems of power quality depending on the design
and associated activity of fixed and variable wind turbines in relation to network
activity.

(2) Harmonics

The root of harmonics is responsible for variable speed wind turbines. Harmonics are
sinusoidal materials that have several integral frequencies. Harmonically injections
into variable WTwith power electronic converters, such as DFIG, propose harmonic
emission calculations for variable speed turbines according to IEC 61400-21 and
IEEE STD 1992-519. In compliance with the aforementioned IEEE and IEC stan-
dards, the overall harmonic distortion of current and voltages throughout the grid
integration of WT is reduced.
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(3) Voltage Imbalance

The source of harmonics shall be regulated by variable wind turbines. Harmonics
are sinusoidal components and has multiple integral frequency. The total voltage and
currents of three-phase supply injections in variableWT and splitting the three phase
voltage and currents into fractions is just an excess in voltage. These circumstances
are found in a wind power system connected to the grid and must therefore be treated
as a PQ issue.

(4) Waveform Distortion

Through grid injection wind energy in DC offset, harmonics, noise, inter harmonics,
sounding, etc., is determined by waveform distortions.

(5) Sag, Swell, Flicker

There are brief fluctuations in voltage, which decreased from 0.1 PU to 0.9 PU by
0.5 periods to 1 min.

It is nice to raise the magnitude of voltage by 1.1 Pa to 1.9 PU for 0.5 cycles
to 1.0 min. A sudden switching of WT IG using a soft starter, sudden switching of
charge, fault etc., and voltage swell occurring due to sudden load switching, etc.
Voltage slope and swell in a wind system is created.

During the extensive integration of thewind energy grid, voltage flickering occurs.
According to IEEE standards and IEC, we need to track and manage the above PQ
problems in the grid-connected mode of operation of the wind energy system in full
accordance with the grid codes.

22 Summary

The present and prospective energy scenario was discussed in relation with other
countries regarding the availability and usage of different forms of green and tradi-
tional energy resources in India. The need and relevance of wind power use have
been addressed. The expansion of the power sector, obstacles to the production of
wind energy, the significance of PQ in grid-connectedWT, integration problems, the
importance of CPD in WT were addressed. According to the Government of India’s
“moving from megawatt (MW) to giga-watt (GW)” slogan, there is increasingly
growing potential for the use of the wind energy infrastructure.

In this chapter, grid codes, WECS, basicWT components, WT types, variousWG
and WT topologies are listed. At the time of wind power injection to the grid, the
grid-connected wind farm with power quality problems is stated.
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New Software for Matching Between
Wind Sites and Wind Turbines

Ali M. Eltamaly

Abstract Wind energy system is becoming a mature technology for generating
electric energy from the wind. The design of the wind energy system should take
into consideration the matching between the wind speed site characteristics and the
performance characteristics of thewind turbine. This chapter is introduced to perform
thematching process between the site and thewind turbines (WTs) forminimum cost
and highest reliability. An accurate matching methodology for pairing between site
andWTshas been introduced. The pairingmethodology is designed inMatlab code to
perform this study. The input data for 32 Saudi Arabia sites and 140 market available
WTs have been selected to validate the right operation of the new proposed computer
program. This program will select the best site and the most suitable WT for this
site based on techno-economical methodology. This program can help researchers,
designers, experts, and decision-makers to select the best site among many sites and
the best WT for each site. The results obtained from this site show a substantial
reduction in cost when the best site is selected as the most suitable WT for this site.

1 Introduction

Wind turbines (WTs) have different technologies and different performance charac-
teristics. At the same time, wind speed characteristics of sites are different from one
site to another. Where one WT can generate high energy in some sites, meanwhile
it may generate lower energy in some other sites because of the correlation between
the wind turbine performance parameters and site parameters. To get the minimum
cost of energy the suitable WT should be selected for minimum cost. This operation
is called a pairing between the site and the WT. Based on this speed the suitable WT
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is operating at high efficiency in this site which can generate higher energy in this
site which can be translated to a substantial reduction in the cost of energy. The most
important parameters that characterize the operation of theWTs are the cut-in, rated,
and furling wind speeds which highly affect the performance of the wind energy
systems. The parameters of wind speeds sites that can characterize the wind speed
profile of this site are the Weibull scale, c and shape, k parameters, and average wind
speed. These two parameters can describe the wind speed profile better than many
other statistical models such as gamma and Rayleigh models [1–12].

One of the simplest methodologies used to pair between sites and WT is done by
estimating the average power output from the WT by using it in a certain site. Refer-
ence [1] performs direct numerical integrations for the output power corresponding
to each wind speed to determine the average output power from WT. Despite the
simplicity of this method, it needs a computer program to perform numerical inte-
gration [1]. On the other hand, reference [4] introduced some modifications to the
previous method [1] by introducing formula to determine the average output power
as a function of WT and site parameters.

Reference [4] proposes a technique to choose the best option from some of WT
and sites. The wind speed data of wind sites and the data for WTs will be used to
predict the capacity factors for each combination and the maximum value of capacity
factor will be selected as the best option, and the site and WT were selected.

The Weibull parameters have been used for determining the wind profile for 32
sites in many countries around the world from data collected for several years. Also,
the specifications of 20 different WT types were collected. TheWeibull distributions
of all 32 sites can be categorized into four types, type A to Type D. These sites are
put in order from the lowest to highest average wind speeds where type A represents
the sites with the lowest wind speed and Type D represents the highest one. The
capacity factor, CF is calculated for each WT–site pair, type A sites have very bad
CF indices because they do not have enough wind speed to reach the threshold of
cut-in speeds. And type D has the highest capacity factor. It is concluded from this
study that the WT has high cut-in wind speed and the high-rated wind speed will
have a lower capacity factor and it represents an unsuitable candidate to be used
in lower wind speed sites [4]. This methodology gets the final results based on the
technical constraints and neglects the economic constraints. Due to the variation of
the price for each kW of different WT types, the decision may not give us the best
price for generated kWh. On the other hand, the yearly generated energy, and the cost
of kWh produced were not estimated in these references [4, 5] and so this reduces
the reliance upon in the assessment process.

Another study uses the Geographic Information System (GIS) to determine an
analytic framework to evaluate site suitability for WTs depending on its wind speed
and to select the best site based on an economical point of view. This methodology
uses rule-based spatial analysis to determine suitable sites for WT placement. The
selection strategy includes the wind energy components such as wind resources,
and site obstacles, and terrain and some other environmental factors and human
impact factors. The highest consideration is provided for the physical factors such
as the placement of central loads to choose the best placement of the wind turbines
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taking the other factors such as the environmental and human impact factors in less
consideration. The location of the intended wind energy project has been shown
based on each separate factor and also based on the combination of more than one
factor together [5]. This technique chooses sites depending on the highest average
wind speed and overlooking the WT performance parameters which are the main
drawback of this technique [5]. This technique [5] omitted assessment in economic
terms, as in the previous methodologies [1, 4].

The capacity factor is used in many studies to pair between the site and the
WT which is introduced in [4, 5]. The main drawback of this study is its building
the pairing decision based on technical factors without giving the cost analysis any
weight which is not enough to take this decision where the assessment steps should
be based on the technical and economic factors. Taking the technical and economic
factors are introduced in many studies in many sites in Saudi Arabia and Egypt [9,
13–15]. Another strategy used the value of money method to determine the present
value of costs, PVC, of generated energy for the complete year. The PVC is used to
estimate the cost generated energy by dividing the PVC by the total generated energy
produced through the whole lifetime of the project [9, 13–15]. Another study used
the monthly average wind speed of seven measurement stations located at the east
coast of Egypt and two WT for pairing sites and WT [9].

The rest sections of this chapter are showing the models of WT in Sect. 2. The
detailed discretion of the proposed computer program is introduced in Sect. 3. The
results extracted from the 32 sites and the 140 WTs under study are introduced in
Sect. 4. The last section is showing the conclusions extracted from the new proposed
computer program.

2 Modeling of Wind Energy System

The mechanical energy extracted from wind is done by extracting the kinetic energy
frommoving winds. The wind power in the wind turbine depends on the wind speed,
the cross-sectional area of the wind stream, and density of air at the site as shown in
(1). It is clear from this equation that the power is directly proportional to the power
three of the wind speed which means that the wind power is considerably affected
by the wind speed. The height of the WT has a great effect on the wind speed and
the generated energy from the WT. Most metrological stations are located at a level
called the measurement height, hg. Most of the wind speed measurement stations are
located at 10 m above the ground level. The relationship governing the wind speed
at any height, h is shown in Eq. (2) [2]. The WT cannot extract the whole generated
power in the wind. The highest theoretical value that can be extracted from wind
is 16/27 (0.593) which is called the Betz coefficient. Moreover, the wind turbine
cannot start spinning at very low wind speed due to the friction and inertia weight
of rotating components. Instead, it can spin and start to produce power at a certain
wind speed called cut-in. At this speed, the WT can start to produce electric power.
The cut-in wind speed differs fromWT to another where its value is between 2.5 and
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3.5 in most WTs. The good WTs have low cut-in wind speeds. The WT generates
more power when the wind speeds exceed the cut-in wind speed until the wind speed
reaches the rated wind speed of WT, ur . Beyond the rated wind speed, the power
will hold constant when the wind speed exceeds the rated wind speed to protect the
components of wind turbines from overloaded conditions. The relationship between
the generated power fromWTagainstwind speed is different fromoneWT to another,
but most of the WT has the relation as shown in Eq. (3). The generated power should
stop once the wind speed reaches a certain high wind speed called cut-out or furling
wind speed, uf to protect the WT from damage due to very high wind speeds. The
relation between the power in the wind and generated power from WT against wind
speed is shown in Fig. 1. This relation shows the importance of wind speed on the
generated power fromWTs. So, it is recommended to choose sites with high average
wind speed to extract more power. Also, it is recommended to choose WT with rated
wind speed parameters suitable for this site. Based on the importance of wind speed
on the generated power fromWTs, many studies were introduced in the literature to
select the best possible site from many sites [10, 14–51] which are very important
before start installation of the wind energy projects. The generated power from WT
is shown in (1).

Pw = 1

2
ρAt u

3 (1)

where ρ is the air density.
At is the cross-sectional area of wind parcel, m

Fig. 1 Actual WT output power with the wind speed
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u is the wind speed m/s

u(h) = u(hg) ∗
(

h

hg

)α

(2)

where h: The height that the wind speed is needed to be determined above the ground
level, m.

hg: The height of measuring the wind speed, m.
α: The power-law exponent, which depends on the roughness of the ground

surface, its average value, is (1/7) [2].

PW (u) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 u ≤ uC
Pr ∗ u−uC

ur−uC
, uC ≤ u ≤ ur

Pr u ≥ ur
0 u ≥ uf

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭

(3)

The above equation is used to determine the generated power from the WT based
on the wind speed parameters of the WT.

The wind speed is changing all the time, and for this reason, it should be modeled
using statistical techniques.Weibull distribution is one of themost famous techniques
used to model the speed of the wind as shown in the following equations;

The average wind speed uav of measured wind speeds, ui is shown in Eq. (4)

uav = 1

n

n∑
i=1

ui (4)

The Weibull density function, f (u) that can represent the wind speed variation is
shown in (5) where this function represents the frequency of speeds in the measure-
ment data. This function has two parameters called the scale parameter, c (m/s), and
shape parameter, k. The shape of distributed function for different values of shape
factor, k at scale factor c = 1 is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from this figure that the
function is getting narrow as the shape factor is getting high value and vice versa.

f (u) = k

c

(u
c

)k−1
exp

(
−

(u
c

)k
)

, (k > 0, u > 0, c > 1) (5)

There are many ways to determine c and k parameters as shown in the following
equations. The empirical relationship between c and ur as shown in Eq. (6) can give
a good estimate when the shape factor is between 1.5 and 3 [2].

c = 1.12 u (1.5 ≤ k ≤ 3.0) (6)
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Fig. 2 The density function f (u) along with the wind speed for different values of shape parameters
at c = 1 [2]

Similar relation (7) can be used to estimate the shape parameter, k against the
average wind speed, and variance of wind speeds [2].

k =
(σ

u

)−1.086
(7)

The standard deviation can be determined from (8) and the variance can be
determined from this equation by taking the root of standard deviation.

σ 2 = c2
[
�

(
1 + 2

k

)
− �2

(
1 + 1

k

)]
= (u)2

[
�(1 + 2/k)

�2(1 + 1/k)
− 1

]
(8)

Another Eq. (9) can be used to determine the relation between average wind
speed and scale and shape parameters which can give an accurate estimation for
these parameters in the range of shape parameters between 1 and 10 (1 ≤ k ≤ 10).

c = u

�(1 + 1/k)
(9)

Another statistical technique can be used to determine the scale and shape
parameters as shown in (10) [52, 53].
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k = a

c = exp(−b/k) (10)

where:

a =
∑w

i=1 xi yi −
∑w

i=1 xi
∑w

i=1 yi
w∑w

i=1 x
2
i − (

∑w
i=1 xi)

2

w

=
∑w

i=1 (xi − x)
∑w

i=1 (yi − y)∑w
i=1 (xi − x)2

(11)

b = yi − axi = 1

w

w∑
i=1

yi − a

w

w∑
i=1

xi (12)

And yi = ln(− ln(1 − F(ui))),

xi = ln(ui) (13)

The value of the capacity factor, CF using the site and WT parameters is shown
in (14).

CF = exp
[−(uC/c)k

] − exp
[−(ur/c)

k
]

(ur/c)
k − (uC/c)k

− exp
[−(uF/c)k

]
(14)

PW,av = CF ∗ Pr (15)

The average number of WTs, ANWT is determined by dividing the average load
value PLW,av by the average power generated from WT as shown in Eq. (16).

ANWT = PLW,av

PW,av
(16)

3 The Proposed Computer Program Implementation

The first step of building a wind energy system in any country is to select the windy
sites with high average wind speed and near to the load centers. These sites should
be subject to more studies to select the best one and the best WT that can produce the
required load with the lowest cost. The WT should be paired with the sites because
the WTs can work economically in one site but it may not be suitable for another
site. For this reason, the sites and the WTs data should be collected to select the
best site and the best WT suitable for this site for the minimum cost of energy. For
this reason, 32 sites were collected in many places in Saudi Arabia and 140 market
available WTs were also selected to be studied. The detailed performance data of 10
of the 140 WTs are shown in Table 1. An efficient computer program is designed to
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perform thematching steps of the sites and theWTs.Many useful results like the best
site and best WT for this site and other sites and the cost of generated energy from
all sites with different WTs can be extracted from this computer program. Due to
the generic nature of this computer program, it can be used in any place of the world
and it can help decision-makers to select the best option to install the wind energy
system and to predict the benefits out of the installation of these projects. The new
proposed computer program has more flexibility and more accurate results than the
market available commercial design programs like the HOMER or the RetScreen.
The block diagram showing the logic of this computer program is shown in Fig. 3.
This computer program is having five subroutines having flowcharts showing their
logic as shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. These subroutines are listed in the following
points and they will be discussed in the following sections.

Reading the data
WTs’ parameters
Hourly wind speed
Hourly load power

Scale and shape parameters, c,k  
calculations

CF, Pav, and ANWT
Determinations

Energy Balance 

Is there any 
other WTGs?

Is there any 
other sites?

Use the 
data for 

new WTG

Use the 
data for 
new site

yes

yes

Cost Estimation

Output Results

no

no

Fig. 3 The main logic of the computer program
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Fig. 4 The flowchart used to determine the Weibull parameters (c, k) as discussed in the first
subroutine

• Weibull Parameters Determinations.
• Average Power Generated from WES.
• Energy Balance.
• Outputs from Economic Analyses.
• Modified Economic Model.

The proposed computer program is built in Matlab. The data used in the program
are the hourly wind speedwith their measuring height, the hourly load values, and the
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Fig. 5 The flowchart of the
second subroutine for
calculating the capacity
factor and average number of
WTs Calculate CF from Eq. )2.34(

a

b

Peav=CF*Pr
ANWT=INT(PLI/Pav)

Print CF ,  ANWT

WTs data and their performance parameters and cost. The optimization procedures
of this computer program will be performed to choose the best site and best WT for
this site and the cost of generated kWh. All these data are saved in excel files which
will be connected to the computer program to handle the design and optimization
steps. The proposed program is a built-in generic form to be used with any number
of sites and any number of WTs which make it suitable to be used in any place in the
world. The following sections show the details of the main program, its input/output,
and the detailed description of the subroutines.

3.1 Input Data

The detailed descriptions of the data introduced to the computer program are shown
in the following points:

1. The detailed wind speed data of the 32 sites are introduced to the computer
program. These data are the hourly wind speeds for 32 sites in Saudi Arabia and
the height of the measurement stations. The computer program can handle an
unlimited number of sites and an unlimited number of WTs. These data were
selected for several years in many places in Saudi Arabia to have high confidence
in the results obtained from this program. The summarized data for these selected
32 sites are shown in Table 2.

2. The performance data for the market available 140 WTs are introduced to the
new proposed computer program. These performance characteristics of WTs
are the rated power, hub height, diameter of swept area, efficiency of the WTs
components, cut-in speed, rated speed, cut-out (furling) speed, and the price of
WTs. The selected WT types are chosen in different technologies, sizes, and
manufacturers. Most of the WTs are selected in size greater than 200 kW.

3. The detailed load characteristics should be introduced to the program; the loads
are introduced in hourly fashions. These data are introduced in this chapter.
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Is I>12 months ?

I=I+1

For I=1

no

Is J>24 Hours ?

J=J+1

For J=1 2

no

Calculate Pe(I,J)

Modifying wind power depending on this curve 

2

Energy=Energy+Pe(I,J)
=Energy-Eload

Energy-Eload<0

Energy-Eload> E0.001*

Δ

load

NWT=NWT+1

NWT=NWT-1 2

Selecting the cost of kWh 
and the corresponding 

WTG type.

yes

yes

yes

no

yes no

Start Energy Balance

Fig. 6 The flowchart of energy balance subroutine

4. The hourly load profile should be introduced to the computer program. The load
data used in this program are collected from actual data of remote communities
of one of the villages located at the north of Saudi Arabia called Addfa in the
Al-Jouf region province. The hourly data of these loads are introduced to the
proposed program. The monthly maximum, minimum, and average loads are
shown in Fig. 9.
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Start Cost Estimation

Calculate the total price for wind system
Calculate the total price for other components

0.9*Energy
LF*PriceTotal

=ECF

Selecting the minimum cost of kWh 
and the corresponding WTG type.

Fig. 7 The flowchart of the energy cost of kWh for each combination and minimum cost of kWh
generated and the corresponding WT type

d

                  Z1=0              
             Is Z1>N1 ?

                 Z1=Z1+1

Q1=ECF(1,1)

                  O1=0              
             Is O1>WTG ?

                 O1=Z1+1

IF
Q1>ECF(Z1,O1)

Q1=ECF(Z1,O1)
Z2=Z1; Q2=O1

Print "The best site is"; siteS(Z2)
Print "The suitable WTG is";WTGS(O2)
Print "the minimum ECF is";Q1

Yes

YES

No

7

7

Yes
No

No

Fig. 8 The flowchart of the final subroutine
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Table 2 Summarized data for the selected 32 sites
Site# Site Name Longitude Latitudes uav c k

1 Dammam 50.16 26.4 4.4 4.624301 1.754418
2 Kfia 50.15 26.3 4.41 4.509051 2.755985
3 Dhahran 50.12 26.32 4.31 4.423661 2.920424
4 Al-Ahsa 49.6 25.34 3.7 3.741851 1.877328
5 Sharorah 47.1 17.3 3.31 3.332941 2.556731
6 Riyadh 46.5 24.4 2.95 2.940099 1.939081
7 Qaisumah 46.1 28.18 3.71 3.772909 2.141096
8 Hafer-AlBaten 45.7 28.4 3.33 3.486257 1.609102
9 Asulil 45.6 20.47 3.80 3.978311 2.202145

10 Wadi Al-Dawasser 44.15 20.3 3.5 3.543813 2.193621
11 Najran 44.15 17.35 2.12 2.021776 2.101696
12 Gassim 43.9 26.17 2.91 2.902935 2.116965
13 Rafha 43.5 29.6 3.89 3.973186 2.295766
14 Gizan 42.55 16.9 3.15 3.09359 3.765881
15 Abha 42.51 18.15 3.13 3.088384 2.409208
16 Khamis Mushait 42.43 18.25 3.02 3.000436 2.511597
17 Bisha 42.4 20.25 2.45 2.399268 2.280234
18 Douhlom 42.17 22.72 4.32 4.434125 1.742083
19 Hail 41.6 27.35 3.98 3.48484 2.551401
20 Al-Baha 41.47 20.17 3.46 3.701758 2.495482
21 Taif 40.42 21.27 3.67 3.834777 1.662116
22 Skaka 40.17 29.9 3.82 3.963052 2.220434
23 Al-Jouf 40.1 29.8 3.9 3.678546 2.369471
24 Arar 41.02 30.95 3.63 1.500668 2.097325
25 Makkah 39.84 21.42 1.64 3.011625 2.841229
26 Madinah 39.6 24.45 3.05 3.682481 2.909928
27 Jeddah KAIA 39.2 21.7 3.65 4.263647 2.738051
28 Turaif 38.7 31.7 4.17 3.839341 2.640686
29 Yanbou 38.1 24.1 3.77 4.365416 2.050805
30 Guriat 37.3 31.4 4.24 4.563931 3.43555
31 Wejh 36.75 26.33 4.52 2.587132 1.356426
32 Tabouk 36.57 28.4 2.72 4.713015 3.032604
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Fig. 9 Monthly minimum, maximum and average load profile for Addfa
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3.2 Proposed Computer Program Steps

The block diagram shows the main logic of the proposed computer program as
shown in Fig. 3. The part that takes the input data listed above will be introduced
to the main computer program. These data should be introduced to the parts of
the computer program, and it will be fed to the different subroutines. The main
program is controlling the logic of the five subroutines to make different calculations
and optimizations. These subroutines perform different parts of the calculations and
optimizations and the logic of these subroutines are shown in the following sections.

3.2.1 The Weibull Parameters Determinations “First Subroutine”

This is the first subroutine and it is used to determine the Weibull parameters (scale
and shape parameters, c, k). The flowchart used to implement the logic of this subrou-
tine is shown in Fig. 4. The hourly wind speed at the measurement height will be
modified from Eq. (2) to the hub height of the WTs. The calculations of Weibull
parameters are done using the Eqs. (4)–(14). The results obtained from this subrou-
tine are compared from the same logic used in the excel file and the results obtained
from market available programs like the HOMER and the RetScreen software. The
results from this subroutine are very near to the results obtained from other programs
that give confidence to the obtained results.

3.3 Average Number of WTs and Capacity Factor
Determination “Second Subroutine”

The second subroutine is using the results obtained from the first subroutine to this
subroutine to calculate the capacity factor, CF as shown in Eq. (14), the average
power of the WT as shown in Eq. (15), and the average number of WT, ANWT as
shown in (16). It is worth to be noted that the site andWT having the highest number
of capacity factor gives an indication for the best option of pairing between the wind
turbine and site based on technical perspective meanwhile the cost calculations give
us the final and techno-economical results. The average number of wind turbine
calculated from this subroutine will be used as a start value to the third subroutine
(Energy balance subroutine) to determine the real number of WTs needed to cover
the hourly load within completely.
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3.4 Energy Balance “Third Subroutine”

The subroutine is used to check the adequacy of the hourly generated power from the
WES to feed the loads. The generated power from theWES is shown in Eq. (17). The
overall efficiency of the WT is shown in Eq. (18). If the case of the load requirement
is greater than the generated power from theWES, the deficit power will be supplied
from the electric utility. Meanwhile, in the case of the hourly generated power from
the wind energy system is greater than the power required by the loads, the extra
powerwill be transmitted to the electric energy. The energy balance subroutine should
assure that the energy fed to the electric utility is equal to the energy received from
the utility grid. This logic is modeled in the Eqs. (19), (20), and (21).

The output power from WES is given by:

Pe = 1

2
ρ ∗ A ∗ u3 ∗ Nt ∗ η0 (17)

ηo = Cp ηmηg (18)

If Pe > PL,ThenPT = Pe − PL, andPf = 0 (19)

If Pe < PL,ThenPF = PL − Pe andPT = 0 (20)

For energy balance the following conditions must be satisfied;

8760∑
i=1

Pe(i) −
8760∑
i=1

PL(i) = 0 and
8760∑
i=1

PT (i) =
8760∑
i=1

PF(i) = 0 (21)

3.5 Economic Analyses “Fourth Subroutine”

3.5.1 Overview of Outputs

Fourmain outputs are applicable to the economic analysis of prospective wind farms.
These include the NPV, the present cost of energy, and the time to recover capital.
This subroutine will handle the calculations of the cost of energy for the WTs and
sites under study. The flowchart of this subroutine is shown in Fig. 7. Several works
are already presented as a first step to harness this alternated energy source and to
use this to generate electricity at a large and economical scale. A detailed technique
is used to calculate the generated kWh from WES. All the details of the WES are
considered in this methodology to a precise estimation for the cost of kWh generated
from the WES. This methodology is applied for all sites and all wind turbines. The
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site and WT corresponding to the lowest cost will be selected as the best option.
Also, the lowest cost associated with each site can be used to select the best WT for
this site. The results obtained from the cost analysis methodology can produce many
results as will be introduced in the following sections.

The price of the kW rated power of the WT is used as $700/kW. Equation (22)
is used to determine the total price of WTs by multiplying the price per kW by the
number of WTs and the rated power of the WT. The price of the microprocessor
(TPMIC), the price of main substation (TPMS), the price of the modem for remote
control in central control station (TPCCS), and the price of the transmission line
(TPTL) are 2.3 $/kW, 10.4 $/kW, 4.16 $/kW, and 1.3 $/kW, respectively, and the
total values of these items are shown in Eqs. (22)–(26).

TPWT = $700 ∗ NWT ∗ Pr (22)

TPMIC = $2.3 ∗ NWT ∗ Pr (23)

TPMS = $10.4 ∗ NWT ∗ Pr (24)

TPCCS = $4.16 ∗ NWT ∗ Pr (25)

TPTL = $1.3 ∗ NWT ∗ Pr (26)

where:

TPWT Total price of WTs.
TPMIC Total price of microcontrollers.
TPMS Total price of the main substation.
TPCCS Total price of remote control in the central control station.
TPTL Total price of the transmission lines.

The maintenance and operation cost is taken as 10% of the total cost of the WES
as shown in (27). The energy cost figure (ECF) can be obtained from using the
total cost of the WES as shown in (28) and divide it by the yearly generated energy
multiplied by the levelization factor as shown in (29). The total price of WES can be
calculated from (27) and (28) and the ECF can be determined from (30).

Total Price = 1.1 ∗ (TPWT + TPMIC + TPMS + TPRC + TPCCS + TPTL) (27)

Total Price = 1.1 ∗ (718.16 ∗ NWT ∗ Pr) (28)

ECF = Total Price ∗ LF

YE ∗ 0.9
(29)
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where:

LF is the levelization factor.

The levelization factor is 0.177 based on a 12% interest rate and 10 years recovery
time.

3.5.2 Modified Economic Model

The design of wind energy systems should be based on techno-economical method-
ology where the cost of the generated energy is the most important issue. The WT
may work efficiently in economical in some sites, but it may not work in some other
sites. For this reason, the selection of the WT and the site should be based on the
cost of energy. To obtain the highest available energy, the WT can have enormous
blades and wide swept area by these blades; however, this not economical because
the wide-area required a huge and strong tower and high technology for manufac-
turing the blades and other components of theWTs and all these come at a cost. Also,
the most efficient turbine may not be the cheapest to produce energy because it may
be suitable for one site and is not suitable for another one. To compare the cost of
energy produced by a turbine, some economic analyses need to be performed.

Different economical methodologies have been introduced in the literature to
calculate the expected price of generated energy from the WES. Some methodolo-
gies used the NPV to perform the calculations of the cost of kWh [54, 55]. These
methodologies determined the Levelized Cost of Energy, LCE to calculate the cost
of energy as shown in (30) [56]. The value of LEC can be determined by dividing
the total present value multiplied by the capital recovery factor, CRF.

LCE = TPV ∗ CRF

AE
(30)

where TPV is the total present value of thewind energy system,AE is the yearly loads
connected to the WES. The CRF is the capital recovery factor and can be obtained
from (31).

CRF = r(1 + r)T

(1 + r)T − 1
(31)

Equation (32) is used to determine the TPV by adding the whole cost and subtract
the components’ salvage values at the beginning of the operation of the WES.

TPV = IC + RC + OMC − PSV (32)

where IC is the initial capital cost of the whole system, RC is the replacement cost,
OMC is the operation and maintenance cost, and PSV is the present value of scrap
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[56].Detailed values of each itemofEq. (32) are shownanddiscussed in the following
sections.

A. Initial Capital Cost

The initial cost is collecting the price of all components of the wind energy system
based on the market price for accurate results of the generated energy cost. The
total cost of the WES is called the initial capital cost (IC). The IC is the sum of the
price of WTs, installation cost, price of other components like a transmission line,
transformers, and protection system. The civil work cost, and the components used
in the wind energy system are estimated to be 20% of the price of WTs [57]. Based
on these assumptions, the initial cost is determined from (33).

IC = 1.2 ∗ WTP ∗ PR ∗ NWT + Pinv ∗ INVP (33)

where WTP is the price of kW of the rated power of WT, Pr is the rated power of
the WT, NWT is the total number of WT required for the wind energy system. Pinv

is the rated power of the inverter, and INVP is the price of inverter per kW.

B. Replacement Cost

There aremany components of thewind energy system that should be replaced during
the lifetime of the project. These components should be determined at the start of the
project and its present value at the beginning of the project should be determined.
The net present values of components (Replacement cost, RC) should be calculated
based on the interest rate (r) and inflation rate (i) as shown in (34) [57, 58]:

RC =
Nrep∑
j=1

(
CRC ∗ CU ∗

(
1 + i

1 + r

)T∗j/(Nrep+1)
)

(34)

where,CRC is the capacity of the replacement unit (kW for WTs, and inverters, kWh,
etc.), CU is the unit price cost ($/kW for WT and inverters, $/kWh for battery), Nrep

is the number of replacements during the system life period T.

C. Operation and Maintenance Cost

Many components of the wind energy system need an effectivemaintenance program
during the lifetime of the project. The cost of maintenance during the lifetime of the
project should be estimated and its net present value should be determined. Two parts
of the wind energy systems need intensive maintenance programs which are theWTs
and the power electronics converter. The maintenance of theWTs is estimated as 5%
of the total cost ofWTs, meanwhile, the maintenance cost of the inverter is estimated
to be 1% [59]. Another study estimated the operation and maintenance cost (OMC)
of the whole wind energy system to be 1% of the total cost of the wind energy system
[56]. Some other studies [60] used fixed cost for each kW of the components such as
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100 $/kW for WTs and 1% of the cost of the inverter. The study shown in [61] used
the annual maintenance cost ofWT of $20/kW. Reference [62] used the annualMOC
to be $10/kW for WTs. Some studies linked the OMC to the operation of the wind
energy system by estimating the OMC as 1% of the total cost of kWh generated from
the wind energy systems [63, 64]. The present value of OMC of the wind energy
system used the total amount of maintenance and it uses the interest rate and inflation
rate to estimate its value as shown in (36) [54]:

OMC = OMC0 ∗
(
1 + i

r − i

)
∗

(
1 −

(
1 + i

1 + r

)T
)

, r �= i (35)

D. The Present Salvage Value

The replacements during the operation of the project and the price of the components
at the end of the project should be taken into considerations. The price of these
components should be determined as revenue at the start of the project taking into
consideration the interest rate and inflation rate as shown in (36) [14, 56]. This
salvage value (SV) is estimated to be 10% of WT, 20% of the power electronics
converters and batteries, and other components will not have a value at the end of
its use [14]. In this study, the SV has been taken as 20% for WTs, and 10% for the
power conditioning components. The present value of SV should be calculated at the
beginning of the project taking into considerations the interest rate and failure rate
which is called the present salvage value (PSV ) as shown in (36)

PSV =
Nrep+1∑
j=1

SV ∗
(
1 + i

1 + r

)T∗j/(Nrep+1)

(36)

where SV is the scrap value, i is the inflation rate, r interest rate, Nrep is the number
of different components replacements over the system life period T.

3.6 Selecting the Best Site and Best Wind Turbine for each
Site “Fifth Subroutine”

This part of the program is used to extract the cost results of kWh generated from all
options of sites and WTs as shown in Fig. 8. The minimum cost will be selected as
the best option and the site and WT associate with this lowest cost will be selected
to be used as the best matching between the sites and WT types. Many other useful
results can be extracted from this subroutine like the best WT for each site based on
the minimum cost for each site.
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4 Output Results

The new proposed program has been used with 32 sites in Saudi Arabia and 140
market available WTs. The program can perform perfect site matching with WT
type. The selection of suitable WT type has been carried out depending on the
minimum energy price. An accurate cost estimation technique has been introduced to
get accurate results. Many information can be extracted from this computer program.
Some salient results have been presented in this report. Enormous helpful results can
be also extracted from this program and it will not be displayed in this report due to
the limitation of the report size. The enormous input data (32 sites wind speed data
and 140 WT performance parameters) can perform an accurate wind energy map
for Saudi Arabia. An excel program is used to implement the logic of this program
to validate the results obtained from this subroutine. The output results from this
computer program are shown in the following:

The 32 sites and the 140 WT types are used to draw a relationship between the
rated wind speed and cut-in wind speeds as shown in Fig. 10. Using curve fitting
of this relation to the first-order polynomial, the relation shown in (37) can be used
to model this relation. The rated wind speed is directly proportional to the cut-
in wind speed and the minimum and maximum cut-in wind speed are 2 m/s and
4 m/s, respectively. Meanwhile, most of the cut-in wind speed of the WTs is 3 m/s.
Moreover, theminimum andmaximum values of rated wind speed ofWTs are 10m/s
and 15 m/s, respectively.

ur = 1.2679 uc + 8.5227 (37)

The relationship between the Weibull scale parameter, c against the hub heights
of WTs in five sites is shown in Fig. 11. It is clear from this figure that the Weibull
scale parameter is linearly proportional to the hub height of the WTs.

Fig. 10 The rated wind
speed along with the cut-in
wind speed of WTs
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Fig. 11 The variation of Weibull scale parameter, c, and the hub height of WT, h for the best five
sites among the 32 sites under study

Another very useful relationship between c and ur can be obtained from Fig. 12.
This relation shows that the relationship showing c and ur is linearly proportional.
This relation is shown in Eq. (38). This relation is very helpful to the researchers
and designers to determine the Weibull scale parameter directly from average wind
speed without using the sophisticated calculations shown in the first subroutine.

c = 1.11 ∗ uav − 0.58 (38)

Similar studies have been introduced in the literature to get this important rela-
tionship between the Weibull scale factor and the average wind speed of the site.
One of these relations used the Gamma function to get another relation between
average wind speed and Weibull parameters as shown in Eq. (39) [2]. Another equa-
tion introduced in (40) to model this relation between the Weibull scale parameters

Fig. 12 The variation of the
Weibull scale parameter,
c along with average wind
speed for WTs and sites
under study
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and average wind speed [65].

uav
c

= �(1 + 1

k
) (39)

c = 1.12 ∗ uav (40)

The Weibull parameters are used to determine the capacity factor of the wind
energy system. The value of the capacity factor is very important where it is counted
as the technical matching factor because the high value of the capacity factor means
the high performance of the WT in this site. So, the capacity factor can be drawn
based on the average wind speed and the rated wind speed as shown in Fig. 13. This
relation is extracted from using the 32 sites and the 140 WTs used in this study. This
relation shows that the highest capacity factor can be achieved at high average wind
speed and low rated wind speed of the WT and vice versa.

The relation between the capacity factor,CF, and uav/ur for all sites under study and
allWT types is shown in Fig. 14. This figure implies that the capacity factor increases
with increasing the value of uav/ur for all sites and allWT types. So it is recommended
to use sites with the highest average wind speed, and it is also recommended to use
WT with the lowest rated wind speed to get the highest capacity factor. The highest
capacity factor can be translated into lower cost and lower price of the generated kWh.
It is also clear from this figure that the capacity factor increases with increasing the
ratio of average and rated wind speed till uav/ur equal approximately to 1.22 after
that the capacity factor will be reduced. So it is not recommended to install WT in
any site with an average wind speed greater than 1.22 times the average wind speed.

Figure 15 shows the relationship between the energy price and capacity factor for
32 sites and 140 WT types. The energy cost is inversely proportional to the capacity

Fig. 13 3-D graph showing the relation between the capacity factor along with the rated wind
speed of the WT and the average wind speed of the sites under study
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Fig. 14 The relation
between uav/ur and capacity
factor
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Fig. 15 The energy cost for
the 32 sites and 140 WTs
under study along with the
capacity factor
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factor i.e., as the capacity factor increases the energy price decreases. Also, Fig. 16
shows the relation between the energy price (Cents/kWh) and the (uav/ur) for 32
sites and 140 WT types. This figure emphasizes that the energy price is inversely
proportional to (uav/ur).

Fig. 16 The energy price in
Cents/kWh for 32 sites and
140 WT along with (uav/ur)
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Fig. 17 The relation between the energy price and average wind speed for 32 sites and 140 WTs

Figure 17 shows the relation between the energy price and average wind speed for
32 sites and 140 WT types. The energy price is inversely proportional to the average
wind speed i.e., as the average wind speed increases the energy price decreases. As
an example, Fig. 18 shows the relation between energy price (Cents/kWh) and the
average wind speed for 32 sites with WT #1. This figure emphasizes this inverse
relationship between energy price and average wind speed.

Table 3 shows site information in order from best to worst depending on ECF.
It is clear from this table that the best site among these 32 sites is Dammam with
4.155073 Cents/kWh and the next four sites are Douhlom, Guriat, Hail, Skaka with
4.395947, 4.395947, 4.576602, and 5.239005 Cents/kWh, respectively. These best
five sites results will be discussed in detail and will be compared with other sites
in the following discussion. The most interesting points in these results are that all
of these sites do not have the highest average wind speed but at least these sites
have good wind speed with respect to other sites. Also, the price of kWh generated
from Douhlom and Guriat sites with WT #2 is 5.8% greater than the price of kWh
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Fig. 18 The relation between energy price Cents/kWh and the average wind speed for 32 sites with
WT #1 as an example
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Table 3 Sites information in order from best to worst depending on ECF

12 Turaif 1 Acciona_6 4.17 6.021845 44.9
13 Qaisumah 1 Acciona_6 3.71 6.142282 47.8
14 Hafer-Albate 1 Acciona_6 3.33 6.142282 47.8
15 Wejh 1 Acciona_6 4.52 6.383155 53.6
16 Wadi 1 Acciona_6 3.5 7.226214 73.9
17 Arar 1 Acciona_6 3.63 7.226214 73.9
18 Yanbou 1 Acciona_6 3.77 7.587525 82.6
19 Taif 1 Acciona_6 3.67 8.069273 94.2
20 Al-Baha 1 Acciona_6 3.46 9.032767 117.4
21 Tabouk 1 Acciona_6 2.72 9.273642 123.2
22 Riyadh 1 Acciona_6 2.95 9.996264 140.6
23 Jeddah 1 Acciona_6 3.65 9.996264 140.6
24 Sharorah 1 Acciona_6 3.31 10.47801 152.2
25 Abha 1 Acciona_6 3.13 11.20063 169.6
26 Gassim 1 Acciona_6 2.91 11.44151 175.4
27 Khamis 1 Acciona_6 3.02 13.00718 213.0
28 Madinah 1 Acciona_6 3.05 16.25898 291.3
29 Bisha 1 Acciona_6 2.45 21.1969 410.1
30 Gizan 63 Fuhrlander_4 3.15 29.00522 598.1
31 Najran 1 Acciona_6 2.12 39.38287 847.8
32 Makkah 34 AWE_1 1.64 129.8009 3023.9

Site 
Order

Site name Best WT Average 
Wind 
speed

ECF % increase 
from the best 

site, 
'Dammam'WT # WT Name m/s C/kWh

1 Dammam 2 Goldwind_3 4.4 4.155073 0.0
2 Douhlom 2 Goldwind_3 4.32 4.395947 5.8
3 Guriat 2 Goldwind_3 4.24 4.395947 5.8
4 Hail 1 Acciona_6 3.98 4.576602 10.1
5 Skaka 2 Goldwind_3 3.82 5.239005 26.1
6 Asulil 1 Acciona_6 3.8 5.299224 27.5
7 KFIA 1 Acciona_6 4.41 5.419661 30.4
8 Al-Ahsa 1 Acciona_6 3.7 5.660534 36.2
9 Al-Jouf 1 Acciona_6 3.9 5.780971 39.1

10 Dhahran 3 Goldwind_4 4.31 6.021845 44.9
11 Rafha 1 Acciona_6 3.89 6.021845 44.9

generated from the Dammam site with WT #2. Also, it is clear that the price of kWh
generated from the Hail site with WT #1 is 10.1% greater than the price of kWh
generated from the Dammam site with WT #2. Also, the price of kWh generated
from the Skaka site with WT #2 is 26.1% greater than the price of kWh generated
from the Dammam site with WT #2. Also, it is clear from the table that the worst
sites in wind energy applications are Madinah, Bisha, Gizan, Najran, and Makkah
where the price of kWh generated from these sites with the best WT for each of them
are 16.25898, 21.1969, 29.00522, 39.38287, and 129.8009 Cents/kWh, respectively.
These sites are not good option to install the WES on it. Also, it is noted that the
cost of the generated kWh from the WES in these five sites are almost 4, 5, 7, 9.5,
31 times the cost of kWh generated from the Dammam site with WT #2.

Many interesting information and recommendations can be concluded from Table
4. The following points summarized the salient information and recommendations
that can be extracted from the above table.
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Table 4 Sites in order from best to worst depending on ECF
Site 

Order
Site name Location Average 

Speed
Best WT

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 Dammam EM 4.4 2 1 113 3 54 53 17 88 99 19
2 Dohlom WS 4.32 2 1 3 113 54 53 97 17 99 63
3 Guriat WN 4.24 2 1 3 113 54 53 17 19 88 97
4 Hail MN 3.98 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 17 99 63
5 Skaka MN 3.82 2 1 113 3 54 53 17 88 97 99
6 Asulil MM 3.8 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 17 97 99
7 KFIA WN 4.41 1 3 2 54 113 53 63 17 99 97
8 Al-Ahsa EM 3.7 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 17 99 19
9 Al-Jouf MN 3.9 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 17 19 97

10 Dhahran EM 4.31 3 1 2 54 53 17 97 99 113 63
11 Rafha WN 3.89 1 2 3 113 54 53 63 19 97 17
12 Turaif WN 4.17 1 2 3 54 113 53 17 19 97 99
13 Qaisumah EN 3.71 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 19 17 99
14 Hafer Al-

Baten
EN 3.33 1 2 113 3 35 36 34 54 53 88

15 Wejh WN 4.52 1 3 54 2 53 17 99 19 97 113
16 Wadi MS 3.5 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 19 17 99
17 Arar WN 3.63 1 2 113 3 54 53 88 63 19 97
18 Yanbou WM 3.77 1 2 3 113 54 53 63 19 97 17
19 Taif WM 3.67 1 2 113 3 63 54 53 19 17 88
20 Al-Baha WN 3.46 1 2 113 3 54 88 63 19 53 17
21 Tabouk WN 2.72 1 2 35 36 34 113 3 54 88 53
22 Riyadh MM 2.95 1 2 113 3 54 88 53 34 35 36
23 Jeddah WM 3.65 1 2 3 113 63 54 19 53 88 17
24 Sharorah ES 3.31 1 2 113 3 54 88 63 19 53 17
25 Abha WS 3.13 1 2 113 63 3 88 54 19 53 29
26 Gassim MM 2.91 1 2 113 3 88 54 53 34 35 36
27 Khamis WS 3.02 1 2 113 3 88 63 54 19 53 29
28 Madinah WM 3.05 1 2 113 63 88 3 19 54 29 53
29 Bisha MM 2.45 1 2 113 88 35 36 34 3 86 54
30 Gizan WS 3.15 63 2 1 113 88 67 19 3 29 54
31 Najran WS 2.12 1 2 34 35 36 113 88 3 86 54
32 Makkah WM 1.64 34 35 36 1 2 113 122 3 86 67

Hint: E=East, W=West, M=Middle, N=North, S=South

• WTs # 1, 2, 3, 113, and 54 are shown among the best 10 WT types for all sites
under study. So, it is recommended to use any one of theseWT types for sites that
do not have a design study or unavailable wind speed data.

• The best two WTs in most sites are WTs # 1 and 2. This is the case in 30 sites
except for Gizan and Makkah because these two sites have very low wind speeds.
So, it is recommended to use WTs # 1, 2 in most of the sites in Saudi Arabia
except sites with very low average wind speed.

• WT # 2 is the best selection for sites with good average wind speeds such as
Dammam, Douhlom, Guriat, and Skaka. Also, the second option for these sites
is WT #1. So, it is recommended to use WT #2 in sites with average wind speed
greater than 4 m/s in 10 m elevation.

• WT #1 is the best option for sites with medium average wind speed and WT #2 is
the second-best option in most of these cases. So, it is recommended to use WT
#1 in sites with average wind speed lower than 4 m/s and greater than 2.45 m/s in
10 m’ elevation except for Gizan, Dhahran, and Skaka.

• WTs # 34, 35, and 36 are the best options for the sites having very low average
wind speeds such as Makkah and Najran. Where these WT types were never
shown among the best 10WTs except with sites having average wind speed lower
than 3 m/s. So, it is recommended to use WTs # 34, 35, and 36 for sites lower
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than 2.4 m/s and it is acceptable to use them for average wind speed between 2.4
and 3 m/s over 10 m elevation.

4.1 Detailed Results from Best Five Sites

Detailed results of the best five sites are shown in the following sections. These
results are focused on the comparison between the best and worst WT types; also a
comparison between the five best and five worst WTs for each site will be displayed.
Also, a list for the best 10 WT types and 10 worst WT types will be shown in tables
for these five sites.

4.1.1 Detailed Results from Dammam Site

It is clear from the results of the new proposed computer program that has been
summarized in Tables 5 and 6 that the Dammam site is the best site for wind energy
applications. The best WT type for the Dammam site is WT #2. The price of kWh
generated from Dammam with WT #2 is 4.155073 Cents/kWh. The worst WT that
can be used inDammam isNEPC_2 (WT#125)with 12.766Cents/kWhwhich shows
that it is three times the price of kWh generated in Dammam with WT #2. The main
reason in the big difference in the price of kWh is because most of the available wind
speed of the Dammam site is used to generate power from WT #2 but most of these

Table 5 The sest 10 WT types in the Dammam site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
Goldwind_3 2 3 10.3 22 6.220 1.709 0.315 4.155
Acciona_6 1 3 10.6 20 6.264 1.695 0.307 4.215

HZ_WindPR_3 113 3 10.5 25 6.220 1.709 0.307 4.255
Goldwind_4 3 3 9.9 22 5.918 1.790 0.299 4.276
Envision_4 54 3 10 25 5.913 1.792 0.294 4.396
Envision_3 53 3 10.5 25 5.957 1.772 0.279 4.456
Acciona_3 17 3 10.5 20 5.956 1.772 0.278 4.516

Goldwind_2 88 3 11 22 6.220 1.709 0.288 4.516
Guodian_3 99 3 10.5 25 5.956 1.772 0.279 4.516
Acciona_5 19 3.5 11 25 6.264 1.695 0.276 4.577

Table 6 The detailed results for the worst 10 WT types in the Dammam site
WT Name uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_1 74 4 15 25 5.913 1.792 0.126 9.153
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_2 75 4 15 25 5.913 1.792 0.126 9.153
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_3 76 4 15 21 5.913 1.792 0.126 9.193

Gamesa_2 68 4 15 25 5.912 1.792 0.126 9.380
Gamesa_3 69 4 15 25 5.912 1.792 0.126 9.384

Ecotecnia_2 44 4 14.5 25 5.440 1.681 0.119 9.659
NEPC_1 124 4 15 25 5.440 1.681 0.111 10.234

Southern_Wind_Farms 128 4 15 25 5.440 1.681 0.111 10.234
NEPC_3 126 4 15 25 5.198 1.746 0.092 11.305
NEPC_2 125 4 17 25 5.440 1.681 0.089 12.766
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Fig. 19 Comparison between the best and worst WT types for the Dammam site

speeds are not used to generate power fromWT #125. These conclusions are shown
very clear in Fig. 19. This figure shows a comparison between the best WT type for
Dammam (WT #2) and the worst WT type for this site (WT #125). The first curve
shows the speed distribution facing each WT type in the Dammam site. The second
curve shows the generated power against wind speed for WT #2 and WT #125. It is
clear from this figure that most of the speed distribution for Dammam is lying within
the generated area of WT #2. But, most of the speeds are shown below the cut-in
speed of WT #125 and there is no considerable speed over the rated speed of WT
#125. The same results can be concluded from the next two figures where Fig. 20
and Fig. 21 show the distribution of wind speed and the power characteristics against
wind speed for the best and worst five WTs for the Dammam site, respectively.
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Fig. 20 Best five WT types in the Dammam site
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Fig. 21 Worst five WT types for Dammam site

These two figures show that most of the speed in the Dammam site is lying within
the generated power of five best WTs but most of the speeds are not lying within the
generated power area of the worst five WTs for the Dammam site.

Tables 5 and 6 show the list of the best 10WTs and theworst 10WTs forDammam.
These tables also show the WTs name, numbers, specifications, Weibull parameters,
capacity factor, and the cost of energy generated from each WT. Moreover, the cost
of energy is inversely proportional to the capacity factor in each case. Also, it is
better to use WT #2 in the Dammam site for the minimum cost of generated energy.
Also if a wrong WT type like WT #125 is used instead of WT #2 in Dammam site,
the price of the generated kWh will be more than three times the price associated
with WT #2. So it is not recommended to use any one of the worst WT types shown
in Table 6 on the Dammam site.

4.1.2 Detailed Results from Douhlom Site

It is clear from the results of the new proposed computer program that has been
summarized in Tables 7 and 8 that the Douhlom site is the second best site for wind
energy applications. The best WT type for the Douhlom site is WT #2. The price
of kWh generated from Douhlom with WT #2 is 4.396 Cents/kWh. The worst WT
that can be used in Douhlom is NEPC_2 (WT #125) with 19.36 Cents/kWh which
is clear that it is more than four times the price of kWh generated in Douhlom with
WT #2. The main reason of the big difference in the price of kWh is because most
of the available wind speed of the Douhlom site is used to generate power from
WT #2 but most of these speeds are not used to generate power from WT #125.
These conclusions are shown very clear in Fig. 22. This figure shows a comparison
between the best WT type for Douhlom (WT #2) and the worst WT type for this
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Table 7 The detailed results for the best 10 WT types in the Douhlom site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
Goldwind_3 2 3 10.3 22 6.206 2.130 0.277 4.396
Acciona_6 1 3 10.6 20 6.371 2.137 0.277 4.456

Goldwind_4 3 3 9.9 22 5.942 2.120 0.272 4.456
HZ_WindPR_3 113 3 10.5 25 6.206 2.130 0.267 4.577

Envision_4 54 3 10 25 5.872 2.115 0.260 4.637
Envision_3 53 3 10.5 25 6.052 2.127 0.253 4.757
Guodian_1 97 3 10.5 25 5.999 2.127 0.248 4.817
Acciona_3 17 3 10.5 20 5.999 2.127 0.248 4.878
Guodian_3 99 3 10.5 25 5.999 2.127 0.248 4.878

Fuhrlander_4 63 3.5 11.5 25 6.685 2.150 0.250 4.918

Table 8 The detailed results for the worst 10 WT types in the Douhlom site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_2 75 4 15 25 5.872 2.115 0.094 12.285
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_3 76 4 15 21 5.872 2.115 0.094 12.285

Ecotecnia_3 45 4 14.5 25 5.656 2.110 0.091 12.586
Gamesa_3 69 4 15 25 5.805 2.111 0.091 12.660
Gamesa_2 68 4 15 25 5.805 2.111 0.091 12.665

Ecotecnia_2 44 4 14.5 25 5.472 2.097 0.083 13.633
NEPC_1 124 4 15 25 5.472 2.097 0.077 14.696

Southern_Wind_Farms 128 4 15 25 5.472 2.097 0.077 14.696
NEPC_3 126 4 15 25 5.279 2.083 0.069 16.090
NEPC_2 125 4 17 25 5.472 2.097 0.058 19.360
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Fig. 22 Comparison between the best and worst WT types for the Douhlom site

site (WT #125). The first curve shows the speed distribution facing each WT in the
Douhlom site. The second curve shows the generated power against wind speed for
WT #2 and WT #125. It is clear from this figure that most of the speed distribution
for Douhlom is lying within the generated area of WT #2. But, most of the speeds
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are shown below the cut-in speed of WT #125 and there is no considerable speed
over the rated speed of WT #125. The same results can be concluded from the next
two figures, Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, which show the distribution of wind speed and the
power characteristics against wind speed for the best and worst five WT types in
the Douhlom site, respectively. These two figures show that most of the speed in the
Douhlom site is lying within the generated power of the five best WT types but most
of the speeds are not lying within the generated power area of the worst five WT
types in Douhlom site.

Tables 7 and 8 show the list of the best 10 WTs and the worst 10 WTs for
the Douhlom site. These tables also show the WT names, numbers, specifications,
Weibull parameters, capacity factor, and cost of generated energywith eachWT type.
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Fig. 23 Best five WT types in the Douhlom site
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Fig. 24 Worst five WT types for Douhlom
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Moreover, the prices of energy generated are inversely proportional to the capacity
factor in each case. Also, it is better to use WT #2 in the Douhlom site for the
minimum cost of generated energy. Also if a wrong WT type like WT #125 is used
instead ofWT #2 in Douhlom, the price of the generated kWh will be more than four
times the price associated with WT #2. So it is not recommended to use any one of
the worst WT types shown in Table 8 in the Douhlom site.

4.1.3 Detailed Results from Guriat Site

It is clear from the results of the new proposed computer program that has been
summarized in Table 9 and Table 10 that the Guriat site is the third best site for wind
energy applications. The best WT type for the Guriat site is WT #2. The price of
kWh generated from Guriat with WT #2 is 4.396 Cents/kWh. The worst WT that
can be used in Guriat is NEPC_2 (WT #125) with 18.708 Cents/kWh which is clear
that it is four times the price of kWh generated in Guriat with WT #2. The main
reason of the big difference in the price of kWh is because most of the available
wind speed of the Guriat site is used to generate power from WT #2 but most of
these speeds are not used to generate power from WT #125. These conclusions are
shown very clear in Fig. 25. This figure shows a comparison between the best WT
for Guriat (WT #2) and the worst WT for this site (WT #125). The first curve shows
the speed distribution facing each WT in the Guriat site. The second curve shows
the generated power against wind speed for WT #2 and WT #125. It is clear from

Table 9 The detailed results for the best 10 WT types for the Guriat site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
Goldwind_3 2 3 10.3 22 6.121 1.959 0.284 4.396
Acciona_6 1 3 10.6 20 6.201 1.931 0.281 4.456

Goldwind_4 3 3 9.9 22 5.782 2.066 0.261 4.577
HZ_WindPR_3 113 3 10.5 25 6.121 1.959 0.275 4.577

Envision_4 54 3 10 25 5.779 2.067 0.256 4.757
Envision_3 53 3 10.5 25 5.864 2.016 0.246 4.817
Acciona_3 17 3 10.5 20 5.864 2.016 0.246 4.938
Acciona_5 19 3.5 11 25 6.201 1.931 0.249 4.938

Goldwind_2 88 3 11 22 6.121 1.959 0.254 4.938
Guodian_1 97 3 10.5 25 5.864 2.016 0.246 4.938

Table 10 The detailed results for the worst 10 WT types in Guriat site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_1 74 4 15 25 5.779 2.067 0.093 12.686
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_2 75 4 15 25 5.779 2.067 0.093 12.686
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_3 76 4 15 21 5.779 2.067 0.093 12.686

Gamesa_2 68 4 15 25 5.779 2.067 0.093 13.089
Gamesa_3 69 4 15 25 5.779 2.067 0.093 13.104

Ecotecnia_2 44 4 14.5 25 5.343 1.948 0.088 13.441
NEPC_1 124 4 15 25 5.343 1.948 0.082 14.416

Southern_Wind_Farms 128 4 15 25 5.343 1.948 0.082 14.416
NEPC_3 126 4 15 25 5.145 2.012 0.068 16.379
NEPC_2 125 4 17 25 5.343 1.948 0.063 18.708
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Fig. 25 Comparison between the best and worst WT types for the Guriat site

this figure that most of the speed distribution for Guriat is lying within the generated
area of WT #2. But, most of the speeds are shown below the cut-in speed of WT
#125 and there is no considerable speed over the rated speed of WT #125. The same
results can be concluded from the next two figures where Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 show
the distribution of wind speed and the power characteristics against wind speed for
the best and worst five WTs in the Guriat site, respectively. These two figures show
that most of the speeds in the Guriat site are lying within the generated power of five
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Fig. 26 Best five WT types in the Guriat site
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Fig. 27 Worst five WT types for the Guriat site

best WT types but most of the speeds are not lying within the generated power area
of the worst five WT types in the Guriat site.

Tables 9 and 10 show the list of the best 10 WTs and the worst 10 WTs for the
Guriat site. These tables also show the WT names, numbers, specifications, Weibull
parameters, capacity factor, and the price of kWh generated with each WT type. It
is also clear from these two tables that the prices of kWh generated are inversely
proportional to the capacity factor in each case. Also, it is recommended to use WT
#2 in the Guriat site for the minimum price of kWh generated. Also if a wrong WT
type likeWT #125 is used instead ofWT #2 in Guriat the price of the generated kWh
will be almost four times the price associated with WT #2. So it is not recommended
to use any one of the worst WTs shown in Table 10 in the Guriat site.

4.1.4 Detailed Results from Hail Site

It is clear from the results of the new proposed computer program that has been
summarized in Tables 11 and 12 that the Hail site is the fourth best site for wind
energy applications. The best WT type for the Hail site is WT #1. The price of kWh

Table 11 The detailed results for the best 10 WT types in the Hail site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
Acciona_6 1 3 10.6 20 5.357 1.429 0.258 4.577

Goldwind_3 2 3 10.3 22 5.338 1.434 0.267 4.577
HZ_WindPR_3 113 3 10.5 25 5.338 1.434 0.261 4.657

Goldwind_4 3 3 9.9 22 5.096 1.518 0.251 4.697
Envision_4 54 3 10 25 5.094 1.519 0.247 4.878
Envision_3 53 3 10.5 25 5.111 1.515 0.233 4.938

Goldwind_2 88 3 11 22 5.338 1.434 0.245 4.938
Acciona_3 17 3 10.5 20 5.109 1.515 0.232 4.998
Guodian_3 99 3 10.5 25 5.109 1.515 0.233 4.998

Fuhrlander_4 63 3.5 11.5 25 5.782 1.497 0.242 5.018
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Table 12 The detailed results for the worst 10 WT types in the Hail site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_3 76 4 15 21 5.094 1.519 0.111 10.157

Gamesa_3 69 4 15 25 5.093 1.519 0.111 10.408
Gamesa_2 68 4 15 25 5.093 1.519 0.111 10.413
W.T.S._4, 7 7.1 16.2 27 6.415 1.379 0.118 10.598

Ecotecnia_3 45 4 14.5 25 4.778 1.566 0.094 10.598
Ecotecnia_2 44 4 14.5 25 4.743 1.577 0.091 11.393

NEPC_1 124 4 15 25 4.743 1.577 0.086 12.059
Southern_Wind_Farms 128 4 15 25 4.743 1.577 0.086 12.059

NEPC_3 126 4 15 25 4.614 1.634 0.074 13.312
NEPC_2 125 4 17 25 4.743 1.577 0.069 14.914

generated from Hail with WT #1 is 4.577 Cents/kWh. The worst WT type that can
be used in Hail is NEPC_2 (WT #125) with 14.914 Cents/kWh which is clear that it
is more than three times the price of kWh generated in Hail with WT #1. The main
reason of the big difference in the price of kWh is because most of the available wind
speed of the Hail site is used to generate power fromWT #1 but most of these speeds
are not used to generate power from WT #125. These conclusions are shown very
clear in Fig. 28. This figure shows a comparison between the best WT type for Hail
(WT #1) and the worst WT type for this site (WT #125).

The first curve shows the speed distribution facing each WT type in the Hail site.
The second curve shows the generated power against wind speed for WT #1 andWT
#125. It is clear from this figure that most of the speed distribution for Hail is lying
within the generated area of WT #1. But most of the speeds are shown below the
cut-in wind speed ofWT #125 and there is no considerable speed over the rated speed
of WT #125. The same results can be concluded from the next two figures where
Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 show the distribution of wind speed and the power characteristics
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Fig. 28 Comparison between the best and worst WT types for the Hail site
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Fig. 29 Best five WT types in the Hail site
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Fig. 30 Worst five WT types in the Hail site

against wind speed for the best and worst five WT types in the Hail site respectively.
These two figures show that most of the speed in the Hail site is lying within the
generated power of five best WTs but most of the speeds are not lying within the
generated power area of the worst five WTs in the Hail site.

Tables 11 and 12 show the list of the best 10WT types and the worst 10WT types
for the Hail site. These tables also show the WT names, numbers, specifications,
Weibull parameters, capacity factor, and the cost of generated energy from each WT
type. Moreover, the cost of generated energy is inversely proportional to the capacity
factor in each case. Also, it is better to use WT #1 in the Hail site for the minimum
price of kWh generated. Also if a wrong WT type like WT #125 is used instead of
WT#1 inHail the cost generated energywill be almost three times the cost associated
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Table 13 The detailed results for the best 10 WT types in the Skaka site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
Goldwind_3 2 3 10.3 22 5.309 1.690 0.237 5.239
Acciona_6 1 3 10.6 20 5.369 1.662 0.235 5.299

HZ_WindPR_3 113 3 10.5 25 5.309 1.690 0.230 5.380
Goldwind_4 3 3 9.9 22 5.086 1.768 0.223 5.420
Envision_4 54 3 10 25 5.081 1.769 0.219 5.600
Envision_3 53 3 10.5 25 5.116 1.754 0.206 5.721
Acciona_3 17 3 10.5 20 5.114 1.754 0.206 5.781

Goldwind_2 88 3 11 22 5.309 1.690 0.214 5.781
Guodian_1 97 3 10.5 25 5.114 1.754 0.206 5.781
Guodian_3 99 3 10.5 25 5.114 1.754 0.206 5.781

Table 14 The detailed results for the worst 10 WT types in the Skaka site
WT uc ur uf c k CF ECF

Name #
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_2 75 4 15 25 5.081 1.769 0.084 12.726
GC_China_Turbine_Corp_3 76 4 15 21 5.081 1.769 0.084 12.766

Ecotecnia_2 44 4 14.5 25 4.627 1.510 0.092 12.790
Gamesa_3 69 4 15 25 5.080 1.770 0.084 13.069
Gamesa_2 68 4 15 25 5.080 1.770 0.084 13.089
W.T.S._4, 7 7.1 16.2 27 6.465 1.752 0.079 13.328
NEPC_1 124 4 15 25 4.627 1.510 0.087 13.522

Southern_Wind_Farms 128 4 15 25 4.627 1.510 0.087 13.522
NEPC_3 126 4 15 25 4.428 1.581 0.071 15.127
NEPC_2 125 4 17 25 4.627 1.510 0.071 16.650

with WT #1. So it is not recommended to use any one of the worst WT types shown
in Table 12 in the Hail site.

4.1.5 Detailed Results from Skaka Site

It is clear from the results of the new proposed computer program that has been
summarized in Tables 13 and 14 that the Skaka site is the fifth best site for wind
energy applications. The best WT type for the Skaka site is WT #2. The price of
kWh generated from Skaka with WT #2 is 5.239 Cents/kWh. The worst WT type
that can be used in Skaka is NEPC_2 (WT #125) with 16.65 Cents/kWh which is
clear that it is three times the price of kWh generated in Skaka with WT #2. The
main reason of the big difference in the price of kWh is because most of the available
wind speed of the Skaka site is used to generate power fromWT #2 but most of these
speeds are not used to generate power fromWT #125. These conclusions are shown
very clear in Fig. 31. This figure shows a comparison between the best WT type for
Skaka (WT #2) and the worst WT type for this site (WT #125). The first curve shows
the speed distribution facing eachWT type in the Skaka site. The second curve shows
the generated power against wind speed for WT #2 and WT #125. It is clear from
this figure that most of the speed distribution for Skaka is lying within the generated
area ofWT #2. But, most of the speeds are shown below the cut-in wind speed ofWT
#125 and there is no considerable speed over the rated speed of WT #125. The same
results can be concluded from the next two figures where Fig. 32 and Fig. 33 show
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Fig. 31 Comparison between the best and worst WT types for the Skaka site
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Fig. 32 Best five WT types in the Skaka site

the distribution of wind speed and the power characteristics against wind speed for
the best and worst five WT types in the Skaka site, respectively. These two figures
show that most of the speed in the Skaka site is lying within the generated power of
the five best WTs but most of the speeds are not lying within the generated power
area of the worst five WT types in the Skaka site.

Tables 13 and 14 show the list of the best 10WT types and the worst 10WT types
for the Skaka site. These tables also show the WT names, numbers, specifications,
Weibull parameters, capacity factor, and the cost of generated energy from each WT
type. The prices of generated energy is inversely proportional to the capacity factor
in each case. Also, it is better to useWT #2 in the Skaka site for the minimum cost of
the generated energy. Also if a wrong WT type like WT #125 is used instead of WT
#2 in Skaka the cost of the generated energy is almost three times the cost associated
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Fig. 33 Worst five WT types in the Skaka site

with WT #2. So it is not recommended to use any one of the worst WT types shown
in Table 14 in the Skaka site.

5 Conclusions

The cost of energy generated from wind energy systems, WES, is depending on the
sites that will be used to install the WES and the wind turbine (WT) used in this site.
The WT can work with high performance in some sites but it may not work well
in some other sites, and for this reason, it is essential to start selecting the best site
among several sites available to install theWES and the suitableWT for this site. For
this reason, the new proposed computer program is used to handle this optimization
problem. 32 sites are selected in different provinces of Saudi Arabia and 140 market
available WT types are selected to choose the best site and the best WT suitable for
this site. The best site among these sites is the Dammam and the best WT suitable for
this site is Goldwind_3. The cost of energy for this option is 4.16 Cents/kWh. Also, it
is clear from the results of the proposed computer program theworst site among these
sites understudy is the Makkah site where the cost of energy is 129.81 Cents/kWh
when using the AWE_1WT. The big difference between the cost of energy improved
the superiority to be used to choose the best site and the best WT.
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